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SANTA

$1.50
COAL OUTPUT MUST NOW
BE GREATLY INCREASED

KO FIREWORKS FOR

i:E7

MEXICO ON THIS

INDEPENDENCE DAY
STATE CONFERENCE WARNS
PEOPLE THAT WE MUST
JOIN THE OTHER STATES
DT SAVING
EXPLOSIVES i
MAGAZINES REGULATED
State explosive! Inspector Miles C
Stewart of Carlsbad announces that
a ban will be put on the use of
fireworks and explosives on the
Fourth of July in New Mexico in
common with all the stat s in the
union. The object is the conservation of this important item in the
nations warfare, and to prevent unlicensed parties from obtaining explosives on the pretext of patriot- Local oolice officers of all towns

and counties will be authorized to
aieze stocks of explosive material
whose legal owners cannot be found,
and the same will be sold to licensed dealers for the benefit of the

American Red Cross, an accounting
of such' siezures and sales to be
made by the state inspector.
An advisory committee met at Albuquerque Tuesday morning and in
addition to adopting a resolution
covering the above, considered the
question of the. placing of and construction of powder magazines. The
inspector was given authority to
pass upon all such construction on
the merits of each case that may

arise.
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War Saviags Day
GOOD THE FUEL BILLS OF
THE STATE BODY, OFFICERS ELECTED AND RELas Vegas
THE PEOOS VALLEY SEC July 3, 4, 5.
Fovrth Aaaaal Cawheys Reaniaa
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99 New Mexico Towns

July 4.

Fmrtb of Jab Cejaaratioas

). I Jones, living about fourteen
miles west of Portales, while digging a well, found about a four or
six foot vein of coal. The exact
thickness of the vein was difficult
to determine from the fact that their
only means of arriving at any conclusion was from the amount of this
deposit brought up in the slush
bucket. The deposit is about one
hundred and thirty feet below the
surface' Samples brought to Por
tales indicate that the quality is
Two miles further west
good.
Clarence Newman also found coal in
a well he is putting down, which in
appearance, is identical with that
found on the Jones place, however
the vein does not appear to be quite
so thick. Portales News.
DECISION REGARDING THE
PASSAGE OF STOCK OVER
CHECKERBOARDS EXPLAINED
On the inquiry of readers who de
sire fuller information regarding the
decision handed down by Supreme
Court Justice Clarence J. Roberts,
in the matter of checkerboard sections of land, held in part be railways and in part by' private owners
or lessees from the slate, the decision
is presented in the official language
of the court, in a less confusing form
than the condensed account Ri.en
i'i the Kecord of last week.
In their motion for rehearing file!
herein appellees have called to the
attention of the court an error in the
stutrment of faeff, in this, It s
statfd that the appellants were the
oivMcrs, under leass, of a 42,000 acre,
tract of land immediately east of
15 and 16 north, range 7
townships
,
N. M. P. M , and that the sto:k
vi;-.tot the rcrnandez Company was !ar ;c- owned by the appellees. Further
that 'on the 9th '.iy of April,. 'MT,
the Kirnandez Company and lilia:
F'rincis & Son entered into a wr'ttcn
contract by which it was agreed t'.at
a line of iron posts should be erected
mi
the range li:i2 between rarRcv
7 and 0 west, etc." and the remainder
on the third paragraph is the statement of facts. All these facts were
alleged in appellants' answer or cross-u- o
nq meduio3
jno uax;3i4)f
motion of appellees by the trial court.
The action of the court in striking
out the same was assigned as error,
but was not considered by this court
as we did not find it' necessary to
pass upon the question presented. The
sixth paragraph of the answer, the
material facts therein alleged being
set forth in the statement of facts,
was likewise stricken by the trial
court. As our conclusion was not
influenced by the facts set forth in
the pleadings filed by appellants,
stricken as stated by the trial court,
such facts could welt have been omit- ted from the statement. I have care
fully considered the motion filed for
a rehearing and the able brief in
support of the same but find no reason
for departing from the conclusion
reached in the former opinion. The
motion for rehearing will therefore
be denied.
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS
Concurring Opinion On

j
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FRIDAY JUNE

COMING STATE EVENTS

GOAL DISCOVERED

Washington, D. C June 7. Careful investigation by the United State Fuel Administration show that
the country will have need of approximately 735,000,000 tons of coal
for the current coal year ending
March 31 1919. To reach this huge
total would require that the United
States produce considerabely more
coal than all the rest of the world
combined.
Of this total 100,000,000 net tons
is apportioned to the anthricite mines and 635,00,000 net tons to the bit
uminous mines. The apportionment
to the anthracite mines about equals
the output of 1917. That of the bituminous mines' represents an in
creased production of 85,000,000 net
tons. To meet the additional requirments for bituminous coal necessitates an average weekly
production
exceeding 12,000,000 tons. The .top
notch of production was reached for
the week of May 11, when the output recorded was 11325,000 tons. Even should this high average be carried through to December, there will
be a natural decline in production
after that time, due to the added
difficulties of transportation during
the winter season.
The increased demand for bituminous coal is brougiht about by the
of the war
amazing developement
activities of the Government. Additional coal is demanded in the equipment of our armies, the building of
ships, the expansion of the Navy,
and for all of the industrial activities involved in the production of
war essentials. One single war plant
is now demanding 5000 tons of coat
a day and by July 1 its requirments
will reach 7000 tons a day. Four new
munition plants will need this year
more bituminous coal than was last
year consumed by all the shops, factories, plants?' gas works, power
plants and street railways in the
State of New Jersey. In addition to
the industrial requirments the house
holders must be provided with their
quota of coal.
The fuel administration and the
Railroad Administration are working in harmony in their efforts to
reach the demands of the country
for fuel. In their efforts to fill the
demands they have the cooperation
of the miners and operators throughout all the coal fields.

A number of other matters relating to the public safety at this time
were taken under consideration.
Those who took part in the discussions and action of the conference are ;
State Explosives Inspector Miles C.
Stewart of Carlsbad. F. G. White of
Denver, and P. F. McCanna of Albuquerque representing the insurance
interests, W. W. Risdon, state mine
inspector, A. C. Cooley, of State college, representing the farmers, C. M. TRIP TO LAKE BUFORD
Potts of Albuquerque, legal adviser
BALKED BY BAD ROADS
lo the committee, J. R. Galusha of
Albuquerque representing the police
Tha
six
Santa
power, Charles Springer, of the state Fe and day trip planned by'enthucouncil of defense, H. B Hcning, siasts to Albuquerque jgjame
was
called
off
Buford
Lake
publicity member
on account of the condition of the
roads. Arrangements had been made
HEALTHY CONDITION OF
in the Estancia valley to feed a big
N. M. BANKS SUMMARY crowd at several of the proposed
stopping places.
The lake has been renamed and
Deposits in state banks alone have
increased nearly $3,000,000 in the last set aside as a refuge place for wild
vear. The exact figure is $2,941,366.93 ducks, and the optimist would say
as given in a condensed statement that the weather will at least be
bv State Bank Examiner Geo. a. Van appreciated by the ducks, and for
Stone, for a period from May 1, 1917 that matter it is their lake after all.
to May 10, 1918, just a year and nine
days.
Bank resources of the state amount FEDERAL COURT IS
to $68,017209.96. Of this amount
$20,619,48236 is represented by state
regulated banks, which show an
erease of $4,247,902.58 for the year. AFTER PERSONS WHO
The increase for national banks
not shown in the statement
though
'
said to be in proportion.
SELL SOLDIERS DRINK
Investments in Liberty Loans by
state banks form a part of $920,674.63
Meld by state banks in the item of
btocks and other securities. This is
OFFENDER RECEIVES JAIL
an increase of $647,933 62.
For the two months between
SENTENCE; OTHERS REMarch 4 and May 10, 1918, an inis
shown in state
crease of $2,500
LEASED BECAUSE OF MITbank reserves, while deposits because
IGATING). CTROUHSTANOES
of war donations and bond buying
uave been reduced by the comparaOF THEIR OASES
tively small figure of $16,500 ia round
a ambers.
There are 115 banks in the state.
The jury brought in a verdict of
Of this number 72 are state banks
and 43 are national, six state banks guilty in the case of the government
ftave been organized since May 1, vs. Lem Moore, who was tried in
federal court on the charge of giv- 1917; The Citizens Bank, Ft. Sumner. The Farmers and Stockmen's ing or selling, whiskey and wine to
Bank, Estancia; The Farmers State soldiers at a place called Ada, near
Bank, Texico; The First State Bank, Deming. U. S. District Judge Colin
San Jon; First State Bank of Cap-ita- Neblett, who tried the case in the
The International State Bank. federal court, had instructed the jury
Raton. In the last year only one that allowing soldiers to get alec
state bank, The Farmers Trust holies at a meal and charging an
and Savings Bank of Las Cruces has excess profit on the meal to cover
such beverages is a violation of the
gone out of business.
law.
The court dismissed the charge
NO BETTER MEN IN ANY
against E. J. Wasridge who was inARMY SAYS GEN. WOOD
ducted into the army. Wasridge is
OF HIS DIVISION, THE MTH a youth of 18 or 19 years of age and
it was alleged that he was walking
(New Yerk Trihaaa)
along the street as soldiers passed
There are none better in any ar- and that one of the soldiers exclanv
my in the world," said General ed. "here boy, get a bottle of whis
Wood of his soldiers of the 89th key," handing Wasridge two silver
Division his no longer is they dollars. Prompt action followed.
marched in review for the last time Judge Neblett sentenced Rudolph
before him. We can say the same G. Butler to serve ten months in U.
of their leader. General Wood took S. jail and to pay
fine of $500 and
g
his
recall like the costs for selling liquor to soldiers,
The case of the government vs.
good soldier that he is there is
none better in any army in the world. Juan Rivera, charged with giving
No suggestion of complaint was hi whiskey to soldiers, was dismissed.
his farewell "The only thing to do Evidence was introduced to show
is to do the best we can all of us
that soldiers entered Rivera's house
to win ' the war," were his final at Las Cruces.
words.
Trae Leader Of M
SANTA FE WOMEN FORM A
VIGOROUS DEFENSE BODY
Throughout General Wood has
berne himself like the true leader of
men that he is. Indignation in his
Commissions issued from the govbehalf was rife in the 89th Division. ernor's office to the woman's county
A lesser maw could not have helped, council of defence recently organtn some degree, fanning the blaze. ized with Mrs. I. H. Rapp, as chairTo the contrary, General Wood turn- man; Mrs. A. B. Rehehan, secretary.
ed the episode into the largest m6ral Mrs. James L Setigman, disbursing
illustration of a soldier's duty vital- officer: Mrs. R. E. Twitchell, publiizing his sermon by his own act. We city; Mrs.
organizaall know that General Wood will go tion committee; Mrs. Kate Hall,
back to Kansas and repeat his exMrs. J. M. Diaz, food pre
traordinarily successful labors of duetvon and victory gardens; Miss
recruits
into
real
Flora
Conrad, child welfare; Mrs.
training green
soldiers with undiminished enthu- - Loveland, health and recreation and
social service. Mrs. A. J. Fisher, patCaaatrv Is Tha
riotic education and public markets;
The one colossal loser from the Mrs. T. H. Wagner, Liberty Loan
episode is not the 89th division, nor and Thrift Stamps; Mrs. Grace B.
General Wood, but the United States Ormsbee, home and foreign relief;
of America. It is valuable work that ecnomics
Mrs. Harry Ii Wilson,
General Wood is graciously permit- food conservation and library work.
ted to continue at Camp Funston. The last named will select four
But what of France I Where in the teams from Santa Fe county to athistory of the world was there ever tend the Mothers' and Daughters'
so argent a call for a great-heartcongress at Albuquerque during the
leader and inspirer of men I
last week of June.

FE GEO

W. F. Martin of Mountatnair was
4.
Santo Domingo elected
president of the New Mex
Paeble ledlaa Cora Daace
ico Bean Growers' Association, which
Taos was formally organized Monday, C
September 30.
H. Gaylord of French was made vice
Saa Garaaiaaa Festival
president and C M. Milbourn of EsNovember
Albuquerque tancia, secretary-treasure- r.
New Mexico Educational Association
It is planned to form local asso
ciations in all parts of the state.as-eac- h
to elect a delegate who in turn
DONT BE AN ACCESSORY
will represent the local in the state
BRING PROFITEERS TO TIME association.
A trade name for New Mexico
The President placed himself in pinto beans will be sought and an
an embarrasing position when he de advertising campaign will be opened
clared in his recent address to Con' to increase the popularity of the
Kress that there now exists profiteer product.
nig tnat cannot be got at by the restraints of conscience "and the infor- PRAIRIE DOG POISON NOT
mation with regard to it is available
TOOTHSOME TO THE QUAIL
and indisputable. As Senator Borah
NO DANGER SAYS WARDEN
August

very pertinently pointed out. the
government has recntly convicted a
woman of sedition for saying among
otner things, "No government which
is for the profiteers can also be for
the people, I am for the people.
while the government is for the profiteers." There is no question that
thei woman was wrong in saying
that the government is for the profiteers, and yet she has a semblance
of corrogoration when the President
announces that the government has
evidence "available and indisputable"
if the profiters be not brought to
account. It is surely up to the administration to name and convict the
profiteers, in the public mind if not
in the courts.
GOVERNMENT RATE MUCH
HIGHER THAN THIS STATES'
In a case recently

decided by the

general" land office in which the
newspaper charge for publishing a
notice of final proof on mineral entry was questioned, it was held that
as both the old and new legal rates
in New Mexico were less than the
rate allowed by the government for
such publications, no action was
necessary on that feature of the
case. The charge which was 5 cents
per line per week was therefore sustained. Congressman Walton promptly reported this decision to all the
newspapers of the state by circular
letter.

SUPREME TRIBUNAL
REVIEWS

JOHNSON-MECH- EM

LIBEL CASE
ASSERTS
PRESS IS
MENACED, JUDGES HEAR
THAT RESPECT IS THEIR

LEGAL
TALENT
FREEDOM OF

OFFICIAL

PREROGATIVE

Justice.

Motioa For Rohoarina
I concur in the denial of the motion
for rehearing in this case. In so
doing I desire to state that I feel
bound by the controlling authority
of the circuit court of appeals and of
the supreme court of the United
States as to the right of the implied
license to graze the public domain
and in so doing, if necessary, to
cross lands held in private ownership. The holding of the Federal
courts is based upon the provisions
of the vet of February 25, 1885, 23
Stat. 322, which has been interpreted
by them to absolutely prohibit any
person, by any means, from obstructing the free passage or transit over
of through the public lands. And in
the case of the owner of alternate
railroad sections, he is held out to
have the right, by any means whatever, to prevent the passage to or use
of the
sections within
the ' range of his holdings if
sections are owned by the
government. This conclusion is contrary to the ordinary rules governing
property rights and is no doubt induced by the terms of the statute
as contrued. A different conclusion
commends
itself
which
to me,
was reached in U. S. v. Rindge, 208
Fed. 611. Feeling bound, however,
by the decisions referred to in the
opinion by Mr. Justice Roberts, 1
concur in the disposition heretofore
made of this case, with such correction in the statement of facts as has
been made by him.
In regard to the right of way over
the sections held in private ownership. I think the well known principles governing easements should
apply, to the effect that in the exercise
easement
of the
the
utmost reasonable care is to
be exercised by the claimant of
to be exercised by the claimant of
the easement so as to do the least
damage to the servient estate. Practically applied to such circumstances
as exist in this case, these principles
would require the crossing of herds
of animals at section corners rather
than at any other place upon the
alternate sections held in private
ownership.
FRANK W. PARKER,
t concur in the foregoing. Justice
RICHARD H. HANNA,
Chief Justice.

Claiming that criticisms of Judge
C. Mechem were expressed
of him as a private citizen, and not
in relation to a case pending in court
counsel for E. Dana Johnson sought
the reversal of the sentence of Judge
Mechems court which would place
Johnson in jail for thirty days for
contempt of court.
The case was argued on its appeal
before the state supreme court Tuesday. Herbert D. Mason of Tulsa,
Oklahoma ; E. R. Wright and Francis
C. Wilson of Santa Fe appeared for
the plaintiff. One argument
was that Mechcm's holding
would enable any one to silence s
newspaper during a political campaign by merely filing a suit against
the paper while the campaign was
on.
District Judge Reed Holloman sat
in the place of Justice Clarence J.
Roberts on the supreme court to
hear the case.
Attorney General
Harry L. Patton and assistant at
torney General Hatch represented
the state.
The state took the position that
Mr. Johnson had a fair trial that
he used the instrumentality of his
paper, the Santa Fe New Mexican.
to obstruct the course of a case then
pending before the court.
The pending case referred to is
the libel proceeding brought by a
Socorro county man against the
New Mexican,
charging that the
paper alleged he had desecrated the
American flag. The New Mexican
at that time was adjudged guilty of

Merrit

libeL

SANTA FE CHAUTAUQUA WILL
INCLUDE MENTAL TID BITS
A meeting of the signers of the
Chautauaua contract at the Chamber
Griffin
of Commerce office in the
.
This
building on Friday even-ngsummer's Chautauaua will open on
Tuesday, July 11, and season tickets
for the session will be on sale.
Help boost your town's .stamp
sales I Help finance the war I Help
put the New Mexico- - Stamp sales
over, by sending the State Record
one War Savings Stamp (Cost $4.16)
to cover your Subscription from date

to January

1, 192&,

Discussion of the action of the
biological
survey of the United
States which with the cooperation
of the state has for some months
been engaged in the task of destroying, all the prairie dogs in New
Mexico, has been rife during the
past week.
It seems that the claim was made
that quail and in some cases doves
poisoned by( the grain which has
been set out as bait for the field
rodents. State Game Warden Theo
dore Roualt, Jr. in a public letter
nas declared that little damage oi
this kind has heeti done, in the
knowledge of his office.
Only two quail, and hut a few
doves have been poisoned so far as
he is informed, and this is ascrihe'l
to the fact that poisoned oats were
used in one instance where others
were not available.
The birds hull such grain as they
pick up. and therefore do not usually take the poison. The greatest
care is being used by 'the poison
crews to set out only selected oats.
from 75 to 90 per cent of the
prairie dogs are killed off by the
poisoning where it is being done.
The remainder are thoked with
poison gas which is applied by means
of a special generator in the prairie
dog holes.
Most of the work of poisoning
by grain is now finished and several
crews are at work in different parts
of the state using the gas. Stockmen and farmers will gain to the
extent of millions of dollars in increased values when the prairie dogs
are exterminated.

Like election
returnes in New
Mexico, reports from the registration
S
of June
have been slow coming
into 4he capitol. Enough counties
have been heard from by this time
to indicate that the number of boys
who have reached) the age of 21
this year and have not already joined the service is about half what the
authorities expected.
Taking the proportion of men at
the age of 21 years who registered in
the draft a year ago, it was found
to be near 10 per cent. Using this
ratio as a basis New Mexico was expected to raise
quota of 3500. Owing to the fact that a greater proportion of New Mexico boys have
enlisted than the average for other
states, many of the boys who were
counted on to register were found
to be already with the colors, hav
ing enlisted in the army.
Captain K. C. Keid. federal disbur
sing oficcr here, states that whereas
for the United States in general the
proportion of volunters to the total
number of men in the army is 66
per cent, in New Mexico the propor
tion is 87 per cent.
THE BEAM IN HIS EYE
HIDES PUBLIC WELFARE
Special to State Record.
Washington, June 11. When reports are heard of the uterly reckless expenditures the present Administration is making one naturally
thinks of the thousands of poor
people who are denying themselves
real necessities to. make a payment
of a dollar a week on a Liberty Bond.
The Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce is a Florida
Democrat. He has a small private
office adjoining the larger committee room in the Capitol that he
conceived to be inadequately lighted.
The other day there was installed
chandelier
on his order a
of cut glass which coat the govIt is understood that
ernment $500.
tn e illumination ot the little room
is now sufficient.
The Irony of the
thing is that the Commerce Committee is the one that has been investigating" the Hog Island shipbuilding plant, concerning which such
loud cries of extravagance were
raised.
ten-lin-

ht

LARGE NUMBER TEACHERS AT
SILVER CITY STATE NORMAL
j-

nt

were represented.

HAVE DAY IN COURT
OVER WATER RIGHTS
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN
RAILWAY
ACCUSED
OF
WANTING WATER WHICH
60 SETTLERS SAY THEY
NEED FOR IRRIGATION
Sixty settlers in the Ruidoso vat-le- y
and along the Bonita and Eagle
creeks in Lincoln county were represented in the federal district court here on Saturday, when they sou
ght by injunction to restrain the El
Pascki and
Southwestern Railway
from tapping the headwaters of the
Ruidoso for railway purposes.
The claim was made by the farming men of that vicinity that they
need all the water that they can get
and more. The wheat irrigating season begins with the year's beginning,
and corn, alfalfa and later garden
crops require water until the end
of October. For thirty years they
have been applying the waters of
the Ruidoso and its tributary streams as they see fit, and have brought
1000 acres under cultivation
along a
river frontage or 20 miles. Col. George W, Pritchard acted as their attorney, and among those appearing
were State Senator J. V. Tully and
Frank B. Coe of Glencoe. The suit
was brought in the name of J. F. Al
lison and others.
The railway has begun the cons
truction of a wier at a point 32 miles
from their line, and it was on infor
mation that they had begun to get
pipe ready that the suit was begun.
The railway through their attorney
W. A. Hawkins denied that it was
the intention of the road to build
a pipe line just yet, and also denied
that the farmers need all of the
water. He set up claim to certainor-tio- n
of the waters through a grant that
the road has secured from the department of the interior in conjunction with federal Indian servicr, and
alleged that the water is needed by
the railway to operate a number of
extra trains made necessary by thj
army camps along the E. P. & S. W.
and connecting lines.
After hearing a number of witnesses and receiving affidavits covering
certain contentions of both parties
to the suit, Federal Judge Colin
Neblett ruled that the case will
on the docket, and may be
opened up again at any time the
complainants desire to do so, if it appears to them that the railway has
made a definite enough move on the
water resources on which to make an
injunction.
re-m-

MILLERS ASK FOR

SPECIAL RATE ON

The Stars and Stripes, official journal of the American ExpeditionNEW MEXICO GRAIN
ary Forces, has proposed lately to
each unit of f.eneral Pershing's
Army, Infantry, Battery, and
to adopt a French War Orphan and give 500 francs a year until OUTPUT FOR THE STATE FOR
the majority of the child.
Sixty-fou- r
adoption papers were
THIS YEAR IS OFFICIALLY
presented to the Bureau of NewsESTIMATED AT 2,290,000
Committee
to
the
and
the
of
papers
American Red Cross, the aviation
BUSHELS
OF WHEAT A
division has adopted 19 orphans.
One division has sent to the newsINCREASE
BIG
paper 1750 francs for two orphans
and also provision for two others.
A letter accompanying one of these
Special rates for the moving of
requests reads as follows;
"We are happy that you permit us wheat and flour in New Mexico will
to contribute and adopt so many or- be applied for by a committee representing the millers and wheat raisers
phans. We feel that this is a very who
in Albuquerque last week.
slight restitution to France for all Data met
was telceraohed to Washington
that we owe her."
Each unit is collecting so as to showing the cost of milling in New
have a little French child as a mas- Mexico, and a request for food recot. Most of the requests specify gulations that will secure justice to
and growers was included.
age and how tall the child shall be, millers
Col. A. J. Hunt, of Kansas City,
and very often the color of the hair
of the flour milling divichairman
and eyes. In the presence of so many
the national food administhousand little children: the Red sion of who
was the principal speakCross Committee has rather a task tration,
er at the meeting, advised the millers
to answer all these requirments.
and wheat growers to secure modern
machinery for the handling of wheat
NEW MEXICO LUMBERMEN
He
in order to practice economy.
ARE READY TO HELP WIN
advised all farmers to equip themmamodern
with
selves
THE WAR IN ANY MANNER
threshing
chinery as the loss in wheat by the
To help win the war by preparing use of obsolete threshimr was enorto cooperate with the government to mous.
At the afternoon section a letter
the fullest extent should a lumber
administrator be appointed for the from R. F. Hane, field agent of the
state of New Mexico, representatives department of agriculture, was read.
of the industry from all parts of the Mr. Hare writes that the official
state yesterday organized a Lumber- estimate of the output of wheat
e,

men! associotion, with especial reference to the retail trade.
James Doolittte manager of the Albuquerque Lumber Co., was elected
president; Jacob Proebstel of Santa
and Clarence Iden
Fe.
of the Gross Kelly company's Las
Vegas branch, secretary, statistics
will be compiled on the cost of doing business, to be placed at the
It is
disposal of the government.
considered likely that a lumber administrator will soon be named in
each of the states.
R. D. Mundell a member of the
Lumber Dealers
Rocky Mountain
Assn., came from Denver to address
the meeting and assist in the organization. He brought a message from
a national conference of business
men in Chicago held three weeks
ago, to the effect that while many
of our citizens are prepared to give
their lives if need be in the war.
business men should be willing to
give their property if asked for, and
otherwise to organize for the aid
of the government in any way it
may direct at this time.
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Las Vegas.
Espahola, Raton and other cities

RUIDOSO RESIDENTS

With an enrollment the opening
week of almost 300 teachers and
the State Normal summer
school bids fair to equal, if not exceed its enrollment of last year. This
is regarded as remarkable, inasmuch
as the war has had a marked effect
on school attendance at the higher
educational institutions.
President E. L. Enloe, who has
worked hard to make this year's
summer school a success is especially gratified at the large attendance.
The teachers attending are from alMESQUITE ADDS MOISTURE
most every section of the state.
AND HUMUS TO THE SOIL
SAYS COLLEGE BULLETIN

EACH UNIT OF OUR ARMY
ADOPTS FRENCH ORPHAN

Esca-drill-
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in New Mexico in 1918 is 2.290.000
bushels. He writes that approxima
tely 158,710 acres of wheat are in
cultivation.
The millers were told by Col. Hunt
that the government was anxious
for every mill, no matter how small,
to continue grinding wheat.
HALL IN RIO ARRIBA TO
HELP THE FARMER PLANT

H. L. Hall of Chama furnished the
land, water, seed, horses and wagons
to all who care to farm small tracts
of land. More than twenty Chama
families are taking advantage of his
offer. The railroad men are putting
in all their spare time farming. Not
only men and boys, but women are
working in the fields. If this system
were carried out all over the state,
New Mexico could feed the west.
" Rio Arriba county is over the
top in every respect," inspector Gregory of the Food Administration, reports from Tierra Amarilla. There

are

s

and

war-garde-

everywhere.
Mr. Grarory's trip has taken him
also in San Juan, Taos and Mora
'
counties.

That the mesquite bush is a factor
conserving moisture, and that its
use for this purpose may be of benefit to the Nicw Mexico farmer is advanced by the state agricultural college, after a series of experiments.
In unirrigated mesa soils m this
part of thje country mesquite may
be used to store up moisture and
also to add nitrogen and humus to
the ground. Of course some sunshine
is sacrificed on account of the shade
from the bushes, but this is made up,
it is claimed, by increased productivity.
There are certain grasses and
weeds that grow well in moderate
shade; one of the most promising
of which appears to be the mespuite
PORTE-RI- ).
grass (MUHLENBERGIA
In some places nearly every
mesquite bush has more or less of
this grass growing beneath it; and
the growth made by the grass, even
during a dry season is usually fairly good. During 1917, several bunches of this plant, occupying a space
of approximately twelve square feet
beneath a mesquite bush at State
College, N. M. produced a total of
14.6 ounces of air dry matter, or at
the rate of 3312 pounds of hay per
acre. The roots extended beyond the
space occupied by the top; but the
grass was at some disadvantage on
account of being situated on soil
that was five of six inches higher
than surrounding ground, and some
of the moisture that fell ran beyond
the reach of the roots. It had not
bevn protected from stock in past
years and it is doubtful if any other
crass common to southern New
Mexico would
have produced
so
heavily with such a small amount
of moisture. The precipitation for
the whole year was ouly 5.58 inches;
a small amount of which fell after
the crass had been cut and weighed.
The seed of this species germinates
fairly well, and it might not be very
difficult to improve the stand materially under bushes. One or two of
the stems were five feet long, in the
shade, but while the grass will grow
in the open it seems to prefer shade,
that is not too dense, with the greater amount of moistune nitrogen and
humus.
The samples from beneath the
bushes averaged 112 per cent higher
in nitrogen and 62 per cent higher in
humus than those taken in the open,
unprotected situations. One sample
was about two thirds as rich ia nitrogen as average cow manure.
The rapid growth of plants beneath or near mesquite bushes ia
due, evidently, not only to higher
moisture content but to larger amount of nitrogen and humus. If a
better stand of the bushes could be
secured, more moiseconomically
ture would be available for the
growth of grasses or other plant,
and the soil would gradually be improved; to say nothing of the large amount of nutritious fed that
would be produced ia tha form
jeans.
in
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BISHOP PATRICK J. HAYES

HURL HUNS BACK

MAUOE GONNE M'BRIDE

LANSING BARES

WITH HUGE LOSS

MARINES BREAK

RANKS OF BOGHES

LIES OF BERLIN

THOUSAND GERMANS CAPTURED
BY FRENCH IN ATTACK ON
FRONT.

PEACE AND PRUSSIANISM WILL
NEVER HARMONIZE, SAYS
CABINET OFFICER.

7j-MIL-

GAIN

OF MILE NEAR

TWO-THIRD- S

THIERRY

IN

LATE

FINDS IT EASY

STRUGGLE FROM

Poses as Fair Cloak
Model and Dupes Many

Mexican

NOYON TO MONTDIDIER.

Lovers.

FOUR FLYERS DOWNED

AID FOR

BELLEAU WOOD TAKEN BY AMERICANS AND THREE HUNDRED
PRISONERS HELD.

CAUSES OF WAR WERE SIMPLY
. THE GERMAN
DESIRE FOR
WORLD DOMINION.

ENEMY

AT MERCY OF FRENCH
GUNS FOR SLIGHT ADVANCE
IN CENTER OF LINE.

Mementoes of Conquests Held by
"Gertrude," Who Finds Build
Better Fitted for Feminine
Than Masculine Robes.

SenWt.
WtaUrn Nswipuper I'nloli
French
12.
The
Uoops
Paris, June
lighting southeast of MoiituMiller have
turned upon the Germans lu :. violent

Western Newnpuper

Western Newtpaper t.'nlon News Rervlre.
With the American Army in France,

El Paso, Tex. The most remarkable
case of masquerading on record is that
credited to "Gertrude" Garcia, twenty-thryears old and of Mexican parentage, who successfully gulled department managers of San Francisco,
El Paso, Tex., and other cities; beguiled scores of lovers; hoodwinked
the police and even posed as a cloak
model In exclusive women's establishments, demonstrating how easy it Is
for clothes to make the woman.
But "Gertrude" failed to fool one
mon, Immigration Inspector E. M, Mar-nel- l,
on duty at the International
bridge at El Pase, when he attempted
to come across the American boundary
from Juarez with a passport signed
"Maria" Garcia. A dazzling frock,
shoes, the latest twist In
coiffures, penciled brows, Jet ear pendants and a stray dimple were not sufficient "camouflage" to fool the keen-eye- d
Inspector, and "Gertrude" and two
of her latest admirers and dupes were
turned back.
Garcla's Amazing Dual Life.
The exposure brought to light the
amazing dual life led by Genobeba Garcia, born in Zacatecas, Mex., who first
entered the United States in the guise
of a woman In 1915, accompanied by a
man who posed as her husband. Garcla's face Is as smooth as a child's. It
never has known a razor. Ills habits,
physiognomy, deportment and appearance are those of a woman. His hands
ore small and tapering and he walks
with a feminine stride, due probably
to the constant wearing of
shoes, examining physicians state.
"It will be difficult for 'Gertrude' to
make a living as a man," was the report of immigration service physicians,
"becuuse of the peculiar mannerisms

attack and administered a severe
feat to the enemy over a front

de-

or

about seven and a h:.lf miles between
Kuuescourt and St. Maure. It was
over this front thai '. French since
Sunday's Offensive bcB'iu had held
back the Germans from keeping pace
With the advance they were making
from the center of the line south ot
.
toward the Oiso
river, where the oiiKlau;;!its of the infenao in
vaders were met with a
man nnd nun power that biouKht to
the Germans enormous casualties.
The villages of Uelloy, Genlis wood
s
and the heights risit.g between
and Mortemer were rectptured
by the French, and in addition to the
Infliction of heavy casualties on the
enemy, (Jen. Koch's men took more
than l.ody prlsone.ii and also captured
gunB. In the immediate center of the
line between Motitdidier and Noyon,
where the Germans had been able to
extend the apex of their drive to
the enemy also was attacked
and drivn back, but southwest or
Noyon he succeeded in reaching
the
and Hethancourt,
place lying on the west In nk
of the Olse river.
in
The Aineriei n marines f i li t
the Chateau Thlervy sector have completed the capture of the llelleau wood
from the Germans, and with Its occupation took .'fun prisoners. The lalest
German official communications asserted that the Germans nad repulsed
neveral attacks In this immediate
vicinity.
The German war office claims the
capture of W.ono additional prisoners,
which with the number of captives reported Monday, would bring the total
to 18.(100 In the pref.ent fighting.
Since the new offensive began along
the Solssons Flhcims sector May 21, it
Is asserted by the German official
communication that the army group
of the German crown prince has taken
about 75,000 allied troops captive.
In one of the most ambitious operations carried out In many days, Field
Marshal Ilaig's troops in tho Amiens
sector have struck the Germans a
hard blow. Australians succeeded in
advancing their line half a mile over
a mile and a half front and took nearly 300 prisoners, Including five
In addition, twenty-onguns and a trench morlar wire captured.
Another "peace offensive" by Germany and Austria Hungary apparently
Is In the air. It is asserted that in
Berlin the government and the high
army command are discussing a declaration of war aims, while from
Vienna comes the news that the
foreign minister, In an
Interview tins reiterated that he still
adheres to ti e policy of peace by understanding, and that the dual monarchy seeks no annexations.
On June 10 four German planes and
one captive balloon were brought
down by French pursuit machines.
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This It th

most recent photograph

of Bishop Patrick J. Hayes of New
York, who has been named bishop of

the American army at the front
France by Pope Benedict.
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ECLIPSE AT BAKER, ORE
VIEW SPECTACLE
SCIENTISTS
RARELY SEEN BY HUMAN KIND.
Eclipse Shut from View by Clouds to
Observers at Denver University.
Wi'Htern Nrvvtpajer

t'nl-.-

News Service.

Denver. Heavy clouils which spread
across the sky in deep fold brought
disappointment to thousands In Denver who were anticipating observing
the total eclipse of tho sun June 8,
and particularly to the scientists and
savants who had unllmbered their telescopes In Chamberlain observatory at
Denver University.
Baker, Ore. Untimely twilight, fast
followed by a deeper darkness, swept
over a strip of the Northwest fifty
miles wide when the Bolar eclipse, foretold by men who have reduced the
movements of astral bodies to an exact science, came to pass.
The predicted phenomenon found
noted scientists ready for It here.
Glasses were trained to read the riddle
of the heavens and to study and photograph the sun's corona and spectrum.
Definite conclusions drawn from these
observations will be available only after comparison of results attained and
deductions as to their significance.
The observations were declared to be
successful, a slight cloudiness being
the only drawback.
The expecti d results of plunging
the world Into darkness as of night
were observed. Birds sought their
nests and chickens went to roost. A
gloom as deep as that at 10 o'clock at
night enveloped the favored strip of
country at the moment of totality.
Electric lights were turned on Indoors
and street cars and automobiles had
their headlights burning.
Within a few minutes after the total eclipse, daylight rapidly returned.

Report Shows Gain In Ships.
Washington. The steady growth of
the American merchant marine In all
classes of vessels was revealed for
the first time since the war began
MEXICO
AFFAIRS.
IN
OFF
HANDS
in statistics from the Department of
Commeice, showing that in the first
Editors
Addresses
Wileon
President
five months of this year there have
While Visiting in Washington.
been built in this country and offi12.
President
Wilson,
Havana, June
numbered by the Bureau of
cially
In his address to the Mexican newspaNavigation a total of 629 vessels of
per editors in Washington last Friday, i"8,055 gross tons. The merchant
expressed sincere friendship for Mex- fleet of the United States now
ico. Ills address, which Is printed In amounts to approximately 10,000,000
the morning newspaper here, follows gross tons.
In

part:

"I have never received a group of
men who were more welcome than
you, because It has been one of my
distresses during my presidency that
the Mexican people did not more thoroughly understand the attitude of the
United States toward Mexico. I think
I can assure you that that attitude Is
one of sincere friendship.

Snow and Frost Ruin Germany's Crops
Amsterdam. A sudden cold wave
struck central Europe, including Ger-

many, Holland and Scandinavia. There
have been local snow falls, hail storms
and severe night frosts. Widespread
damage to the grain, fruit and potato
crops Is reported.

RULING

ITrilun

Nkwb Service.

Schenectady, N. Y. "Prusslanlsm
and the idea of enduring peace among
nations can never be brought Into harmony; compromise eannot even be
considered," Robert Lansing, secretary
of state, declared here In an address
as honorary chancellor of Union College for 1918. Instance after instance
from his own experience at the head
of America's foreign offlcR were cited
to prove his point because, he asserted, "Americans, even those intellectually equipped, have but vague ideas of
the attitude which made Prussianism
possible.
"It is a fact, not generally known,"
said Secretary Lansing, "that within
six weeks after the imperial government had, In the case of the Sussex,
given this government Its solemn
promise that it would cease ruthless
slaughter upon the high seas. Count
Bernstorff, appreciating the worthless-nes- s
of the promise, asked the Berlin
foreign office to advise him In ample
time before the campaign of submarine
murder was renewed. In order that he
might notify the German merchant
ships in American ports to destroy
their machinery, because he anticipated that the renewal of that method of
warfare would, in all probability, bring
the United States into the war.
"How well the ambassador knew
the character of his government end
how perfectly frank he was. Ho asked
for the information without apology
or indirection. The very bluntness of
his message shows he was sure his uu
periors would not take offense at the
assumption that their word was value
less and had only been given to gain
time and that, when an increase of
Germany's submarine fleet warranted.
the promise would be broken without
hesitation or compunction. What a
commentary on Bernstori'f's estimate
of the sense of honor and good faith
of his government!
"In view of this spirit of hypocrisy
and bad fait h, manifesting an entire
lack of conscience, we ought not to be
astonished that the Berlin foreign of
flee never permitted a promise or a
treaty engagement to stand in the
way of a course of action which the
German government deemed expedi
ent.
"1 need not cite as proof of this fact
the flagrant violations of the treaty
neutralizing Belgium and the recent
.
This discredtreaty of
itable characteristic of German for
eign policy was accepted by German
diplomats as a matter of course and
as a natural, if not a praiseworthy
method of dealing with other govern
ments."
The causes of the war, Mr. Lansing
said, were simply the German desire
for world dominion.
"That was and is the central
thought of 1'russianism," he said. "It
excited the cupidity of the governing
and wealthy classes of the empire; it
dazzled with its anticipated glories
and by its promise of a boasted racial superiority the German millions
who were to be the instrument of
With a devotion and
achievement.
zeal worthy of a better cause, they
turned their energy into those channels which would aid the ruling
class."
"We must go on with the war.
There Is no other way. This task
must not be left half done. We must
not transmit to posterity a legacy of
We may In this
blood and misery.
great conflict go down into the valley
of shadows, because our foe is powerful and Inured to war. We must be
prepared to meet disappointment and
temporary reverses, but we must, with
American spirit, rise above them ; with
courageous hearts we must go forward
until this war is won."
Biest-Litovck-

Buy W. S. Stamps Is Plea.

Washington. Liberty Loan workers were asked by Secretary McAdoo
to do all in their power to make a
success of National War Savings Day,
$66,000 for Arsenal Asked.
Friday, June 28, when the campaign to
Swedish Steamship Sunk.
The War Department obtain pledges from every American
Washington.
Port. The Swedish asked
An Atlantic
Congress for appropriations of to economize and purchase War Savsteamship New Haven, a passenger JG6.000 for Improvements in the arse- ings Stamps will close.
and freight vessel of r,:!19 tons gross nals at Rock Island, III., and at
Semenoff Routs Reds In Siberia.
register, owned by the Swedish-Amer- Cal.
line, was sunk by a subHarbin, Manchuria. Gen. Semenoff,
wain
20
Mediterranean
marine May
forces In
London-Parileader of the
Air Mail Line.
ters, It waa learned from twelve memAn aerial postal service be- Siberia, has driven back the Russian
Paris.
bers of the crew who arrived as pas- tween London and Paris has been suc- troops which had crossed the Onon
sengers on a French vessel.
river, In Transbaikalia.
cessfully inaugurated.
Call 9,000 Men to Cut Spruce.
Would Make U. S. Dry During War.
Hun Planes Injure 941 in Hospitals.
Washington. A call for 9,000 elechundred and forty-on- e
Washington. A proposal for comNine
London.
tive men of Class 1, for limited milihave been inflicted by plete prohibition during the war was
casualties
tary service, was Issued by Provost German air raids on allied hospitals presented in tbe Senate by Senator
Marshal General Crowder. The men in the last three weeks, J. L Macpher-son- . Jones of Washington, as an amendwill be sent Into the Northwest to cut
under secretary of Ihe admiralty, ment to the $11,000,000 emergency
bill. The amendment
spruce necessary for airplane construc- announced In the House of Commons. appropriation
tion.
would prohibit the sale or transportation of Intoxicating beverages during
May Enlist In Navy.
Railroader Geo. B. Harris Dead.
Men of the 1918 class the war; prohibit manufacture of beer
Washington
Chicago. George B. Harris, chair- of draft registrants may enlist in tbe and wines thirty days after passage of
man of the directorate of the Chicago, navy and marine corps, according to the bill, and. In addition, would provide
Quincy railroad, died a new ruling by Provost Marshal Gen- that no whisky held in storage should
Burlington
be withdrawn for beverage purposes.
her.
eral Crowder.
Lien-ici-

s

Three U Boats Attacked.
An Atlantic Port, June 12. Three
submarines were attacked and two
probably sunk in European waters by
a British liner and its convoy en route
to this port, according to reports made
when the vessel docked.

Menace.
Liner Escapes
An Atlantic Port Racing at full
speed for nearly a week to escape
an American
German submarines,
steamship arrived from tbe West Indies with fifty-ninpassengers, more
than balf of whom were women and
children.
e

Hardy Heads Editorial Association.
Hot Springs, Ark. Officers elected
by tbe National Editorial Association
at the annual convention here were:
Guy XT. Hardy, Canon City, Colo., president; Edwin Albright, Gallatin, Tenn.,
vice president; George Schloessen,
South Dakota, secretary; J. Bryan
Cain, Kansas, treasurer.

Long Range Gun Kills Two In Paris.
e
bombardU. . Casualties Total 7,315.
Paris. The
Paris Again Bombarded.
ment of Paris was resumed Tuesday
Washington. Casualties among the
Parte, June . The Germans conmorning. Two persons were killed and American expeditionary forces thus
tar reported by Om. Pershing total tinued to bombard the French capital
Bine were wounded In Monday's
e
guns.
7,115, the War Department annoanoed. with their
according to tbe Eclair.
long-rang-

HUNS WIN THREETOWNS

CLASS

f

June 11. The United States marines
attacked the Germans after daybreak
Monlay morning and penetrated tbe
s
of
German lines for about
front in the
a mile on a
northwest of Chateau
wood,
Thierry. The Germans now hold only
the nortehrn fringe of the wood. Tlys
Americans captured two miueworfer
Among the prominent Irish leaders which are the
pieces yet taken
arrested for complicity In the
them.
plots to foment an Irish revolt is by
She Is
Mrs. Maude Gonne McBrlde.
The Germans in the center of their
the widow of Major McBrlde, one of new
attack on the front between
the men executed for taking part In
Montdidler and Noyon have e'.uincd
the 1916 Sinn Fein revolt
additional ground against the French,
but on both the right and Irft wings
WHEAT CROP FORECAST they are being held. In violent successive attacks Monday they ccptured
the villages of Mery, Bolloy and St.
forward and
18 FOR BUMPER YIELD OF 931,000,-00- Maure and also pressed
a footing In the viHago of
gained
BUSHELS.
Marqueglise, the last named place
representing the deepest point of penFine Condition and Increased Acreage etration since tho offensive began
between five and Elx milos. The
Shown by U. S. Report Indicate
French still are exacting a heavy toll
of
All
Yields
Crops.
Large
in lives from t.ie Germans as thry deliver their attacks in waves, and aM
Newspaper Union News Service.
giving ground only when forced to do
NoWashington. Tbe second largest so under superiority of numbers.
where has the enor.y been able to
w heat crop In the history of the country is In prospect for this year's har- pierce the front, which has been bent
vest. The Department of Agriculture back in perfect order whenever the
forecasts a total of 931,000,000 bushels necessity arose.
The battle Is described by correof winter and spring wheat combined.
That Is only 09,000,000 bushels less spondents as one of the most furious
the war
l
than the
crop the gov- that has been fought since
becan, with the enemy unusually reck- ernment had hoped for and continuaob-- I
tion of the ideal growing conditions less in wasting life to gain his
stch as have prevailed during the last jectives.
Tho latest official communication
month might yet produce a harvest of
from the German war office says adtli- ',000,000,000 bushels.
tional ground has been gained by the
The winter wheat crop was esti- Germans
southwest of Noyon against
mated at 5S7.000.000 bushels and
French reinforcenewly brougnt-uat
wheat
344,000,000
production
spring
ments and that the Germans have
bushels.
taken about 8,000 prisoners an some
Winter wheat condition was 83.8 per
guns.
cent of a normal.
Near Bussiares, northwest of ChaSpring wheat condition was 95.2 and teau Thierry, the Americans and
the acreage 22,48!,000.
French again have delivered strong at- Production of oats was forecast at tacks against the Germans and taken
1,500,000,000 bushels, the acreage
more ground. They also captured a
and tho conditions 93.2.
number of prisoners and thirty ma-- I
81,000,000 bushels chine guns. On tl.e remainder of the
Rye production
and condition 83.fi.
front in France and Belgium the op-- I
Barley production 235,000,000 bush- erations have been of a mlt.or nature,
els, acreage 9,108,000 and conditions although south of the Somme th" irit- 90.5.
ish near Bouzencourt have carried act
Hay production, 107,000,000 tons; an operation which straighten' out
condition, 89.0; pastures condition, a threatening salient that sagged in

1

two-third-

Bel-lea-

0

billion-bushe-

HAS

MANY

PICTURES

ee

high-heele- d

high-heele- d

tipir

Apple production, 203,000,000 bushWith the American Army in France,
els; condition. C9.8.
; June 10.
Attacks by the Germans in
Peach production, 42,900,000
the Marno sector have again been recondition, 62.0.
pulsed by the Americans, who inflicted heavy losses on the enemy. The
GOT TO WHIP THE GERMANS.
French repulsed two attacks against
Must Go Into Russia and Make East- Hill 204, west of Chateau Thierry, the
first at 10 o'clock Saturday night, ami
ern Front, Says Former Presithe second at 3 o'clock Sunday morndent Taft.
Newark, Del. "We must go Into ing. French troops captured a wood
Russia and make an eastern front," de- south of Buzziares. A new German
clared William H. Taft, former presi- division, the Fifth Grenadier Guards,
dent, in an address at the annual com- was identified by the Americans.
"Gertrude" Failed to Fool One Man.
mencement of Delaware College. "The
Washington, June 10. The Amerieastern front," he continued, "has been
feminine characteristics which his
and
lost through the treachery of Germany. can steamer Pinar del Rio was sunk constant
pose as a woman for many
miles
a
German
submarine
by
seventy
an
to
eastern
establish
front
They say
years have developed to a marked deof
coast
off
the
Saturday
Maryland
no
a
but
is
would be great task,
there
His hair, which he wears like a
task that is too great for the United morning. One of her coats, with tho gree."
woman, extends far below the waist,
of
seventeen
and
members
tlia
captain
States. We have got to whip the Gerwhen taken down. It never has been
mans. We have more money and more crew, is missing; another, with Chief cut.
landed
Mate
fifteen
Orkes
and
men,
munitions and we can and will furnish
Mexican Had Many Admirers.
life station on the
more man power than any other coun- at the
Trunks which Garcia attempted to
North Carolina coast, about fifty-fivtry In the world, for the purpose ot miles below
get across the Mexican border at the
Va., it is anridding the world of this serpent of nounced from Norfolk,
Norfolk. A brief dis- time he was apprehended contained
militarism."
patch to the Navy Department an- quantities of feminine attire. They
nouncing the sinking did not say also contained pictures of many men,
In
Half.
Losses
Cut
Shipping
whether the ship was shelled or tor- who, Garcia cxplnlned with a smile,
actSenator
Swanson,
Washington.
Hope is held that the miss- had been admirers of his and who
of
the
naval
chairman
committee, pedoed. has
ing
been picked up by some never had penetrated his disguise.
boat
ing
with
a
conference
after
navy heads,
or will turn up at some Garcia told the Immigration officials
vessel
passing
allied
American
declared that the
and
coast. Until last night that many of his conquests were made
the
point
along
naval forces have destroyed 60 per
not been reported as while he was posing as a cloak model
the
bad
raiders
cent of all German submarines conthemselves since tbe Nor- in shops at El Paso, San Diego and
showing
structed and that they have cut shipwegian steamer Vinland was sunk San Francisco.
ping losses In half.
off the Virginia capes last Wednesday.
SPARROW HAWK GETS CANARY
Bridge Named After President.
Between Montdidler and Noyon,
Paris. Senator Herrolt, mayor of
over
front
of
a
about
miles,
twenty
Lyons, and the city council have given
Songster Escapes In
the name of President Wilson to a preceded by a heavy bombardment
City From Cage and Falls
enshells
the
with
noxious
and
gases,
new bridge over the River Rhone,
Prey to Hawk.
emy's initial maneuver evidently has
which will be open on July 14.
in view the bending back of the allied
San Francisco. A Chinese woman
front toward the towno f St. Just on
Fourteen Vessels Sunk by
her three little children came
and
of
the
railYork.
New
the northern wing and toward the
Torpedoing
marching
proudly up Kearny street.
German
the
brought
sinking road Junction of Compeigne on the
carried a cage and a canary.
record to fourteen six steamers and southern flank, getting astride the They
At Commercial street the door of
eight schooners, with a loss of thirty Olse river and driving southwest to- the cage came open and the bird flew
ward the French capital.
lives.
out It lighted on wire overhead.
Pedestrians gathered around and
Pinar Del Rio Crew Landed.
Terms.
Objector Get
belped the woman and the children
New York, June 11. Capt. J. MacdraftSan Antonio, Tex. Forty-fiv- e
kenzie and sixteen members of the
try to coax It down.
(
The canary hopped about and defied
crew of tbe American steamship Pinar ed men, tried by general
Del Rio, who have been missing since here for refusing to wear the uniform them for a while. Then all of a sudthe vessel was sunk by a German sub- of the army, because they claimed to den It fluttered down toward the walk.
marine off the coast of Maryland on be "conscientious objectors," were sen- But It was not quick enough. Before
June 8, reached here on a Norwegian tenced to life Imprisonment, it was an- It alighted a sparrow hawk swooped
steamship which rescued them from A nounced here. Tbe commanding offi- down from somewhere and grabbed It.
There was a squeak and a flutter of
small lifeboat about seventy miles off cer In each instance reduced the senthe coast of New Jersey. All the mem- tence to twenty-fivyears! A majority wings almost within reach of the peobers of the crew are thus accounted of the convicted men come from Okla- ple on the sidewalk. Then the hawk
for. The chief mate and fifteen men homa and Texas. All will be sent at with Its prey flew down Commercial
were landed on tbe North Carolina once to Fort Leavenworth to begin street and was gone.
coast.
their terms.
Neck Broken but Weds.
Easton, Pa. Although suffering from
Indian Slays Two Squaws.
Two Boats Are Torpedoed.
broken neck and still In a serious
St, Johns, N. F. The bark AttUla
Globe, Aril. Mackay C. H., 2, an
Henry R. Bowlby was wedApache Indian, shot and killed hU and the schooner Ruth Hickman ot condition,
wife and another squaw, Mrs. Isaac this port have been torpedoed while ded In the hospital here to Miss Alice
the daughter of wealthy New
Cntter, following a "tulapi" celebra- on a passage from Gibraltar to St, Faulks,
tion at the old Rock house, Ash creek. Johns. The crews were saved. Both Jersey parents.
The only witnesses are two aged craft were salt laden.
Values Kiss at $10,000.
squaws and a small Indian child.
New York. A "very much IntoxiU.
. Aviator Makes 10
Loops.
cated gentleman" kissed Miss Eva
Nebraska Bar Foreign Languages.
Miami, Fla. Lieut, F. L. Fleer of Brayley Gilford la a Baltimore hotel
Lincoln. The English language as the marine flying school here made elevator, she claims. She says the klsa
the sole medium of communication In 109 successive loops. His feat Is said la worth $10,000 and Is Suing the hotel
Nebraska. Is requested by the State to establish a new military aviation fat the amount.
record.
Council of Defense.
bURh-els-

Ma-nte-

e

Yellow-Feathere-

court-marti-

e

Cattle.
Fat steers, eh. to prima. ..llt.OO01l.7l
Pat steer, good to choice. 16.00015.7
Fat eleera, (air to sood... 13.60W16.00
Heifers, prime
ll.60fH.60
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 11. 60 18.00
10.0OWll.7l
Cowe, fair to good
7.000 9.60Cowa, common to fair
Veal calves
10.006 15 00
8.O04Ht.00
Bulls
Feeders, good to choice... ll.00ffll!.60
10.60011.76
Feeders, lair to good
.00ifi10.26
Feeders, common to fair...
8tockera, (food to choice.. 11.76 18.00
10.60012.00
Stockera, fair to good
Hood hogs

1M0

16.50

Lambs, light (woo'ef) ... .$11.60 H.OO
Lambs, heavy (wooled).., 18.00wl8.60
Lambe (clipped)
16.6016.60
'O

f.wei (wonied)
Ewes (clipped)

1'

ltt.Hb
12.00

12.76

HAY AND QRAIN MARKET.

(F.

O. B.

Denver, Carload Price.)

Buying Prices per Ton.
Colo,
I18.00f20.00
per ton
Nebr. upland,
17.0018.00
per ton
upland,
Prairie hay (new
crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 18.00 18.00
20.00421.00
Timothy, per ton..'
18.00
16.00
Alfalfa, per ton
21.00
South Park, per ton
20.0o
Gunnison Valley, per ton., 18.00020.00
Straw, per toa ,.
Uralo.
2 65
Oats. Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
2.65
Colo., oats, bulk, buying
3.23
Corn chop, sack, selling
8.i0
Corn In sack, selling
2.71
feed,
selling
eacked,
gluten Colo., per 100 lbs., selling.. . 1.6s
Flour,
Hungarian patent, ft Ibe., sacked,
ft."
subject to discount

diiessed rouirnv.

Leas 10 per cent commission.
60
Turkeys, fancy d. p
24
Turkeys, old Ionia
20
choice
Turkeys,
Hens lb
27
Ducks, young
25
Geese...
15
Roosters
Live Poultry.
(Prices net F. O. B. Denver.)
10
Roosters, lb
26
10 lbs. or over
Turkeys,
Hena
23
25
Ducks, young
lb
Ducklings,
tiei-s22
broilers, 1918, lb

Egg.net,

Eggs. grHded No.

1

O. B. Denver
EgKB. griuieil No. 2
O. B., Denver

F.

net, F.

28

s

ii'ti

412

27
30
27
1

1I
60

S'24

d27

30
24
42

16

29
.22

cuse
count, misc.
$7.50(8.00
cases, less commission
Ilutter.
44
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
40
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
86
process
28 16 30
Packing stock
Ekkh.

one-ha-

file

n

Waiters Newspaper Ualon News Servlee.
DENVER MARKET,

a
to
Horse hides
price of green salt.
Cured
Hides.
(ircea Sailed,

1

t

QUOTATIONS

Apples, Colo, new fancy, box. 2. 00 3. 60
Veicelahles.
12.00611.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
9.00
Beans, pinto, cwt
.16
16
Beany, l.iniu. lb
5.00
Beets, new Colo., cwt
1.00
cwt
Carrots,
10.12'4
Cauliflower, lb
20'U' .26
Onions, table, dos
75 4jf 1.60
Potatoes, Cwt
1.25 Gj 1.50
Turnips, Colu., cwt
1IIUKS AMI PELTS.
Dry Hides.
Pound
28c
Flint, butcher, lb
26c
Flint, fallen, lb
16c
Flint, bull and stng, lb
16c
lb
and
culls
Flint,
glue,
20 82c
Suit hides, lb

p

92.5.

MARKET

TO DE A "VOMAir

d

two-thlrd-

lf

Over 40 lbB., lb
Under DO lbs., lb
Glue hides and skins, lb
Bulls and stags, lb
Part cured lb
Ureen, 2c lb. less than cured.

1213c

12

(u

13c
10c

910c
lc less

Dry Flint Pells.
Wool pelts, lb
4246c
Short wool pelts
3740c
27c
Butcher sheurliiiRS, No. 1, lb...
10c
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb....
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Tallow and Urease.
Prime rendered tallow, lb...$ 10 .12
IO19 .11
No, 1 tallow, lb
No. 1 tallow, lb
Vi'it .10
Brown
and yellow tallow
09
.10
Crease, lb
Calf and Kip tireea Salted.
.32
.28
$
aalted
Calfskin,
12
.17
Kip. lb.
.13
Branded, ib
1.261.60
Deacons, each
50
.75
Slunks, each
6. 60 46.00
Horse, No. 1, each
4.604) 5.00
Horse, No. 2. each
2.60
3.00
Glue and pony, each
60
.60
each
Colt,
Greea Salted Pelts.
$ .EO2.50
Lamb and bheep, each
15
.45
Spring lamb, each
10
.66
Shearlings, each
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Prices for Metals.
New York. Lead $7.60 7.6214.
Copper 99$23.12 Vs.
Vic
Silver
Bt. Louis.
Spelter $7. 35 d 7.46. ounce.
London.
Bar ailver,
per
Boulder, Colo. Tungsten concentrates
60 per cent, $22. 00 22.60
per unit.
Crude ores, 60 per cent, $22.00625.00;
26 per cent, $12.00012.60; 10 per cent,
$6.40012.20.

Grala la Mlaaeapolls.
Minneapolis. Corn No. 6 yellow,
I white, 76

Date No.
$1.6361 1.63.
77e.
Flax $3.87 6 3.89.
Kye $3.02 lt 2.06.

Barley $1.10fel.40.
Bran $28.25 e 33.26.
The Bwt
H Market.
Wool Scoured basis:
Boston.
Texas Fine, twelve months, $1.72
1.76; fine, eight months, 61.60wl.66.
d
Territory Fine staple, $1.80;
combing, $1.63 1.68;
fine
$1,404)
1.45;
combing,
clothing, $1.65 1.70; fine medium
clothing, $1.6601.60.
Pulled Kxtra, ll.80fll.85; A A, $1.76
1.8v; A supers, $1.60 1.65.
Llaaeea;
Duluth, Minn. Linseed $3.77; to arrive, $3.77; July, $3.80; October. $3.46
asked.
Prit-eat Suaar.
New
Tork.
Sugar
Centrifugal
6.005c; (In granulated, 7.46c
Chleaaw Uv Stack ejaetattaaa.
Chicago.
Hogs Bulk of sales.
14.86;
114.606 14 86; butchers, $16,664?
packing. $16.10lt.46; medium
and mixed packing, $16.46
16.60; light
hogs, $16,766) 17.66; rough hogs. $16.66
016.86; pigs, good to choice, $16,690
half-bloo-

17.00.

Cattle Top, $17.10; big strings of
Western, $17.65; beet
heavy Dakota-fe- d
cattle, good to prima, $16.60017.60;
common
to medium, $12.60016.60;
Stockera and feeders, better grades,
811.15
13 60;
Inferior and medium,
$6.00 011.76.
and
Sheep Shorn lambs, choice
17.75; medium and good,
rrlme, 617.404) spring
lambs, good and
choice, $l.0fc 20.00; ewes, choice and
rrlme. $14.26014.6; medium and good,
Grata aad Prwt4a Pi lua.
Corn No. t yellow, 81.65
Chicago.
1.66; No. t yellow, $1.681.4; No. 4
fellow, $1.4001.46.
Oats No. 3 white, 75??Vic;
standard, 76077c,
Barley $1.1201.69.
66 60 06.00.
Timothy823.66.
Lard
Ribs $21.72022.1.
Kaaaas Ctfy Piadate.
Kansas
Butter
City.
Creamery.
$IVtc; flrsta, 66c; aeeoads. 87c; packing, te. Eggs Flrsta. 26c; aeoonda,
24c
Poultry Hens, 23c; roosters.
17 He; broilers, 66066s.
jYtmr Ystk CerttW 6Tfl,t6BM5a
Hew Tork. Catten July, 26.7: October. 24.48 December, 24 6; Januara.
88.81; March, 28.6. Middling. $2 7.
Chlraaj--a

f

I

hangings such as window curtains,
draperies at the doors, etc. form so
Important a part of the finish of every
TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM IN CAPITAL
home today, care must be taken In
their choice and arrangement The
color principles which apply to walls How City Police Captain Dealt
DECORATION and
woodwork are to be applied to
With Runaway Girl.
noor coverings and hangings. In every
(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)
case they must be In close harmony
PLANT DISEASES AT MARKETS
violent Contrasts In Different with the wall decorations.
Brief Tour Sufficed to Make Her
Rooms Should Be Avoided.
Acquainted With New York, and
MADE NEW MAP OF EUROPE
She Realised It Was Not All
That She Had Pictured.
How
the Congress of Vienna Took
DOMINANT COLOR DESIRABLE
Fruits of Napoleon's Victories
How Minnie, tired of the prosaic life
From Vanquished France.
in her little home town, ran away to
New York and how the New York poIt Is Also Important That Floor Cov-The fnll of Napoleon entailed the re- lice fouud her and returned her to her
erlngs and Hangings Should Not
making of the map of Europe. The parents is one of the incidents deClash With Walls and Woodcongress opened on November 1, 1814. scribed by Zoe Beckley In an article In
work.
England, Austria, Russia and Prussia the People's Home Journal on "New
from ttie very first insisted upon regu- York the Tort of Missing Girls and
r. nuiinni A. Had Torn will answer
lating nil problems among themselves Boys." Minnie's parents had wired
questions and give advice FREE OF and excluded France from the
the New York police, and Capt. Grant
n
tu"'
pertaining; to the
subjects
King Louis XVIII, however, Williams of the missing persons busubject of building, (or the reuders of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
prevented tills ostracism and succeed reau, by methods the police keep se
as Kditor, Author and Manufacturer,
be ed In being admitted, together with cret, had located Minnie. The rest of
Is, without doubt, the highest
on all these subjects. Address all authority the secondary states.
the Incident gives a picture of modern
to William A. Radford, No. 1827Inquiries
Flnlund and the duchy of Varsow police methods rarely presented to the
Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose were given to Hussln. The
duchy of Po- - puimc.
three-cestamp for reply.
t
sen, purt of Saxony and Hint of HanoAt
seven that same morn
ver, the principality of Nenclmtel, Co Ing, writes Miss Beckley, Minnie Bar-By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
and
were
ceded to Prus nell, lying awake and worried In a lit
Home is a pluce to rest, and every- logneAustriaTreves,
sia,
got back Istrla, Dalmatla, tie room in an obscure New York hotel.
thing about it should b conducive to Frlull, Mantua. Venice, Lombard',
was an astonished girl when she heard
Tyrepose. Finishing the interior, there-fore- , rol and Croatin. The
I" at her door and
pope recovered a shnrp
Is not so much a problem of dec- Ills
states. The house of Bourbon re a voice saying, "It's all right, Minnie;
oration as of knowledge of color and covered
Nuples and Madrid. England I'm a friend with a messuge from
its effect upon the nerves and life.
the principal French colonies. home." Minnie sut up and blinked.
It is the expression of the taste and obtained
The treuty of 1815 conferred the preA short white later she was looking This Excellent Food Has Been Converted Into Waste by Disease Germs Whoso
life of the occupants, und should exponderance to the powers of the North Into the face of a stranger, mild of
Ravages Could Have Been Prevented.
press "honesty,
dignity, and Englund. A special pact, the Holy manner and kind of eye. He was the
. a .
jaw- liiyM"
common sense and good taste," as well
Alliance, solldurlzed their Interests. sort of man Minnie had heard give
as be sanitary, economical and artis- The
To help carry foodstuffs to American cities the highway transport com- tic.
European equilibrium wus thus stereoptlcon lectures in her home
during the next 12 months, they will
churcli many a time a man easy to
mittee of the council of national defense has evolved a nation-wid- e
help a great deal. If their patriotism
Some will prefer one color, others
plan for
talk to, because you Instinctively
Is at all manifest, not to suy militant,
rural express service to the centers of population from nearby productive another ; but some
ore
things
accepted FOODS
trusted him and felt he would under
regions.
they will help a great deal. For the
THAT
In all decoration, however
VOICE
AFFECT
it
simple
stand. Still there was a certain keen,
A special study has been made of food delivery systems into Washington,
nation to mature a wheat crop and
may be. The hall, drawing-rooand
look in his brown eyes.
which shows that In the face of a growing Increase In population, which
then fall to harvest It would be exactly
living room are naturally the rooms Spices and Condiments to Be Avoided steady
Minnie was angry. "Who are you,
as bad policy as for the government
already has added 100,000 new residents to the District of Columbia's totul, to which attention Is first
by Those Who Use Their Organs
given, and
to mobilize and train an army and
anyhowT" she flung defiantly. "What
practically no new means has been created to feed this added population.
at all times, past and present the
of Speech Much.
then poison it
The committee Is now experimenting on the rural express service. Not soft, dull colors
right have you to come here?"
Detect
Diseased
Vegelight yellows, greens,
"My name Is Williams Grant Wil- Inspectors
only do the trucks haul food into Washington, but they do an extensive busi- blues and browns have been favored
Certain foods or apices exercise a
ness In carrying goods from Washington merchants to the farmers.
tables and Fruit Arriving at
eireftei!rerefterere6eire'ireiie'&ei!r
for these portions of the house. For positive Influence upon the voice. The liams. I'm from police headquarters."
Minnie's fuce flushed hotly. "You're
The autotruck meets the farmer and takes aboard his load of milk.
bedrooms and the apartments in which voices of the nicohollst u ml smoker
Destination.
5
PLANT FOOD DISEASES
to
try to send me home!" she
young women take delight, light, deli are well known proofs for this asser going
cate colors are chosen. On the other tion. Saliva, owing to its soothlne cried. "Well, I won't go. You can
GOOD VENTILATION FOR AUTO
arrest me If you like, but I won't go
Ton know something of how
hand, for the dining room, library and effect, Improves the voice. Vlnecar. back.
They've Just sent for me out of COUNTY AGENT IS NOTIFIED
the I'nlted States department of
meanness. Well, I can be mean, tool
"
Cool Air Furnished to Front Com.
Agriculture protects America's
I've slaved all I'm going to. I've never
100,000,000 consumers against
partment of Machines, Usually
seen anything or been anywhere or
Hot In Summer Time.
diseased animal products.
of
Value
Inferior
Is
Product
done anything in my life but work und Selling
Do you know that the departon
MarDecreased
When
slave and sit home. Now I've a chance
Arriving
The front comportment of some aument is Just as vigilant In proto go with a musical show. I'm going
ket Steps Taken to Combat
tomobiles Is uncomfortably hot during
tecting the same consumers
to play the xylophone. I can earn
Various Disorders.
Motor Life Gives Illuminating Aid the summer months, particularly In
ngnlnst diseased vegetable prodgood money. I won't go home! And
small cars provided with a rigid
ucts?
to Car Owners in Construcwhat are you going to do about It?"
To check the loss from plant dis
type of windshield and a
That, anyhow, Is true.
answered
"Well,"
Williams,
blind
door
In
eases
at
side
the
of
rubbing
the driver.
But do not be too conceited
tion of Building.
shipments which also means
his
"I
want
to
don't
send
chin,
of
you
a
loss
Mechanics.
To
eliminate
says Popular
over what the department Is dotime, labor, mnterinl, and
home against your will. But your transportation
Inthis condition the blind door was
the food products
ing for you.
mother's pretty sick. Suppose we huve spectors of the bureau of markets sta
changed Into a hinged one. With tin
The department Is Interested
eoroo break f uk t first, and talk It over? tioned In most of the
SAND FLOOR IS PREFERRED shears and a saw the false door was
tn the consumer as an Individlarge receiving
I'll wait for you downstairs."
cut out along the molding. A wooden
centers now keep close watch for
ual In bis personal welfare, In
After coffee and hnm and eggs ot a plunt discuses on fruits and vegetables
frame was made for the cut-odoor,
seeing that he has good, wholenearby restuurunt, Minnie's sullen
some foods.
arriving on the markets.
Create, Gasoline and Water Are Abrelaxed a little. Sho found herself
But it Is also Interested in the
Bad Product Not Wanted.
sorbed Instead of Staying to Mesa
telling this man from headquarters
Diseased fruits and vegetables ore
population en mnsso In seeing
Things Up Much Easier on
about her home and her work as ste- not wanted In the markets any more
thnt everybody gets ENOUGH
Tires of Standing Car.
nographer at ten dollars a week, and than on the farm, and when rurlot
food.
how tied down she wus by reason of
Diseased vegetable products, of U
shipments urrlve showing evidence of
A new department has been started
her mother's Invalidism and her fa- plant diseases their
course, are not good for the In- selling value is
In Motor Life. In It the motorist finds
ther's sternness. And how she longed decreased even if none of the produce
uiviimai. nut tnere is anotner
practical experience to guide him In
"to see something."
must be thrown away. Sometimes, In
element. When vegetables are
building the inexpensive private gar"Good!" said Williams. "I'll show the ense of very perishable crops, like
allowed to become diseased. In
age, with comprehensive plans and
New York."
berries' or lettuce, there are serious
transit or otherwise, and have
more formal apartments of special .In- on the contrary, has quite a contrary you
notes.
The girl's eyes widened. The cap- losses of food because the shipments
to be thrown away, the total supterest to men, the stronger, richer col- effect. The harshest voices have, tain
Some of the advice Is Illuminating:
slipped away a moment and wired curried plunt diseases when loaded.
ply of available food Is reduced
ors
dark
blues
and
reds,
"If you prefer you may have a cement
the
greens,
cider drinkers, and Jonas Burnell :
WSTINIWC
among men,
J browns have been used.
While no shipper would knowingly
by Just thut much, and somefloor In the garage, but for several
among women, the pear eaters. There
"Minnie found. Safe. Meet us at load badly Infected fruits or vege
has to do some more
body
The
amount
of
and
size
on
the
have
Excellent Ventilation Afforded.
the other hand, some spices Grand Central lit 4
used fine white sand
light
are,
years past I
such produce may reach the
p. m."
scrimping.
tables,
room
of
are
the
In
factors
about three inches deep. The cost Is
Important
that affect the voice fuvorubly. Thus,
Then he started out with Minnie. markets in poor condition because the
Those are the two reasons
about (1 or $2 a cubic yard and three to which it wus screwed. Suitable determining the color of the wall and sweet oranges are favorable, and
rode on a street car to Battery disease was present when loaded and
the United States departThey
why
blocks
wooden
were
fastened
to
the
The
woodwork.
the
the
lemon Juice mixed with wa
greater
light
yards will be ample for your needs.
ment of agriculture devotes a
park ; visited the aquarium ; walked up developed In trunsit. This Is espe
Grease, gasoline and water are ab body for the hinge and lock, these darker the color that may be used ter Is excellent for the voice. What, the wondrous
good deal of attention to procanyon of Broadway; cially true where shipments are made
sorbed Instead of staying to mess parts being purchased at a cost of though very dark colors should always however, should be avoided In all saw Wall
exwithout
street
and
the
ventilation
stock
vegetable foods agulnst
tecting
60 cents. Instead of having the door be avoided.
proper
providing
Warm
colors, Including foods Is pepper and, for the same reathings up. Occasionally you rake the
diseases found at markets.
and Trinity church dwarfed or refrigeration.
floor to bring the clean sand to the hinged forward, the hinge was placed cream, buff, tan, golden brown, reddish son, also all excessively spiced sauces change, the
among
They passed
Steps to Combat Disease.
top. A little heap at the far end at the rear. Metal fasteners were brown, etc., are best for rooms where and irritating pastries. Sugar often the Singer skyscrapers.
tower and the Woolworth
Whenever shipments of produce suf
makes a most convenient bumper and made for each door and these secured the light Is from the north, while causes Inflammable Irritation of the
the ancient post office and fering from plunt discuses arrive the
To Aid Man Power.
lessens the chances of banging Into as door hooks. These fasteners hold rooms with a southerly exposure are palate and a Hugging of the vocal building,
the beautiful
hall. Newspaper Inspectors immediately notify the
Prof. G. I. Christie, assistant to Sec
the rear wall, I've found. Finally, the doors open about three Inches, and best In the cooler colors grayish, cords. Sugared dishes, creams, com' row and the city
Bowery, dim and grim. shipper, and through the pathologists retary of Agriculture Houston, recent
sand Is far easier than cement on the when driving, a stream of cool air en- bluish and greenish tones, cool tans, potes, etc., must as much as possible were
out and Minnie forgot of the department of agriculture the ly
ters the
door, passing neutral browns, etc.
pointed out some striking Illustra
be avoided by persons who have, to ber pointed
tires of standing ' cars. The shoe la out
appointment with the musical show county agent In the locality where tions of how the available labor sup
at the opposite side. This change,
Tinted Walls for 8mall Rooms.
not flattened out at the point of con
use often and much their organs of
manager.
is
the
diseased
shipment originated
Good taste, as well as reason, sugply could be used to much better ad
tact but makes a slight bed for Itself which cost less than $5, Is well worth
eptwcu.
With her unusual guide she took Instructed to take steps to combat the vantage If supplemented by mato keep Its normal shape. This Is the price for the convenience alone, gests that for the smaller rooms so
another
cur
on
street
disease.
turned
that
east
entry and exit from the driv common in our modern building, plain,
chinery; of how some labor Is not
really a very Important point, espe- making
Importance of Good Roads.
a seething
Delancey street,
er's seat possible without disturbing a
Although the Inspection service has fully utilized because machinery Is not
walls are best. The large,
Roads rule the world not kings nor tenement district revealing
cially for folk who lay up their cars
of
the
like
been
months
a
in
few
which
she
only
used. On one farm tn the corn belt
person in the sent at his side.
figured wull papers are wrong for such
for a long time.
nor courts nor constables, had not pictured in her wildest dreams. as a partoperation
of the general Inspection he saw two strong men, each with n
a house. A room with low celling congresses,
Wash Car In Comfort.
not ships nor soldiers. The road Is She saw a
In
block
of
the
work
where more
certifying team of horses and a single moldboard
single
department
have the wall color to the corline In a democracy, the ple lived than In her whole town. peo
"By all means have a hydrant Just IMPRESSED BY MOTORTRUCK should
She to shippers the condition of carlot plow, following each other around the
ner. Rooms with high ceilings may the only royal
Inside your garage, then In severe or
never changes, saw more poverty, more evidences of
that
legislature
only
as
they arrive at markets, Held. On an adjoining farm a seventeen-shipments
the "drop celling."
the only court that never steeps, the privation and sorrow than she believed
stormy weather you can wash the car Farmers Could Not Help but See Value have
It has resulted In the detecyear-old
The effect of any room depends as
boy, driving four horses
In some sort of comfort Most folk
of Machines as They Carried
never quits, the first existed in the world, let alone New already
that
army
only
tion of diseases In many shipments. to a
much upon the reflected light as upon aid to the
plow, wos doing as
Immense Loads. '
would advise an underground gasoline
redemption of any nation, York, the city of millionaires.
and bus allied growers and plant path- much and better work. On one farm.
tank too, but that depends on clrcum
the exodus from stagnation in any so
contwo men with two horses to a wagon
They went uptown and took a dash ologists of the department in
Farmers in nearly all parts of the
stances. Since the early part of the
ciety, the call from savagery In any through Fifth avenue, skimmed
trolling the outbreaks of diseases and were spreading manure with forks. On
fe-rf- i
winter I have not been able to get United States have had Impressed i
tribe, the high priest of prosperity,
street and glimpsed Broadway. preventing their spreading to other an adjoining farm one man with three
The few upon them the value of the motorwithout beginnings of days or end of Minnie's defiance hud
gasoline in any quantity.
n-- V
melted away. In sections of the country.
horses to n manure spreader was aclife. The road is umpire In every war.
gallons I did manage to bring home truck for farm work. The railroad
its pluce was the weariness of the
complishing a larger amount of work
and when after the war the new map satisfied
barely sufficed to run my pumping en- congestion and the shortage of rail
tn a more efficient wny. For lack of
of Harvest Labor.
sightseer. She declined posl
Shortage
road
made
it
Is
on
equipment
road
the
A
Its
particularly
gine and small electric-ligh- t
made,
simply pushes
plant.
Of all the agricultural labor prob- proper machinery the labor of one of
tlvely to have luncheon, saying that
large underground tank would have necessary during the past five or six
great campaign of help, hope, brother- she
preferred to have it on the train lems confronting the farmers of the the men plowing and one of the men
been a useless investment Anyway, months to send new trucks overland
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of New Mexico, this 8th day of Stat,
Injections, and ,
Mar.
The Commissioner agrees to appoint an
As Vong as the Purchaser shall WU.
IL
RmrvF.? I. (Mir vi
at least let the dupti- - bolder. The great demand af the the reason that she so often eludes
and anutnallr
j
experienced
I times
satisfactory observe the covenants herein agreed by it
is for direceters who direct, our grasp.
24 H0U!3 tha Vi
cation be dispensed with.
who shall be competent to to be performed, it shall have snd
woodsman,
KOBT. P. ERVTEN.
I aadL
enjoy
cruise the timber covered by this con the right
Coagrras will win the approval We pantingly strain after. her
to occupy sad ase said lands.
of Pwohe Land, of the
sat IncosrenlsBcs.
A Tkrift Stasnp a slay will keep 'of the people if it will fearlessly and when she has been brought nigh untract, towards whose cowipeasatioa the And the Purchaser ahall have mmA
State at New Mexico.
Purchaser will pay to the Stale Seventy. all rights of way privilege, necessary amd First PaMiratisa afav 17 rata
BoM SygBaVaggiafs.
tt Haas away.
efficiently pas f mi as its fnactioas.
to ns. Ex.
Fire Dollar. (AjB. pet smth. Snca
sor so. fin asstassss. aver, aa- - Lass rVaMiestioa AogwM 2. Ms.
v
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ITATK OF NEW MEXICO
FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

PUBLIC LAND
e4

Office

Ludi,

Commissioner

the

The Commiaaioner of
hia agent holding such

BALE

COUNTY

ROOSEVELT

Sanli Pe,

of

Public

New Mexico.

Notice Is tiereby given tliat pursuant
s
to the provisions of an Act of
approved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the
New
State of
Mexico, and rulea and
of the State Land Office,
the
Commissioner of Public Mantis will offrr
at public tale to the highest bidder
at 9 ociock A, fti., on weunesaay, June
2oth. 1918 in the town of Portalea, County
of Roosevelt, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court houae therein, the following
described tracta of land, via;

Public Lands or
sale reaerves the
right to reject any and all bide offered
ut said aale.
Poaaeaaion under contract!
of tale for the above deacribed tracta will
he given on or before October first, 1918.
Witnesa my hand and the official aeal
of the State Land
Office of the State of
New Mexico, this Ninth day of April, 1918.
ROBT. P. ERV7EN,
Commiaaioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
I'int Publication April 12, 1918.
Lait Publication June 14, 1918.
OF NEW MEXICO

STATE

-

Sal No. 1144
Sy Sec. 5; S'A, SHNH.
Sec. 7; All of Sec. 8; All of Sec. 9: Lota
L 2, 3, 4, SKNWtf, SWH; Sec. 10; T. 1 S.
ft 37 E., containing 2473.12 acrea. There
re oo improvements.

-

tights

NOTICE

FOR

LEA
of

PUBLICATION

LAND

PUBLIC

SALE

COUNTY

Commissioner

of
Public
Sec. 18: SK, NWM,
No. 1145
Lands,
Sec. 28; E4SEX, Sec. 31; EKSYVK. Sec.
Santa Ke, Nrw Mexico.
X. 30 E
NEK, Sec. 9; T. S
13; T. 4 S
The
9L, R. 30 E., containing 1117.01 acrei.
Notice
is fierebjr
given that pursuant
improvementa cooaiat of well and fencing, ro the provisions of an Act of Congress,
value 1230.00.
approved
June 20, 1910, laws of the
State of New Mexico and the rulea and
No bid on the above deacribed tracta rtvuutions
of the State Land Office, the
of land will be accepted for leaa than Commissioner of Public Lands will offet
FIVE JX1LLAK3 (5.J) per acre wnicit at public aale, to the higheat bidder, at
ia the aonraiaed value thereof and in ad
nine o'clock A. M. on Saturday, June 29th,
dition thereto the aucceasful bidder muat 1918. in the town of Lovington, County
pay for the improvementa that exist on nf Lta. Slate of New Mexico, in front of
Ibe land.
the court house therein the following del
cribed tracts of land, vis:
All of Sec. 16; T. 4 N., R.
Sale Ne. 1147
30 E., containing 640 acres,
The improveSale No. 1141
Sli Sec. 1; NE, SWjij
menta consist of corral, well, tank and
Sec. 12; NWtf Sec. U; SW
11;
Sec. 2, T.
fencing, value f 101 5.00. No bid accepted for Sec. 14, T. 15 S., R. 35 E.,
14
this land lor less than S1U.IW.
S., R. 34 E., containing 1601.24 acres,
The improvements consist of fencing, value
Sale No. 1141
NEW, SWtf, Sec. 16; T. $600.00.
$ S., R. 37 E
containing 320 acres. The
imorovetnents consist of fencing, value $225.
SJ4SWM Sec. 34, T. 14
Sale No. list
No bid accepted for this land for lesa S., R. 36 E., VVJ4 Sec. 2; Lots 3, 4, SWNtJ4.
00.
than xio.au.
StW Sec. 3; NJ6 sec. 10; All of Sec. 11, T.
15 S., R. 36 E., SEJ4, StfSW
Sec. 25; Sj
Each of the
ove described trscts will
Sec. 27; Wfj, SEH
SWJ4 Sec. 26;
be offered for sale separately.
Sec. 28; Hyif S'jSWW Sec. 29; All of Sec.
Sec. 33; All
32; E3NE, NEWSEtf,
The above aale of landa will be sub of Sec. 34; All of Sec. 35; All of Sec. 36,
lect to the following terms and conditions T. 16 S., R. 36 E.,
Sa
SEJNW,
vis:
Sec. 31, T. 16 S.; R, 37 E., All of Sec. 1;
All of Sec. 2;
Lots 1, 2,
Sec. 3; Lots 3, 4,
Except for lands selected for the Santa X'iSVJ4. SEJ4SW!4
f?e and Grant County ft. R. Bond
Fund, SE'4NWtf, Ei, SVVJ4 Sec. 4; All of Sec.
lite succesaful bidder must psy to the 5. T. 17 S.. R. 36 E
containing 9810.31
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent aires. The improvements consist of 3 wells,
and
tank
of
the windmills,
fencing, value $2300.00.
holding such sale,
rice offered by him for the land, four
Sec. 17; All of Sec.
US1
EH
No.
Sate
in
balance
for
the
advance
interest
cent
per
Sec.
f such purchase price, the fees for ad18; All of Sec. 19; SW'M Sec. 20; SW
K1
W
Sec.
Sec. 30, T. 16 S.,
29;
21;
all
costs
and
and
appraisement
vertising
Isheidental to the ssle herein, and each and K. 35 K.. containing 2388.38 acres. The
consist of fencing, value (450.0U.
all ef aaid amounta must be deposited in
caah or certified exchange at the time oi
sale, and which said amounta and all of
V iV
u. e
Ihcm are subject to forfeiture to the State
f New Mexico if the successful bidder does R. 35 E. containing 960.00 acres.
There
not execute a contract within thirty days are no improvements,
after it haa beer mailed to him by the
c
State Land Office, aaid contract to provide c,S'e5.No-,53!'SW,.
K7,

Sal

N,

Office

le

-

-

SE,

Sj

SiS,
NE,

E,

SENU,

-

for the Santa Fe an I Grant County
Railroad Bond Fund.
There are no lav
provements.
ed

No bids on the above deacribed tracts
of land will he accrpted for lesa than
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which
is the appraised value thereof ami in addition thereto the successful bidder roust
pay for the improvements that cxiat on
the land.

Sale No.

1217
All of Sec. 36; T. 7 S.,
E., containing 640.00 acres.
The improvements consist of well and windmill,
No bid on this tract of land
value $300.00.
will be accepted for less than 110.00 per

R.

30

acre.

t

is
All nl Srr iaSale No. lilt
s
R. 31 E.,
The imcontaining 640.00 acres.
of
consist
value
$75.00.
provements
fencing,
No bid on this tract of land will be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
Sale No. 1211
Ny,XA, SSK. SEy,SE,.
NE'4SEK, Sec. 16; T. 11 S R. 24 ., conThe improvement!!
taining 400.00 acres.
consist of fencing, value $225.00. No bid
on this tract of land will be accepted for
less than $20.00 per acre.
Eitch of the above described tracts will
be offered for sale separately.
The above sale of land will be subject
to the following
terms ami conditions,
(or land selected for the
Except
viz.;
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
Fund, the successful bidder must pay to
llie Commissioner of Public Lands or his

-

aisent holding such sale,
of
uie price cltrreu nv him lor l he Ian,!.
four ner cent cent initrr-tiin nK . n(,
the halauce of such purchase price, fees
f"r advertising and appraisement and all
costs incidental to the
sale herein, each
and all of said amounts must be
"I in
or certified exchange at the
time oi sale and which said amounts and
of them are subject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if the successful
htdder dot not execute a contract with
in thirty days after it has been mailed
rum by the State Land Office, said
contract to provide that the purchaif-"1
"pnon make paymenta ot not
m)
less than one thirtieth uf ninety five per
cent of the purchase price at any time
after the sate and prior to the expiration
t.f thirty years from the date of the
and to provide for the payment of
at the expiration of
;iny unpaid balance
thirty years from the date of the contract with interest on deferred payments
at t he rate of four per cent per auuum
payable in advance on the anniversary of
the date of the contract, partial payments
to be credited on the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following the
date of tender.

The sale of land selected for the Santa
ami Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
will be subject to the above terms and
conditions except that the successful bid-1- (
r
muit pay in cash or certified ex
hanie"
at the time of sale one tenth of
lh
.
pur. base price offered by him for
s' ,,lfT
laoo lour
inirrrsi in ...aec
.... C,,ani,
...nc,
,uch
price and will be required to execute s
I'omritt providing for the payment of thr
such
balance of
ir
price
purchase
nnual instalment, with in
"lual
5fuC- - c,4StMSeKM3i'pfcM,CNvt1
C?.LhE!4tSection
''rest on all deferred payment, at th.
SVNt,'23 rate
VVS.
NWViSEi
SMSEcj.
of four per cent per annum to ad
NkiN
Sy&A,
NESEK, Sec. vance, payment, and interest due on Octo
24; HEH, KiNV)( Sec. 25; NJ4NEJ4, NVVJ,
ber 1st, of each year.
16
K.
36 E
Sec. 26; Ny, Sec. 27, T.
S.,
Lot 4, Sec. 18; Lots 1. 2, SEKNWK, SW)4
The above sale of land will be
Sec. 19; NEK Sec. 20; NJi, SEy,, ti valid existing rights, easements, subjec
NE,
S,
right
NK4SVVM Sec. 30, t. 16
., K. 3? t., con
of way and reservations.
taming 3813.22 acres. The improvements!
consist of fencing, value $875.00.
The Commissioner of Public Land, ot
his agent holding such sale reserves thr
Sale No. I1S4
Syi Sec. 10; All of Sec. ritrht to reject any and all bids offerer
14; All of Sec. 16; W'i Sec. 27; S
Xfclat' .aid sale.
Sec. 28; syi sec. a; syj sec. ju; ah ot
Sec. 31; All of Sec. 32; Wy, Sec. 33, T.
Possession under contracts of sale lor th
16 S
R. 35 E., NjSEtf, SEtfSEtf Sec. 19; above
described tracts will be given or
SKa, NEtf.NEtf or before
October
NKjNWtf Sec. 29; SKjNg,
1st, 1918.

that the purchaaer may at hia option make

the contract, with interest cm deferred
payments at tne rate oi tour per cent per
annum oavable in advance on the anni
veraarv of the date of contract partial pay
menta to be credited on the anniversary
of the date of the contract next following
the date of tender.

i';vW

?.W..Von

.

.....

.T

.....
.h.

in

thirty

....

equal

,

IW4.

.Mia.ii,

Fcl

i,Mm.,

-

iS, KPN.

u'

S,,S',

r...

''"'I'

fiV

T.

Vot'Sec

-

SivT:

.

.Mora. Stale
tei,.. ..,
the court house therein, the foil wina
cribed tracts of land, vir:

All of Section , II; N ! '.
SU-",V"".
SEJiX'WJ.;.
Sec. lij NVJ, SF.!. See. I.t"
EViW-S- ,
V.'
Sec.
24;
?.,
XV'4
Sec. 25; T. 22 N., R. 22 E.. N'iSH u'
Sec. 1: All of Section
3,
SWt4SV!4,
A
Ill 1. in. Pi-- .
FiAVi uiiiwii-)i
Lot 2, EivXWK. SW'iVKM. KWKSEU.'Sec'
30; T. 22 N., R. 23 E.. All of S eti,
20.
21, 22;
N"E'4SEM. Wy. XLS. Sec
23;
Sec. 24; All of See
W"iNE.
tions i", J.'; M'i:v
Sec. 2; T. 23 X..
R. 23 E., cnntailune
1I54H.41 acres
The
value
improvements consist of lencini!,
nino.oo.
SEJ4.

Lot

4,

S,

Sale No. 1221
M, See. 1(1; NE'INEM
SWMXE'4,
V';Vi4, SEMXWM, 52ilSec. 11;
T. 22 .V, R, 25 E., containinK
acres.
There are no improvement..
No bid on the above described tract n of
land will be accepted for less than FIVE
DOLLARS
($5 00) per acre, which i, th,
appraised value thereof and in additioi,
inereto tne successtnl bi.tder n.u.t
for tile improvements that esi-- t
,,r the

Und.

Each of
be offered
to

thr above

described ti
for sale separately.

The above

vir :

the

sale
following

of

land

terms

will
and

Sale

-i

a,

X

Sals No. 1220
N".. SWNE'J.

will
Sllhjeei
millions,

LAND FOR SALE.

IS; T. :.v N..
There ate

llliil'SA.Mi
,,, a solid body
" v '" "
'
Torrance
.,
.:
Sa le No. 1117
H..VtL.n ii r
n.
l. i.ec, title clear,
'
every
:' civ, .'
'"
i. Sec. 'I: SXVWXWtl Xiv
tl:
i ..1: i . a: 4, gui-water
pure
Sec. 12; WViNh',.
V
q oil-tM ASK'S,
,e. ,U al 10 to 60 feet,
!'
'iSKt4, Sec. ;2: V';.V',. Sec. 27; NKv,
SK-4- ,
,
Sec. IS; X; ,.E' ,. 1.' , W'.. Sec. 28; T. ;, S, K.
S.M.SWU.
ii..: i
,.n which the wells
,
(nwi!,i:.
... .j iAo
Src- 3J' T. I?
V.h'4-s."'
om
M acres.
There
h.'
no improve.
'
taming
story six room
X., ft. t',
ii"-i) t.. All of See. 3; T. 16 N., Il.imenls.
"!"
t"vtu house and other
"
Lots 3. 4, Sec. 3; Lot 1. See. I;.
Mate
Ktiord, San
SWliXEli. W.SL'i. See III. M.1 H.le MA III.
l. this Is All Good Uean Land.
' e ..
VU'KCr,
.
..m-i- ,
33;
iv H'l.
'.e',' '
are no improvements.
I. 2U X., K. .'S 1'.., conta, an
.li.l,l)
ot Lngle, N. AL,
ilicte are no improvements.
ino nouses, Katige
pruii.
Sale No. 11S
All of Se, tiun 4; T. 10
.u cows, 110 calve.
X , K. 31 K.,
aie
Wl.- -'
it.
res.
There
Sale
No.
i. .si:i4. Sec
US9 .o
olds, rnce com- '.ne no iniproi containing
ements.
C
Xi.:4, Sec. 34; T. 32 X., k. 26
I
Xo. L5.
The tiepr ovcnif j
1 ll
cumin; INI acr
'
N. M.
J1KI.X,
Drilling,
Sale No. 11C
SWUM
sisl oi f, ni illy
!ue, i.W.ll(l.
XK'iSWSj,
u. WX
1;
T.
Sec.
2i)
Xo
21,
'
hid on (he
s"M,
dfsinlier ;i ,. is o
'J hei,
laimiiH 3J0 acres,
,lr,
unpe n I.iii.I mil he accepted for less than INK!'! OfMKlSi
Hunt..
.In ill AILS (SonJi per acer, which is tin
value
there. it alel in .1. :!::
.ipprais-- d
Sale No. 1167
X W'i
Al!
if Sec. ll,;
then to the successful bolder nuisl pey
S'j.-W'-4.
c. !;IlIic
S.
lliat exist on tin- iat- -l
iinpiovcmeiiTs
S- -i
.c. ll; N .
X',, x;.s v.
i I7, .".l
T. 21 N., H.
2(1;
Sale No. 1200
All of
containnii:
36. T. 20 N..
The improv
acres.
5
ts cons it of fene-E., containine 610 .ures.
The im
in, value $520.01).
provements consist of nell and fencin
value S.II..50.
Xo hi.
1,1,
llns srr.ct o'
Sale No. IKS
S' :SUi,. SU'iAl
See
lend will he accented for less tliau $10.U'
c
I; X!4. U .Xi:n Mv4i ..
12; per acre.
X' XU'!4, XW'jVL'j.
E' ,SE'4.
SW'JSW'j,
,
13.
Se,:.
Sale No. 1201
All ot .S.
SWiSLiL Section
16; T 2.1 .X
.'1
3.1
X.
R.
T.
'4;
ao r... comainme t,4U aires.
E.,
S",
he im-SWi.-WS-,.
sv... 17: Lot,
NW'H,
cousisi r,f
and hnrinj:,!
proli
,
.:,
4, se!4nwl si.xi::-;Xo bid in this tiaet o:
v4 value $5tri.t
Sc.. l.s, SE'ii.NWU, W'j.M.. Sl.'i, lai- -l mil In
lor less than ill'.'
SL'iSW'j. Sec. p.; W..VW.. NKUXWij, per aire.
L!4. See 2H; T. .'I X., K. 31 E., Lois 2.
r ' Sl.'i. S.e. I; Lou I
3, 4, SVV"4NV4.
Sale No. 1.702
;
7
XV!iSV5.
4,
Xi.i4v. ,4. s . . 5; l ot, I. 2 2l X., Ii. 34 L.. cotitainmc 4)mj a. res. I here
'
X
X1
6c
tr: no improienients. No hi,! on tins 'r.i
j 4
''.
f land mil be
s'VUSEi. s'.SVtj."
si
7; W .PCE'i
accepted for lea. than Slu.i"
Sec. 8; per acre.
;
I...
MI'l-MIJ."sec.
V; All ot oCC.
."):..s...
K35
All "f Sections
.!
,
TSale No. 1203
2".
W' ', Sc.T Of, V
S
Thrnh., L..ntaimnf JJU.'W a rea.
?' Sec'l'ii.n M'.l4W
Sl'.'.,i' "is,
All
M .l.i;iare
ln-no
No
on ti!-inujr.)venifi,ti.
ci:i:u-i- :
i:
vt'i: Wi Al'i:
tract of lnnl u ill be accepted
fur
S
s,.,Sl:i. Sec
,Vl
tl,;.n il(i.iX) per acre.
All of See. V,. T.' 11 X
It .14 V
e,..
S.ilt- No. 1204
i ne
All f,f Sec. 3fi; T. 29'',.0. 0 j, re.
improvements
tik
.Hill (tlKlIIC,
value U. .'J j;., cnutairiinj
iK)
a r. s.
(ititst oi HfH,
Th
hi
So hid
.n tiii
iiiipn.vrii.ents.
n.K-- t
land will he
fur U at than
Sato No. 1169
M
W Sl'Ai,
rl'j.iKJ per acre.

.1!
d

l'"c

el

paymenta oi not less man
of ninety-fivper cent of the purchaae
price at any time after the sale and prior
to the expir tion of thirty years from date
of the contract, and to provide for the
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex-ol
piration of thirty years from the date

....

annual in- Sec. 7; WA, Sec. 8; W
iWVW.Jrrly ninety-onSec, 17; All of Sec. 27; S'AXEM. SE!4. Se
34;
(91) feet and three (3)
"eicrreu pay. necttons V
WH&WJ. ShNVVH. E'AEA, NVVSK!4. Sec. 35; All cli
(53)
northeasterly fifty-thre- e
i
,
pi-aec. jy;
u;
nr.y, ol arc. 36; I. 26 N., K. 31 K.. conta nine led ana seven Oj inches; thence
iyiir.y,,
advance
easterly
and
innum in
interest NEK. NWJ4. Lots 3, 4, Sec. 30; Wj4SVt. 4097.99 acres. There are oo
payments
feet and seven (7) inches to
iweniy-iivluc on October 1st. of each year.
Sec.
All
of
32;
Sections!
l.oi .Number One, as shown on said map;
SE,
M, Jo; T. 19 N., R. 32 E., Lots 1, 2, NW'H.
Sale No. 1191
XEWSW'4. N".SE'4 Sec i hence
The above sale of land will be subject
along said Lot Number
c
Lot. 1. 2. 3. 10; N.'.S'i, bE!4SE. Sec' II; MVWSWM. i 'ne an.isoutherly
Lots Number Two. Three, Four
to valid existing rights, easements, rights
Sec. 3; S!i, N',S!;,
Sec. 5; ViS'i. Sec. 12;
See. 13; T. 3 und lcn, one hundred and forty-fiv- e
(145)
of way an drrservatmns.
,r--.I"'.tl'.v4.
y,, t. 4 .v, IS. 11 r... ;hWSWH. SVVUSKU.
Sec. 7 uci and eitjlit (a; inches to the
point or
c
ISU'.i. KYVt.SYVi.i SI'! B.,.t 111. VFiI lii Vi.v
CFiv'I.-,iu. V,- The Commissioner of Public
A-- t
SeV. oi , "ii. 1
;, f s. ,.
Land. o,Inwm. S "Sec '11 A
sa4KVi-', ". 'v.V
alleges that he
ins agent holding such sale reserves tile S',. See. 14... ...
t. . ,1 .'
I""'""", furtherueiieve
VRuWU Vi.'...,' en,. Mintc,.:
ti,ce
taat you,
right to reject any and all bids oifered S l.U. Sec IS; t.KSM Sec. 17; S!'A; j.Vc. II;
Sec. 13; N;JNE, Sec! or suii.c of you, make some claim to the
at said sale.
!
24; T. it, N.. R,;aia above
.
described ,prcuiiAcs adverse to
.
;
V
Vr,"-..i
34
27
Ml
N"'SXVW'
.
Sec. 36; T.
.
N., R. 34 t.. the dale o. puiutilf una that during tail
Possession under contracts
2, 1 ?
v
c
rueide some
the above described tracts will be give! .7; Anf sr.-- . 70. vr nk'i.
"e
r.
.".,U..J:.'".?: uriu
adverae to ih
on or betore October 1st, 1918.
All of Sec. 36;
Sec.
)2;
i stau of pidinuil iicrtm and that
;n;HM,
there
C'
....
V
o
It
II
c,
Win
. .
r.
w VJM'Vi, MVW. arc-- uilKn.VMi Lurttunn who may claim some
.: T lu
oaiei. no.
Witness my hand an ,
a.ale ta the said premises
Ol
tne State Land (Mi
t.ic estate o
New .Mexico, tins twenty- seventh
plamti.i here
Jay of '3; S .S" Sec. 6, All of Sections 7. 12;
in.
Sec. 23: n'.NWU pi.KW ft Wi
April, ivis.
All of bee. jo; fc'iNhw,
Sec.
a&ks judgment
24;
NWUNVVti.
Plaintifl
SE4,
Svi
ij;
N'.j.NLjsi.
I,WW "c.
that his estate
i'i
.
.
ST,,
I. i,
m. ciy.vvvw
en-c..
.7 ..,.
i; e.,.,.
U'.
it.
u
prciuiitii be eitablished and
ROBT.
'. ERVIF.N
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TinSTOCK
rotnrri signer rf PnMic I.an's o.
NE(4NVK. Sec. 24; NEfNEH.
No bid on the alve described tract, '
All of Sec. 36; T. 6 N.. 30 E., containing 2396.92 acre.
Sale No. 1214
The
followinr the date of tend
vW sa'r rMfrvi th
his aprnt hohlme
SEVJ. Sec.
25;
he accrpted for less thsn
el land will
consist of fencing, value $100.00. .NEHNEM, S':EK,SE'JVE!;,
provements consist of house, sheds, wind
TilE
.. .
to reject any snd all bids oitrr
I,
H rtRht
h i.,Kr
AT
SV'4.
SEHNWW,
orxtir wi I and ecnri, ..
ADVERPRICES
R. 29 E., containing 640 acres.
The
SEW. S"'4SE'4.
iy, NW'H, NiiSWH, 'it said sle.
the appraised value thereof and in ad- Sale No. US!
SWW. S'.SEtf. Sec. 32;
well, windmill,
The ...above sale of lauds will be subject
fencing, and plowVE'-iSrc.
Sr.v4
34;
muat
bidder
successful
the
N,E;4.
thereto
eution .
,. eatements. riarhti ing, value $1341.00. No bid on the above T. 21 N.f R. 30 E., SAE14.
DID THEY
ipli
f. r
of
i
NESEJi 32 Sec. 35; N. P' " ,! nri?uridrr contract
SV, SW'KEW.
oar for the Improvements mat exist on ,
described tract ot land will be accepted EySW, Sec, 1; W,';NE'4. S'SSE,
an(,
K
lir sri vrn or
SF1'.'.
Sec.
tru :s
E'', 33NVi.
saw samu.
for less than $10.00 per acre.
11; NEWV, NvJNEjii, SEtfNE. sya. Stc
H.V.-n. for
t.k
E
29
K.
to'er
T.
11j
3f,;
STOCK
t
Sic
FOR
NWSWiij,
N,
ot aec u; iNi, arc. 24; 4. M IN
The Commissioner of Public Lands ot
1.";
SWK. S.
X',,. SW'M. W''SE'i. Sec!
....
tale No. 1141
WWEK, NJ'SNWM. SWtf his agent holding auch aale reserves thr Each of the above described tracta will a. ah
A
i
I
V.s- 1U
ur nvmi
n.
VI X
in y nana in'i
VvAI..
II.
I..t
J.
unci
Sec.
SW'KSEH
SALE.
NVV5J, WMSWJ4, SEKSWX,
a, 9, , ayir-i- ,
11the State Land Officr rf the Ste
ST
right to reject any and all bids offered be offered for sale aeparately.
FuSKW
3L4, .ec. o; ai.li. VPviWVU
See
17 S N K. 28 E.. containing 360 acrea. at
aaid sale.
this fif.rn.th day ..I Apr.!
e improvementa cooetst of fencing, value
The above sale of land will be subject
AC
M.
K
acres.
The
?4U5
c.nta.nin
improveIU.0&
terms and conditions, w2Ei&W&
Possession under contracts of sale for to the following
ROTIERT T. FRV1EN.
i k
mrnt.
consisl if corrals, and frncinr. valur
S.Vr;W- Sec.- 18:
not allow anyone to trade
vis:
Comm .uni-- r of P.ihlir- - t inrf. ol h.
,r,
No bid on tbe above described tract .d on or bc(ore
,
T.
20 N. R. 30 E.. ccnlainins
Sec.
mg.
20;
State of New Mex;cr
IVa
BWk1
aakt.ll
aiissxainSAH
Mr latas ttlsin I I'll
out
of your Pan Motor
oi
6292.94
for
Santa
the
selected
land
for
the
The
acrea.
Except
All cf Sec. 16; NEl. E'i fir.t PuMica'ion April 26,
improvements consist
Ssle No. HO
Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which ia the ap
Railroad Bond Fund, uf fencing value $650.00.
hand and the official seal Fe and Grant
Witness
irtock: because if you do, you
NWKX W'4. Ust Publieation June 2S. 1918.
NWJ4, . SWW.WVM. S.c. 21;
raised value thereof, and in addition there of the Statemy Land Office of the State o' the successful County
bidder must pay to the
960.-- ;
iec. 2:-- T. 29 X.. R. 29 E..
Co the avccessful bidder muat pay for the New Mexico, thia Ninth
Sale Ne. IIH
will n.nke a bad trade.
EwKEK. Sec. X; NMNE'4, 'HI acres, of which 320 acrescontaining
day of April, 1918. Commissioner of Public Lands or his agent
were selected
of the Sec. 24; SEJ4NEK,
c.
improvements that exist on the land.
2S; T. 20 N.. R
holding such sale,
Rai'- - IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
fc"nt
C"un"r
'"'
THE S" ATE
St"l'
for
four
him
offered
30
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
the land,
E . SE),VS,
by
price
Sec. 30. St!i road B'.nd fund.
no
are
There
NESV,
will
Each ol the above deacribed tracta
improve
Shun the sl.'ck-tongu- ed
per cent interest in advance for the bal- - NW44, SEiSWS4, Sec. 31; T. 20 N R. ments.
OF NEW MEXICO. WITHIN AND
Commissioner of Public Lands,
grafthe offered for aale separately.
nce. ?' auc
uprchase price, fees for ad 31 E.. SEJiSWH.
Set 6; T. 19
State of New Mexico
er
who tries to offer you junk
FOR
FE
COUNTY
SANTA
THE
K. 31 E.,
mil costs S
ana
OF
480
acres.
There
inu
appraisement
erusing
WW.
Sale
No.
SEW.
UM
1918.
NESXE!4.
containing
Th above aale of land will be subject First Publication April 12,
cacn
ana
are
no
inciaeniai
io
ine
saic
nerein,
.
Sec. 16: T. 30 X.. R. 3 E.. containing
improvementa.
and take your Pan Motor Stock
a
terms and conditions, Last Publication June 14, 1918.
tha following
:
all of aaid amounta muat be deposited in
a. lionet.
,
.
.
itvnn
acre..
"
inr iTnprovrnieni. cnnsisl ol KOmuio
vtot
cash or certified exchange at the time
Plaintiff.
All of Sec. 2;
Sale Ne. I1CI
H
in payment or part payment on
vslue tJOO.OO.
frc,ne.
"
of sale and which said amounts and all N'jSEK. Sec. 9:
IV010;
Xy NhSW, Src. See.
Tha aucceasful bidder must pay to the
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
of them are subject to forfeiture to the K'ASE'A.
same or who otherwise tries to
SWK.
KKSH'K.
SEnSEM.
sT-it"
new. hy.swu.
Sale No. im
,
.. i:r...:. .
Commiaaioner of Public Landa or hia agent
-j
State of New Mexico, if the successful 11; NEKSEK, SAS'A, Sec. 12; All of Sec.
of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
disturb your confidence in the
bidder does not execute a contract within 13; NEX, E'iNWtf, SyiSy,, Sec. 14; SCSI'S, 29 E.. All cf Sec. 36. T. 31 N . R. 29 E., ants of interests sdverse to plain-til- t
holding auch aale,
in the premises described befric offesed by him for the land, four
XWM contamine ll"0-2thirty daye after it has been mailed to Sec. 15: All of Sec. 16:
acres.
The improvements low.
Pan Motor Company.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
htm by the State Land Office, said conper cent interest in advance for the bal
NWM. EliSWM, SEX. Sec 17; ShSy,, Sec. con
r,iu, mm.
aara of auch purchaae price, free for ad
,,cing,
Defendsr.ts.
tract to provide that the purchaser may M; NW.
21:
All
Sec.
of
Sections
t1,.
CHAVES COUNTY
vertlatng and appraisement and all costs
at his option make paymenta of not less 22, 23. 26; SW,
Sec 2; E'iSEX. Sec. 29;
Evs
Wc are growing very fast
fj,c 3. T j, N
s,). N. ,,w
sncfdental to the sale herein, each and all
NOTICE
OF SUIT.
than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent
N!''S'H-- ' . .(4 E,. 'containing 320 a.r'e,.
1,ere are' To the unknown heirs of Jose R. Ortu Wc now have over
of said amounta must be deposited in cash Office of tbe Commissioner of Public nf the purchase price at any time after JEKSW M.
; All of Sections S4. 35;
,mrovementa.
34,000 sub-or certified exchange at the time of sale
,
decease.', and any unknown
D
V
Lands,
All
the sate and prior to the expiration of
claimants or
i a.A m.
ti P
'
ad which aaid amounta and all of them
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
inlrrests adverse o plaintiffs in the pre- - SCnbcrS and Stockholders
thirty years from the date of she conSWSL- - S'cand
; T.
Sale Ne. lit?
NEtfSW4.
NWHSEH.
are eabject to forfeiture to the State of
.
.
desrribed
above
mies
tract and to provide for the payment of 20 C,7S'-liidefendants
below,
N.. R. 32 E.. containing 95:0.08 acres. Soc. 24; T. 32 X.. R 34 E..
New Mexico, if tha aucceasful bidder does
Notice is hereby given that pursuant any unpaid balance at the expiration of
our
named:
the
cover's
of
organization
!?1,'OVemen,, con,l,
,e:in. valuejpo.00 acres. There are no improvements. yOTJ
not execute a contract within thirty days to the provisions of an Act of Con-gre-ss
eacj, 0f yOU sre j,ert?by notified t ?
years from the date of the conHlOn.
'that
after it has been mailed to him by .the approved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the thirty
there j a suit pditig aprrtinst vou,
tract with 'interest on deferred payments
T11M
3.
19;
Lot
3
SrC
Sl N.
State Land Office, aaid contract to pro- State of New Mexico, and rules and reg- at the rate of four per cent per annum
in the ahvt cntitlH ( mrt in which feo-- ;
Sale Ne. Il
EW'H, Sc. IV.. R. 35 E.. eontaininisT
. ... .1
. .l.
c i
...1
riT. srlcctvide that the purchaser may at his option ulations of the State Land Office, the payable in advance on the anniversary of 4; WV5ES4. W!4. Sec. 3; NEK.
WiiSWM.
rd for 1 he Santt Fe and Grant Coonty rT
make paymenta of not less than
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer the date of the contract, partial paymenta SWJNWU. KK5EX. Lots J. 4. SWMSEs,.
nmDlf of that certain tract ni '
lan.l in the couiatr of Santa Fe. atatr C?
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur- at public aale to the higheat bidder at to be credited on the anniversary of the Sec 2; EH, SWH. Src. I; XEH. Sec. 9;
consist of rrservoir, value $100.00.
o'clock A. M., on Monday, July 1st, 1918, date of the contract next following
of Srw Mexico, more particularly described
chase price at any time after the aale
the SKXWH. Sec 10; NW,XEK.
SEXEi.
and prior to the expiration of thirty years its the town of Roswell, County of Chavea. date of tender.
W)4NW5a, NEJ4SEH. Sec. 11; Ey,. E 5W4.
from date of the contract, and to .provide State of New Mexico, in front of tbe court
'cJ'-vTiT-ir-j
S
All of Sec. U; EXEW. SWMXEM,
parcel of land in,
Sec
12;
. Jha. certain piece
for tbe payment of any vnpaid balance at house therein, the following described tracta The sale of land selected for the Santa Sec 14; NE5XEH, Sec 15; All of Src.
",T " "nta re. snomn on a mip
President
the expiration of thirty yeara from the of land,
Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund 16; NHNEH. SEMNEM. WHSW. Sec 17; Src. 35: T. 32 V. R. 36 F. containing 200.00 'in Mack ink" entitled 'Map of 33 Cnoice
acre
fr
selrctrd
tbe
and
Santa
Grant
defe
date of the contract with intereat on
to James L.
ill be
Building! Lots
to the above terms and WI4WJ4. SESWH. Sec 20;
Sec 29; Connie Railroad Bond Fund.
There
are
(i.-v- ,.. ......
Sole No. 1Z1S
W,
h
tolin.on'.
ferred paymvois at the rate of four per
S'.NEW. SEyfNWH, Sec conditinnasubject
.
.
.
.........
V&IMT
.
.....
n
U'.li;.M
.
bidthat
the
encceeaful
v a
In
except
MINN.
NsfSEli. SWUSEH. Src
N. SW4. SEMXW.
CLOUD,
o improvementa.
cent per annum payable in advance on J; T. 4 S., R. 34 E containing 120.00 acrea. der must pay
November Iv'O, said itract beinar
in cash or certified exchsnge
NEXSWM.
Sec 33;
anil nescrined as follows,
the anniversary of the date of contract, The improvementa consist of a house, value st tbe time of sale,
h
EV4.
Beginof the
EKKWM.
SvVMNWH. NVaSWM. SKH
.Sale
Ne.
See.
Nvs.
See
40.001
1;
N'4,
lift
a
on
to
be
credited
the
at
on
the
line
ins;
of
partial paymenta
point
westerly
Sec 24; EH. SWX, Sec 24; SE), 2: T. 25. N.. R. Jl E F.HXEH. NWSEia, Lo; No. Ten
price offered bv bin for tbe land,
of the date of tha contract next
from a Ms
four per cent interest ia advance tor tbe SW,
flO). distant
JJ
23;
SWJ4. Sec 25; E4e
SE. Sec SWMXWX.
asiiiisninnidsaBsaBai
Vc 20; WBW, NEKSWW.
Src. the northerly line of Johnsonnortherly
saUowin
the date of tender.
Sale No. UM
SHSEg, Sec. balance of sock purchase price and will be
Street, forty- SESWJj,
All
Sec
21:
26;
SWH.
SW,
Sec
22;
one
K.
25: T. I S
Nvi,
1) feet snd nine and one-ba2) sL, Lot 10, Sec. 30: T. required to execate a contract providing of Sec
SiSEj,
M
(9'i)
T.
R.
Jl
WHEJ4.
BHanaBJjal
Wi, All of SWH, N4SEH, Sec Zi; NVi, NSW, inches; running thence westerly fifty-twTat abave pale af mads witl be subject I 1, 1 14 L, containing UtM acres, select - tor the pareseat of the balance ef sssci SEiaSEK.3; Sec S3; N,SHSWJt. ,Sec
J;
SEJaSWX,
SEK, Sec 2; NE. NHWJ (52) feet nasi tea W) inches; thence north-- 1
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'summer buying

President Proclaims June 28th
as National War Savings
Day D.
0., May 30,
Wuhington,
Pruidmt of tht VniUd State

OF WINTER COAL

i

1918.

l

et

1 it-- -

e

that may be said to be an integral part of the. national defense."
Patriotic

Programs Play a Prominet Part in the Chautauqua which opens in

Santa

LIEUTENANT

nited We Drain; Divided We
of several
hundred landowners of the Rio Gran-i- h
t alley, who met in Albuquerque
on .May 16, at the call of the Albuof Commerce-Chamber
querque
he conference resulted ill the or-- .:
nidation ot the Kio Grande association, dedicated lo the reclamation of
agricultural lands in the central Rio
vallev.
Drainage which will result in in- creased crops by 1919 is regarded
hv the government as a highly desi- rildt war measure, at coring to i.
A Hart, senior diaiuage engineer of
'be Department of Agriculture, and
the dotation of bonds to finance
si.ch drainage works is encouraged
To make
by the lederal authorities.
tindirt fly by 1919 is accordingly
the thief object of the drainage
nitioii.
The work will start in
a t lli
wide campaign of education,
t'i iiiiiii'icc landowners of both the
and patriotic advantages of
di amagi:
ihrec foul ths oi the rich bottomlands of the central Kin (irade val-l- i
,ue lying idle lor lack of drainage, according to statistics compiled
hy the state engineer and the state
"Mr.rr
hese idle lands, instead of
inosqiiitos and salt grass,
u: bl i" be at work producing
food
oldiersWith generous public
i.'i
the th. image association
si. poit,
tin in to work before the
hope, to put
.
T

Dioun" was the slogan

.

co-o-

i

t

.1

ha-i-

Then-lorecv
not so Mrr.it.
boilv is urijed to realize the sei
ness ,,i In- situation and to do
rlnrt 111:', the ond. lion
pai t in
bin im now.

ls

1'tt-oii-

HAWAIIAN GUARD IS
CALLED TO THE COLORS
June
Washington.
Wilson called nit" the iiiiIii.im miv
I
hi- ol Hit
luted States tmlav the
iii-- t
..i' infali-Hand set olid reginii-iitoi ibe national ;u.nd ol Hawaii
anil bclnnnu.' lodav llitv tsere i.i
titled dis' haired Irom the in. In. a
and siibjrit to laws ami cmil.it uuis
uular ai my
I'm t mug t he
The two itginients probable will
be used to relieve Amcru ans regulars
now on duty in the islands
They
will not be used for
ervu c away
from home. 'There are approximately
To
.i.JOl men in the two regiment
this force drafted men Irom the island will be addetl.
-

a.,

r

j
j

i

j

Is

r
CAPTAIN FALLON, Author of War Book.

oli-l-

Altogether Too Many Dogt

are 70.UU0 dogs in Connectiand the state commissioner of
domestic animals intimates that the
number ought to be reduced by'
Now look for a lively;
about 7l'MJM.
litiie terinent in the Land of Steady
with
the
state commissioner
Habits,
of domes-tianimals as the storm
Manchester I'mion.
centre
Tin-r-

cut,

BERNICE BAUGHMAN,

the Ladies' Regimsntal Orchestra.

The first number is Tba Ladies
This Is a man who comes trenb from
condi- Regimental Orchestra, giving a comactual contact with
tions la Europe, and whoa talk will plete program in tha afternoon mni
a praluda in tha evening.
b well worth while.

,

i

in--

alma-bouse-

I

i
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LOUCHER

Russo-Japanes-

i

bv

1 1

Fe-J- uly

Lieutenant Lougher comes direct
from France, where he went as a
member of the American Red Cross
commission, to Bpeak to Chautauqua
audiences.
The mightiest messages come front
men whose lives have lived and seen
the problems, lessons or examples
which they bring to you from the
Few people
Chautauqua platform.
have seen the world as baa E. H.
Lougher
Famines, war-)- , prisons, slums and
have been linked
bloody conflicts
closely srnd frequently with the life
He wittraveler
of this world-widnessed the greul f.unlne and plague
of India, with its dt nhs by the countless thousands and Its relentless suffering and horrors.
He .iaw the Boxer uprising and witnessed the bloody conflict of that
e
epoch. During the
war be was aguin present to
see a momentous struggle whore blood
was spilled in relentless contusion.
Through America be has visited
prisons, stockades, slums and

t

Selective
Dcmiug, N. M, June
tliatt recruits from Arizona, New
Texas
are
Mexico and
being organ
24-2- 9
MOVE
i
ied into companies and initiated
to the routine of tamp life here
who inspected the
Medical offt.-ermen said they were the finest
Draft Order No. b70 will increase draft of
selective tlratt recruits they
the fighting forces of the Tinted body
in any of the army
States government by 5(10 New Mex- - had examined
sicklies- - was reported
icans. They will go to Camp Cody, tamps Little
the recruits and they are
Meeting Next Tue&day
Oeining, New Mexico, starting to en- - among into the routim of camp
life
A meeting of the state department
train in the five day period heginn- - falling
without
.hairmeu of the Woman's t'oumil
delay
ing June' 24. These
of Defense has beer called for next
Americans, regeler fellows that need
o'clock It
at
Kemp for traitors and spies will Tuesday afteri
only the training and the opportun- too much rope will be held in the senate cliambti
ity to make them fit to lick the- notI.osbe giving them
of the capitol budding. Santa be
Angeles Times.
Kaiser's best veterans, will be taken from seven counties, the quotas
i
being as follows ;
75
Bernalillo
100
Chaves
100
Eddy
5
Luna
75
Santa Fe
41
Socorro

JUNE

"The work that the Chautauqua is doing has not lost importance because of
the war, but rather has gained new opportunities for service.
Let me express
the hope that the people will not fail in the support of a patriotic institution

DRAINACE OF RIO GRANDE
IMPORTANT WAR MEASURE

i

i

GO TO CAMP CODY

President Wilson says:

ii tiTcsts
ol ihe fatherland, to visit
the voimi; women who have been left
hi hind with the object of doubling
ot trehliiiK the birth rate.
"The duty with which you have
hern intrusted is 01 a public nature
and by refusal you will incur severe
penalties under the Matutes of War.
"You will be iniormed upon visit-nu- t
this office as to the district allotted to you and the addresses of the
women to be visited by you."

.

I

er

the
itest part
lotintry capable of bearing arms has
bit.ii ailed to the colors, it is the
duty of the male population, in the

winter months.
Demand Greatly Increased
'1 he answer
to tins iiniiiiy
raonhi.a: y unuli
in the
turns winch are a outgrowth 01 the
he . ni ili n n up ot all ;ni
war
of the nation, made iicce.-ar- i
the eoun
by the war, lias increa-e- j
try's need for coal by at lea-- t our
lietoi i
millions
tons
.bundled lilt)
the
this- - .immense mcre.i e .iru-couniry was iiii'lno;. it dntault to
produce the amount of cr.il iripinel
,'lliis ditf.eiilty largely aio-- i irom the
tail that as a people wc a, noii-- .
tinned to buy what w e i.' d irom
ery ft vv
day to day.
u f coal were in the habit o:
trim:
their toal in the .summer for n t ti
needs in the winter. The i suit ul
this condition na been that many
.mines weie shut down all toeihei
'dining the summer months, or i un
on hall tune or b.s
The Public Can Help
If the 10 neral public now t trl be
edmaied in thi- - matter and will
rate bv a ntn ip.il iior men iier'N
and st. ,ru, r. the coal iripined ioi the
llltmr lllf Hull''-- . Mill br rliabltd to
per. ilr h ro it.' h the slimmer liinnlln
hort n.
mid a lal'e pait ol the
w
wh.cli will exist in anv
be irlltted- - It is will known ,,,,,1
i ap.iblc of
irooi, thai the coal sh ,.ri.
.,-ill b"
are nest wintrr
It
tl s
r el r
I,,.
than
1..,,! r
Mlu.iti'.n
and th.s
winter.
If- br
aL'L't'a t ai rd
.
am
he small
onsumer putt
stores Ins coal diiriiu; tne
foimonths when the ilemand

MEN IN
SOUTHWESTERN
FINE CONDITION REACHING
CAMP CODY TO TRAIN

500 NEW MEXICANS

Capital City Invites You to
The Ridpath-HornChautauqua
The

t

REAL NECESSITY

WOODROW WILSON

(Signed)

PRACTICE WORSE
THAN POLYGAMY IS
ORDERED IN GERMANY

idem c that practices which he
ternied as "iar worse than polygamy"
had lo i n ordered in Germany, was
disclosed by Dr ( harles Edward
1. 01 he,
pastor of the Kit st M. E.
Inn. Ii, in a sermon in I.os Angeles.
Lot
he produced a document
)r.
By Chief Juitic Richard II. llanna,
at lamp Lewis. The docuMember Advisory Committrr, St.ite inrivril
ment was issued tinder the authority
Fuel Administration.
Inhead office of the defense
'I here is ,1 natural nujuiry ri il.i .,1 "t
r of drriTiany "
must )tolc loiii i rn i.h
in i ii cl s ol
1 ol.
11 111
Uobert U. 1'atterson,
the reason tor the j. recent itntuJ. Me heal
Corps, L'. S. A., sent the doc-iiuf- nt
ol the National ami Matt I'.ti .V)
to his brother, Ma) William
i
ministration., the Koveri.or
I
U S A., who sent a
its, ution lilt- r i'.ra!;e .4 I hi. iut . opyi'.itterson,
l amp Lewis.
to
jne-senmonths.
iiiK the suirmii
he- ordei was addressed to Bruno
week has been et ,.i4t i the
h
citizen latrd- itlol oi Hamburg and in part
week
luring uh:ch tveri
ui:h i i' il
s1iliii(J. it pu.vihl. ,
Mnce, as a i e suit of the war, the
jas he will
luring tt.i com ni;
of
manhood of the

:
Proclamation By the
of oar
all
and
Thia war is on of nation, not of armiea,
on hundred million people mart be economically and industrially adjusted to war condition If thia nation is to play its
full part in the conflict. The problem before ua la not primarily a financial problem, but rather a problem of increased
production of war essential and the aaving of the materials
and the labor necessary for the rapport and equipment of our
army and navy. Thoughtlaaa expenditure of money for nonessentials uses up the labor of men, the products of the farms,
mines and factories, and overburdens transportation, all of
which must be used to the utmost and at their best for war
purposes.
The great results which wo soak ean be obtained only by
the participation of every member of the nation, young and
I therefore
old, in a national concerted thrift movement
urge that our people everywhere pledge themselves, as suggested by the Secretary of the Treasury, to the practice of
thrift, to serve the Government to their utmost in increasing
production in all fields necessary to the winning of the war,
to conserve food and fuel and useful materials of every kind,
to devote their labor only to the most necessary tasks, and to
buy only those tilings which are essential to individual health
and efficiency, and that the people, as evidence of their loyalty, invest all that they can save in Liberty Bonds and War
Savings Stamps. The securities issued by the Treasury Department are no many of them within the reach of every one
that the do.ir of opportunity in this matter is wide open to
all of us. To practice thrift in peace times is a virtue and
brings great benefit to the individual at all times; with the
desperate need of the civilized world today for materials and
labor with which to end the war, the practice of individual
thrift is a patriotic duty and a necessity.
I appeal to all who now own either Liberty Honda or War
Savings Stamps to con'iutie to practice economy and thrift,
and to appeal to all who do not own government securities to
do likewise, and purchase them to the extent of their means
The man who buys government securities transfers the purchasing power of his money to the United States Government
until after this wur, and to that same degree does not buy In
competition with the Government
I
earnestly appeal to every man, woman and child to
pledge themselves on or before the 28th of June to save constantly and to buy as regularly as possibly the securities of
the government, and to do this as far as possible through
membership in War Savings Societies The 28th of June ends
this special period of enlistment in the great volunteer anuy
of production and saving here at home May there be none
unenlisted on that day

A

SAYS

I'uptalu L'uud ration, formerly war editor of the New York Herald, ia
author of a new book on Hie war, called "The Big Fight."
He wunt through the entire, terrible Ualllpoli campaign. He commanded
a unik In an mazing wur adventure. He bas served as an aerial observer,
potted eueniN piiHitiniis and (ought, enemy aeroplanes.
He luis been wounded fifteen times. He was awarded the Military CroM
for daring senile by liis King
Captain Fallon speakb at our Chautauqua on "The Dig Fight."

Perhaps Mr. McAdoo will now
raise the waives of the public, so
tb it it can pav the increased wages
Las Vegas
men.
ot the railroad
I

IptlC.
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Taoj
Total Of

,M9 Men

Not including this movement, not
including the enlistments since Mar- ch 31, 1918, and not including the
many hundreds who have enlisted
in the Navy and the Marine Corps,
New Mexico has 9,089 in military
service, working every day under
the Stars and Stripes.
On April 1, 1917, there were 41
men enrolled in the New Mexico
National Guard.
From April 1. 1917 to June 30, 1917
Jo9 New Mexa period of 90 days,
icans enlisted in the National Guard
In the same period 277 enlisted in the
regular army.
From July 1, 1917, to March 31,
in the
1918, 500 men enlisted
Guard. In the same period, ''VI
enlisted in the Regular Army, and
472 in the National Army.
Through Draft 3,577 Men
In the first draft a total of 2.292
was sent under the calls to the colors. L'p to June 3, 1918, 3,577 men
have been induced
through the
Draft Act.
Figures are not yet available, but
it is beleived the the Sunshine State
now has under the colors no less
than 12,000 men, which is a very
ed
high percentage of its able-bo- d
men of the age prescribed as the
"fighting age".
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Hear the Marr Entertainers
Bringing Songs and Stories of the trenches

'

Warren
'

United States Tires
arc Good Tires

i

It is fast becoming a certainty
that the people of America will not
long permit the interment of enemy
spies and agitators to suffice as a

Enemies who oppose
punishment.
us here at home are just as much
responsible for the loss of our sons
as those doing the shooting on the
firing line. Socorro Chieftain.
CAPTAIN

E. P. WEBB

Another gold star

i

addad lo
flag, to

Nw Maaico'a Hrriii
how tho death of Captain Edwin P. Webb. Ho was instantly killed in an nirplana accident
at the aviation camp near Indianapolis, on last Sunday afternoon. With him in the piano
at tho time of tho accident waa
Major Car Ceahart, who was
lightly injured. Tho causo of
the accident was not give in
tho Associated Press dispatch
Monday. Capt. Webb (erred

Mutant adjutant general of tho
state of New Monica, with tho
rank of major, up to the time
he entered federal service, with
the rusk of captain. Ho was
adjutant of tho aviation fasennsp
the
whore ha met his death
ssrvin. Ho la tho second Now
Mexico captain to give his life
for tho freedom of tho world.

American Ambulance Red Cross Nurse, who will
relate one of the experiences of the front line hos

Now is the Time to Make Your Tire
Buying a Business Proposition
Now, in this time of war, it is
more necessary than ever to buy
tires for permanent economy.
Hundreds of thousands of motorists have found that business judgleads straight to
ment in
United States Tires.
The phenomenal growth
of United States Tire Sales is
positive proof of this fact.
The unusually high quality
of United States tires has
tire-buyi-

ng

made them easily the most popular
tires among owners of the biggest
selling light cars.
The same quality is built into all
United States Tires into the small
sizes as well as the larger sizes for
heavier cars.

pitals.

tool

THE POPULAR STORE
RICHARD & FIDEL

THE CLIMAX COMPANY
Brilliant Music, Including

CINEMA'S BAND

Select the United States
Tire that fits your particular

needs. Our Sales and Service Depot dealer will gladly
help you. Then stick to it
We KNOW United States Tires are GOOD tires. That's why we sell them.

Along with the patriotism is lots of whole
some entertainment, a great comedy drama by

MAJOR MARR, Singer,
Who Cornea to Chautauqua.

FOURTEEN WONDEHFUL
PROGRAMS
SEVEN HAPPY DAYS

The only thing that has not advanced in price
Chautauqua Season Ticket

&

a

A complete
and fully
plant with machinery costing over $3,000 it now
in operation with expert workmen
who are capable of repairing tires
"shot to pieces" by hard usage on
rough roads.

proprietor.
modern

NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW
From Special Reports and State Papers

Sons Wolf Catchers
Samuel Chandler and Otear Carter
are famous wolf hunters. Thev cap
tured five half grown coyotet last
week, digging them out of their den.
Coyotet have destroyed a great many
the
young calves and other stock'-istate during the past few months.

This large ranch of 250jOOO
acres SHELVING OF GENERAL
joint he Motquero towntite and will
LEONARD WOOD DISCUSSED
make Motquero the principal trade-in- g
BY
WILLIAM
H.
TAFT
and shipping point for the largest cattle outfit that is being operWilliam Howard Taft in Philadelated there. Motquero Sun.
Public

DENTISTS TO HOLD
MEATY SESSION III

phia
Ledger.
?nlves And Pigs Bengal
General Wood is one of the ablest
e
STATE CONVENTION
E. T. Meredith publisher of suc- men of the army. He has rendered
Ore Skipped
Fred Davy of Steins, recently hip
paving is taking place. The construe,
BERNALILLO
cessful farming, Des Moines, Iowa., long and effective service at a genROOSEVELT
tion company it making good head- ped two cars of high-gralead silhas sent Orren Beaty, agricultural eral officer. A graduate of the Harway in the putting in of the work. ver ore from his tease on the Cloud- agent $1,175 to be loaned at 6 per vard Medical School, he entered the
Annual Mooting of Dentists
The city has ordered the lighting man property. The shipment went Locating Potash Claims
cent to boys and girls engaged in army as assistant surgeon and be- PROMINENT
with
for
the
to the EI Paso smelter. At a large Arthur E. Curren and party from club work in Union county. Forty-fiv- e came a captain and a regular surpaving district,
The New Mexico Dental society system
will bold its eleventh annual meeting electrically lighted standards for the force of men are at work it it ex- Clovis have been in Portalet recenthead of thoroughbred Holstein geon. He received a Congressional
CLINICS AMD DISCUSSION
in the Elks club room here June 20, driving guides at the intersections
pected that an average of one car ly locating mineral claims in and calves and five registered pigs have medal of honor for his service as
TO BE HEARD BT THIRTY
of ore will be shipped out each week. around the salt lake at the old D I been purchased with the money.
21 and 22. Preceding the meetings of Clovis Journal.
medical officer and in the line" in
ranch.
the Dental society the board of denheadquarters
Large
an
potash
He
colonel
Indian
wat
campaign.
PROFESSIONAL
MEN FOLtal examiners will hold sessions June Moat Market Building Sold
Shipments And Improvements
deposits are claimed to have been Selling Tin Lizzies
of the Rough Riders, and wat made
J. W. Stewart recently sold the
The Mogollon Mines Co. shipped discovered at this place
17, 18 and 19. The board expects
The Pioneer earaire at Clavton a brigadier general of volunteers.
LOWING
BOARD
MEET
to pass on ten or twelve candidates Central Meat Market building to S. 17 bars of bullion on May production
told 6 tin lizzies (fords) last week.
He cleaned up Santiago and was
I Boykin for a consideration of $7,- week. About 5000 tons were
for certificates.
during
made
He
of
Cuba.
governor
SAN
general
JUAN
milled during the month.
Good Crops Insured
The members of the dental board (100. Clovis News.
became a major general in the regThirty members of the New MexThe ball mills have arrived at So
are, E. J. Alger, Albuquerque, presiHeavy rains have insured a good ular army on August 8, 1902.
ico Dental societywill meet at AlFarmers Busy Planting Crops
corro plant. A large part of the hea- Burglar Frightened
crop in the eastern section of this
dent; C. O. Harrison, Santa Fe,
Those who know him know that buquerque for
a three day tettion
rains have visited all of Cur vy machinery is now in place. Two
; M. J. Moran, Deming,
Recently a burglar entered the res- county.
General Wood it a natural soldier; beginning June 20.
L. R. Hough, Por-tal- ry county and the farmers are now ton skips will replace the cages at idence of Mrs. A. A. Ball, of
ry-treasurer;
that, though he entered the army as
June 17 the state board
and M. R. Chapin, Silver City. busy planting crops. With more rain mine.
waking her with the rays of NEW MEXICO PROSPECTS
a surgeon, his whole life has been of Beginning
Dental examiners will meet. Its
the remainder of the season good A framing mill is beina built at the a flash light. She sat up and screamAlbuquerque Journal.
devotedto
-'
and
matters
military
MOST ENCOURAGING
members are; Dr. E. J. Alger, Alcrops are expected to be harvested lower end of town for use on tail- ed, frightening the burglar so badly
at- their study. He has giiven much
buquerque, president; C. O. Harrison,
this fall.
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Sold 11M0 Head Of Steers
oats, barley, buckwheat and sor- sincere respect inof those under him Deming, secretary of the board.
Wool Shipment
and stimulated
them an admirable
Walter Brothers have sold 16.000 Livestock Shipments
abunare
in
Kansas
of
Earl
ghum
produced
Westgram
City will
great
Woman Bags Brown Bear
This u'asrn's shipment of wi
head of two year old steers from
Encouraging reports, were esprit de corps. He has been charged deliver a paper on oral surgery
J. P. Brooks shipped last week 200
Grant county has a woman who from this station total 300,000 pounds. dance.
with
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and
undue
their ranch near Olive to Mr. Pucket, head
willingreceived from the
Lieutenant Colonel Sanderson,
sections
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others,
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home
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the pinto bean, which the
States Army stationed at
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J. O. Welborn
L. T. Stallings shipped a car of United States government is push efficient service wereduty
shipped recently tos. .While riding on horseback thrmeans
the
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food
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war.
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one car load of cows to Geary, Okla- ough the mountains, came upon the hogs to the Graden Packing House. ing
crop.
acreage
Ten prominent business men and homa to be
the state lately has increased raoid- - which he secured promotion. This
Clinics will be held in several dental
bear on the trail. A shot at 150 yards Durango. Aztec Independent.
pastured there.
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One Day's Supply
territory.
Shipping Cream To Defter
flower of the many different varie- Only
Just before the present war Gener- of Las Cruces; Chas. A Kller; R.
New
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Sheriff Adams carried out Whitehall On Grant Board
Mexico
Farming
The Hunter Merea.ir !e Compan,
was as much concerned at Fred Petit, M. J. Moran. J. J. Clarke
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Wood
ties produced in Roswell flower gar- a Deputy
little search for bootleg whiskey
Dr. Frank P. Whitehall has been of Farmingfon is slnnpmgi crea.n io accomplished'
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made a hasty attempt at disguising thirty-twHe had left directions that he was It would be better to beard you In
For a second he stood still ; then to be waked If a caller or even a tele- your den, Mr. Christopher Race," said
himself, or else he was not the uiun
who ur rived at Helmsford in the blue Instead of advancing Into the room, he gram should come; but the clock on the newcomer.
cur.
turned abruptly round und went out, his mantelpiece pointed to noon and
"Well?" he questioned.
The Dully Recorder, which next day closing the door behind him.
he still slept on. Not many minutes
"This chase has lasted long enough,"
printed Christopher's telegram, with
Instantly Christopher sprang up. luter, however, bis telephone bell rang went on the other. "I've been a
Idiot not to end It in this way
sensational elaborations, Inclined more "It's the man himself 1" were the words violently. A clerk in the bureau of -eyed
and more to the theory of murder.
the hotel wished to advise monsieur long ago; but I hoped, until today,
that flashed Into his bead.
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The Hansard was still in, charge of bile swerving round the corner close ping there was telephoning to know if rather than have the French police on
4
Monsieur Christopher Race were in, my buck I've sought you out, to be
the police at the little seaside town. by.
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"You mean you've come to er ex- CARING FOR COUNTRY ROADS
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VITACRAPH COMPANY.
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He turned name, but she had a communication to plain the mystery?" Bald Christopher
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COPYRICMT.
paint on the buck of the to hand money to a staring waiter, make concerning the affair which had diplomatically.
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"There Is ho mystery; there never
seat and brought to light a patch of and suy, "Don't mind change," as Mr. brought Monsieur Race to Paris.
Tires Are Injurious Place Harfrom a welter of surf, Kace drove off color red as blood.
SIXTH EPISODE
Seldom did a man bathe and dress was any mystery, except what the
John Smith had done before on a prerows on a Drag.
to London.
was an ass
in a shorter space of time; but when Dally Recorder made,
No other tint could have been more vious emergency, when a leather-claLeaving Scarlet Itunner in her conspicuous than this crimson which chauffeur came running up, a dazed his visitor was announced, Christopher that's all."
(By B. B. HOUSE, Colorado Agricultural
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College, Fort Collins, Colo.)
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weda
client
had
finished
latest
Ills
Interviewed there on the subject of ped In a turban, neck and shoulders
"There are three principal Items of
I had been spoiled, and he
money.
tracked
had
the
But,
though
they
ding trip "en automobile," whereupon the lost car he changed color, and apexpense connected with road Improveabove the beach.
Ress- had a strong will. We quarreled; I
man.
had
lost
the
The
rising
car,
they
ltace had returned to London and been peared at first somewhat agitated at
ment which the engineer must Impress
Christopher hud always been fas- ler, It appeared, had had an ac- was encouraged to thwart him. When
thrown into the society of a
learning where It hud been found. But cinated by these rocks, the Turk's cident. She had broken her change-spee- d he wanted me to leave home and go
upon the public mind before It will be
for motors a young engineer he expressed himself delighted to hear Head
with him to England I refused. Then
possible for him to construct an econbut to his mind it
not
from
lever
the
far
especially,
garage
wlio had designed a new invention. It of Its recovery, offered a reward to the
omical system of roads. These factors
we quarreled a good deal more, and
bore a likeness to the Sphinx.
found
her
where
Christopher
standing,
was a very clever invention, for ut a men who had given the information,
are: The original cost of the Improveowner had paid some men to and, to make a long story short, we
stroke It revolutionized all existing and returned by the next train to me"Oh, Sphinx, would that !"you'd tell und her
ment; the interest on the money inseparuted. I said I never wanted to
of this beach
secret
the
her
Into
him
he
poher
said,
present
push
help
systems of transmission, and did away Needleham, where he took charge of as he slowed down his car within
vested In the Improvement, and the tosee him again, as he was so cruel ; und
to
He
wished
sition.
catch
the
sight
night
,
with
tal upkeep cost. When all of these
pinions, and clutch. his property. The gentleman's name of the
see
never
he
suld
I
should
unless
him,
he
for
and
bust.
boat,
Then,
Calais,
looking
gigantic
explained,
The Idea had Instantly caught as it appeared In the visitor's book of
factors are taken Into consideration, It
I thought I
up, It seemed to him that the shape would leave money for the car's keep I asked him to come.
Is evident that many of the cheaper
Ilace's fancy; and In the hour he de the Bell and Bush Hotel of Needlehum of the mouth had
was
was
he
when
but
oh,
gone,
glad
looked
Later
and
an
he
would
It
wire
changed.
repairs.
was John Smith, London. He refused less
elded upon adopting the proposei
types of roads, when properly mainI wasn't I Still, I was too proud to
address
and
wide
than
usual.
Instructions.
tained, will give the desired service
cull
plan. Scarlet Hunner, thus rcgcnonit' to lodge a complaint against any perhim
back.
believed
he'd
I
that
"There's something Inside It," he exWithout another word Christopher
and yet will be much more economical
ed, had come out of a Loudon work son for the theft of his motor, though
me.
tired
of
half
claimed,
aloud, and stopped Scar started the throbbing Scarlet Runner
on account of their low first cost.
shop only two days ago, and now here he did not deny in so many words that let Runner.
"A year ago, when I was left alone
off towards the station, where, after
was Christopher with his scarlet dart he knew who had taken It. He was
"When a type of road Is selected,
In
I
came
the
abroad
for
the
world,
He silenced the motor, Jumped out hurried explanations to the station-masteIng, heart and engine both beating in not, he said, altogether
taking Into consideration the three
surprised of the car, and glad that for the niO'
first time. I didn't even know where
comhe
Into
got
telephonic
the hope of a long, satisfactory trial that It should have disappeared, but merit
principles set forth above, It is very
he had this part of the beuch munication with the Daily Recorder, my husband was, though once I'd
with the sea and the rising sun as sole further than this he declined to be Inessential that provision be made for
to himself, though he could see figures and received instructions to follow the heard of his being in India, and I re
terviewed. Mr. Smith and bis car left
witnesses.
proper and efficient maintenance. If
ufar off
to climb up the Turk's escaping criminal across tlw Channel membered that he was free to travel,
local conditions are such that mainteWithin thirty yards of the group In Needleham
but its shoulder. began
immediately;
as
be
had
his
at
the
up
given
profession.
expense,
newspaper's
instantly,
nance may be delayed or prevented,
the water ltace slackened speed, and stranding In the woods remains a mysIn Loudon, my
Well, at a dinner-partHe
not
cost.
and
at
had
been
mistaken.
Within
any
would have turned, sacrificing the last tery which has aroused considerable
preference should be given to a type
hostess
'Mrs.
a dark bundle, pushed far back,
English
said,
was
Fortescue,
There
fl
small
could
which
wg.s
tug
of pavement that requires only a small
mile of the five, had not one of the local Interest."
I'm
to
a
namesake
of
him..
going
and
bo
give
while
yours,
and
chartered
hired,
Christopher supported
Christopher
amount of maintenance and which will
men seen hlia and begun to shout and
"A
car of self
by one hand, with the other he her with little trouble or delay. He Mr. Fortescue, the pleusure of tuking
be serviceable for a period of time
beckon. At the same moment several moderate size," Christopher repeated
You
in.
discover
you
that
may
reached
Into
you
the
nnd
nperture
drugged reuched Calais before daylight, and
even with no maintenance whatever.
others broke away from the grjup to to himself. This was a queer coin- out
In
have
relatives
common.'
the
parcel. Then he could have went straight to the railway station
hurry across the sand towards the cidence, to suy the least."
ExShe
"Can
"Oh,
how
In
I
Boy,"
Darling
felt! It
you imagine
triumph, for his treasure- to learn, If he could, whether the tnun
In the Loudon papers next day were exclaimed
approaching motor; and Christopher
claimed.
trove was a motoring-coa- t
of the most be sought had been among the pass was my husband. Somehow, we mansaw, to his extreme surprise, that the paragraphs concerning the finding of
off
to
we were I tried to give the car away. Not a
as
a
In the
if
it
round
1'uris.
for
aged
But
carry
fashion,
engers
upproved
wrapped
thing they had surrounded was a halt an automobile on the East Coast in enp n combination between the
He was handsomer thun soul would have her! I grew
cap there had been a crowd of Englishmen strangers.
desper
submerged automobile.
curiously suspicious clrcumstunces, of a motorist aud a
and Americans, several of whom an' ever, and ho told ne that I had im- ate, and determined to abandon the
yachtsman's.
She was, to the eye of an expert In and several Journals cited the occurwell enough to the description proved. He told me, too, at that very beastly nuisance somewhere. Needlename
swered
The
of
cut
the
tailor
had
been
such matters, unmistakably a Hansard, rence at Needleham us a queer coinciso fur as French porters and dinner, that he'd never ceased to thick ham was the place I selected. Well,
of a pattern now surperseded.
dence. The Dully Recorder, a half out of the coat, and the lining of the given,s
of me, had never cared for any other you know what
could remember.
been torn away. If there were
happened. I began to
Here was a mystery which made a penny paper of greut prominence and cap had
faith to be placed In circmnstan
Christopher bad brought the chauf woman. He begged to call. I said he see that, if I wasn't foxy, she would
special appeal to the heart of a motor popularity, seized with eagerness a any
Two days later he was implor- always be
returning on my hands In
1st.
choice morsel which might be worked tlal evidence, this coat and this cap feur across with him, thinking he might.
connected with the mys might be useful, and now he decided to ing me to let everything between us be the same way, so being an impulsive,
"Ilnlloa! What's happened here?" Into a sensation for the approaching were ofclosely
the blue motor car and the sea. leuve the man In Calais to look about as if we'd never parted. I was tempted Impatient sort of chop I said to my
tery
exclaimed Christopher to the man who silly season."
was the thought in every for his absconding master, and wire to yield ; but I feared to make another self,- 'I'll shave off my beard, destroy
met Scarlet Itunner. "This looks a
It was while Christopher was read' "Murder"
mind ; and the police begun to to him (Christopher) at the Hotel Con- mistake, and refused. Then he said the number on the car, with all other
body's
business."
the
sencolumn
a
under somewhat
queer
lug
take an active Interest In the strange tinental, Paris, If Fortescue were seen. that, if he lost me again, he would means of tracing the owner, and send
"That It does, sir, answered a sational heading, which the Dally Re business.
The first thing that Christopher did lose all Interest in life; that be would the Hansard to Duvy Jones' Locker.'
Christopher's account of his
brown old fisherman.
"And as to corder gave to the mystery of Til ton'
in
the
on
Turk's
the
on
discovery
mouth,
reaching his destination was to be utterly miserable, because he cared This seemed to me a good joke, and
s
what
that the maid who brought his sands near
happened, we don t know no
was
made
to the Gare da Nord and try to fur more for me than he ever cared I quite looked forward to seeing In
drive
more than you."
breakfast brought with it a visiting'
the most of In the Dally Recorder's learn whether a tall, slim, clean- in old days. I was so terrified of be- the papers that a lonely automobile
"Better send for the police before card. The name was un unfuinlllur
that I at once went had been found putting out to sea.
ing
and he was complimented by shaven, brown-faceand brown-haireone, but the magic words, "Dally Re columns,
trying any amateur detective work."
dressed In buck home, though I'd meant to travel After I had driven on the beach you
"We hnve sent for the police from corder, were printed beneath, as a the editor. Nevertheless, days passed Englishman of thirty-twwithout his being able to follow his light clothes, had arrived by the night for some time In Europe.
know where as near the water as 1
sir," said the elder man. kind of "Open Sesame" to closed first sensational
"After that I spent all my time In could get at that state of the tide, It
Cululs. Here he met shrugs
train
coup with another.
"My boy and I were the first to catch doors.
Public interest wus languishing, and of the hl.oulders and the answer he trying to think I'd been wise, until I occurred to me that It would be, awkTell the gentleman to come up,
sight of this 'ere, and we got together
saw the articles in the Dally Recorder ward walking a long distance and then
some mates to help drag her out of said he to the little servant who hud Christopher was growing restless, expected.
Concrete Road In Suburbs of Chicago..
one evening nearly a fortnight
The next move in the game was to (which I'd begun to take in, for Lon traveling by train In a motor-coa- t
and
the water before the tide gets up. But brought him so many queer messages when,
don
the
about
the
after
of
the
he
of
the
seek
news)
aid
of
a
the
finding
derelict,
mystery
cap. I hid mine where I thought they Neglecting proper maintenance for but
private detective,
she's stood where she Is so long, her and visitors of late.
was dining at a country inn on the since the French police would only motor-caMr. Race, that Hansard wouldn't be discovered and make any one year on many types of roads is
wheels have sunk Into the sand, and
In another moment a
car
was
London
of
side
Rochester.
husband's
I'm
was
late
sure,
It
my
Interest themselves in such a quest
car,
bother, and went off as fast as I could very much more serious than the
we can't move her."
young man appeared not an ordinary for
why I've flown to this side In the night, wearing another sort of amount of money Involved represents.
"I'll help with that work, If some reporter, it seemed, but a representU' save dinner, but he had not lunched, when applied to by their brothers on That's I'm
a
for
was
afraid
and
oh, horribly afraid cap which I found in the overcoat The road engineer should keep this In
sandwich,
hungry. the other side. That application would again.
of you will hitch a rope round her live deputed to ask Mr. Ruce's help
mind and thoroughly Impress the fact
something dreadful has happened to pocket
Christopher sat at a small table op- come; but meanwhile Christopher infront nnxle," Christopher volunteered. In solving the mystery of the blue mo.
him.
He'd
the
It
Just bought a red Hansard
tended to leave no stone unturned;
door, and looked up as
"Naturally I never thought there'd upon the Individuals who have a voice
The mutter was to be "taken posite
"My car can tow her. But here comes
reIn the final determination of a type of
and It was not until he had done- all car, exactly answering the description be such a fuss.
opened; but he would not have
a policeman now."
up" by the Journal, and a reward was marked the newcomer with
"I thought everything was coming road."
particular- that could be done by way of inter- of the blue one you found In the sea,
A blue-claman, hastily dressed at to be offered for Information.
If the
had not appeared views and telegrams that he went to at the time he was begging me to be out all right till last night, when I
a summons, was approaching, guided
He agreed to the proposal, and ity
disconcerted at sight of him.
bed at the Continental, where he had his wife again. He came in It to see tumbled across you at that Inn, recog- SOUTH IS IMPROVING ROADS
by a boy. He stnred gravely at the promised to begin Investigations at
me and wanted me to go out with blm, nized you by your
He was a tall,
man of taken a small suite of rooms.
pictures as the
automobile, murmured that It looked once, the Dally Recorder giving him
as he was very keen on motoring. A bloodhound on my track
and thought Interest Stimulated by
like murder or suicide, and began carte blanche as to his proceedings.
friend had sold the car to him a man you
recognized me. I wouldn't even
of Automobiles and Trucks From
The first thing that Christopher did
scribbling notes In a book produced
I met at the same dinner I told you watt for my chauffeur. I made up my
Northern States.
from his pocket, while the derelict was was to proceed In Scarlet Runner to
of. I didn't like the creature. I I mind be would go on to Dover
anyway,
being rescued.
Needlehum, a pretty little town which
think he rather admired me and would and meant to wire him at the garage,
"
of automobiles and
Evidently the man read other than had Just outgrown villagchood. At the
have been glad to flirt, although my where he was pretty sure to see my trucks from the
local papers, for he glanced up with
est hotel he obtained a description
manufacturing cennusband had told him our story. I be car. But this morning, when I learned ters In
the North to points south of
Interest when Christopher Kace gave of Mr. John Smith, of London. From
lieve that my husband may have as In the paper that In
of all I the Mason and DIxom, line has won
his name and address.
Needleham he went to Oxford (whith
he threatened to do lost all Interest hadn't shaken you off, I spite
saw the game derfully stimulated the good roads)
At his request Christopher made a er Mr. Smith had Journeyed by train),
In life and committed suicide. Or else was up, and If I didn't want to be ar- movement
In the South, writes an accareful examination of the derelict, and sought the hotel where the misssome other awful thing has happened." rested like a criminal I'd better come
cessory dealer In Atlanta.
and announced with certainty that It ing man had been found. There he
Christopher had begun to stammer, to you and confess myself an ass.
"I have traveled over considerable
was a Hansard, of a date about four had given no name, but hud been
when there came an imperative knock Now, as a fellow motorist, haven't you
In the South of late and It is
territory
years old, but elaborately altered and traced by the police of Needlehaia,
at the door.
some sympathy for me, and won't you noticeable the amount of Interest
modernized. He peered Into the geer-bo- through a cabman. Mr. Smith hud
that
Mrs. Fortescue, trembling, checked help me to disappear?"
has been worked up locally over road
saw that the pinions were clean been Interrupted while lunching; and
her
sobs. "I mustn't be seen like this,"
"I
call
off
a
for
bit
might
my dogs
nnd new, and said that the motor had as he hud not asked for a room, it
Improvement by the influx of cars that
she faltered. "Who can It be?"
and give you time to sail for Can from necessity had to be driven to
apparently not run many miles since was supposed he had not Intended to
a
emdetective
have
said
I
"Probably
ada,"
Christopher.
The high price of cotdistributors.
being repaired. Another point to which spend a night.
Fortescue started. "Why do you sug ton is responsible In great measure for
ployed," said Christopher.
,
he drew the attention of the constat)!?
So far, Christopher had not accomshe
"Oh,
me
then,"
"let
Canada?"
Implored,
gest
the prosperity this section Is enjoywas that the number of the motor haJ plished much, and his pride was at
stop till be Is gone. Let me wait beBecause" But the screen did not ing."
been carefully chiselled off, and that stake. He determined to travel from
hind
screen."
that
tall
give Christopher time to finish. It fell
of the cor Itself was Needleham to
the numbar-plat- e
by short
Without waiting for permission, she with a crash and a beautiful young WORKING FOR BETTER
ROADS
missing. This showed that Its aban- stages, making researches here and
ran
across the room and hid herself. woman ran out from behind It.
donment bad been an act of deliberathere. He could learn nothing of the
At the same moment the knock was re"Oh, you darling boy?" she ex Man Has
tion.
blue motor or its driver, however,
Alwaya Recognized Importpeated, and, rather than seem to de- claimed. "If you are going to Canada,
ance of Improved Highways
Christopher had the curiosity to re- until at about six o'clock In the eveIn
with
the lady
Christhe
me
lay,
take
I"
room,
with
you
main for an hour or two at
for Transportation.
ning be reached Helmsford.
topher called, "Come In."
That Is the reason why the mystery
after towing the Hansard there.
On visiting one of the
was surprised. Instead of of the blue motor car has been a mysbe
Again
civilization adopted the
Ever
since
In the hope of some elucidation of the Inns, Race discovered that a gentlethe little French detective, he saw the tery until now, why the editor and Wheel vehicle, civilized man has recmystery. But no unknown motorist man had arrived In a motor car about
man he had pursued to Paris.
readers of the Dally Recorder do not ognized the Importance of Improved
had stayed at the hotel there, or at nine o'clock two nights before, and had
This man, rather pale but composed, now think as highly of the detective roads and better vehicle transportaany other near by to which inquiries demanded dinner. Each detail of the
walked quickly into the room and ability of Christopher Race as they tion, and has constantly striven by Inwere sect. No such car as the rescued car, so far as It could be remembered,
closed the door.
did at first, and why large and mag dividual or
effort to make
Hansard had been noticed by anyone; agreed with those furnished by Chris"I saw In the Daily Recorder that nificent yellow Ressler was sold at It easier by animal or other power to
nd at last, little wiser than when he topher. But either John Smith had
yon would be here, so, Instead of wait- Dover a marvelous bargain.
get to and from the place of produchad first seen the squat shnpe rising between Needleham and Helmsford
The Constable Took Down the Name of All Presnt
tion to center of consumer distribution.
ing for you to run me down, I thought
(END OF SIXTH EPISODE.)
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OF HUMAN RACE any rate, the first to Introduce Its employment as an anesthetic Into surSir James 8impson Was the First gical practice. This was in 1848.
Previously all operations were perPhysician to Use Chloroform In
formed without anesthetics, the paSurgical Case.

vious to bis first experiments by an
American doctor named Guthrie nnd
n.
by a French physician named
In any case it was Doctor
8impson who proved its great value
tient being drugged with whisky and as an anesthetic, and the room in
held
down
men
while the op- which be made his first experiment
The recent death of Sir Alexander
by strong
Simpson, the famous Edinburgh doc- eration was performed. No medical still exists In Edinburgh.
tor, brings to mind the wonderful dis- discovery ever did more to alleviate
The story goes that he tried the
covery of bis uncle Sir James Simp- human suffering.
chloroform on himself and two medison, his predecessor as professor of
Sir James is generally given credit cal friends. They proved its efficacy
midwifery in the chair of Edinburgh for the actual discovery of chloro- by simultaneously falling beneath the
university. Sir James, if not actually form, bat it is stated in some works table.
Sir James bad considerable
the discoverer of chloroform, was at that it was discovered some year pre prejudices to overcome before chloro
BENEFACTOR

Sou-beira-

form was adopted generally by the
medical profession. It being denounced
at one time as dangerous 'to health,
morals and religion.
His Ignorance Was Profitable.
A writer says in Farm and Fireside:
"Claude McLaughlin of Montrose county, Colo, made 231 from alfalfa aeed
from exactly two acres last year, entirely by accident This two acres of
alfalfa was in its second year's growth,
but was on new and unfertile lacd and
had been so starved for water that ho
'

thought It not worth cutting for hay.
He therefore let it stand and continued without water, preferring to use
his irrigation water on what he
thought were more valuable crops. In
the early fall he noticed the alfalfa
had gone to seed, and there was a surprisingly large amount of seed. So it
was cut and stacked and in March,
1918, threshed. Be sold the seed and
got $231 from the two acres. Bis culture was the proper thing to grow alfalfa seed. Have a thin stand and Irrigate Just enough to keep It fresh, bat

not to force the growth of rank stalks.
Then it will make good bloom and
much seed."
Do Good In Right Manner.
The manner of saying or of doing
anything goes a great way in the
value of the thing itself. It was well
said of him that called a good office,
if done harshly and with an ill will,
a stony piece of bread:
is necessary for him that is hungry to receive it, but It almost chokes a man la
the going down." Seneca.

It

It

8mooth Cut In Pruning.
Is very essential la pruning

to

make as smooth a cut as possible and
make it close and parallel to the trunk
so that It will heal over rapidly.

Demand for Alfalfa Hay.
The market demand for alfalfa hay
of superior quality Is always keen and
consequently the price is high.
Most Troublesome Weed.
One of the most troublesome weeds
sn the farm, if allowed to get a start,
la the cocUebnr.
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LESSON FOR JUNE 16
THE SON OF GOO GIVING HIS LIFE
A RANSOM

FOR MANY.

LESSON TEXT Mark 15:1-4GOLDEN TEXT Truly this roan Wiethe Bon of God.-M- ark
U:.
DEVOTIONAL READING Iealah J2:l-0:1MATERIAL

ADDITIONAL
rEACHERS-Matth-

27:2-l-

ew

;

Luke

of the Vigilantes.
I have a German neighbor
Who has a eon
Twelve years old,
Yesterday afternoon
He was playing In the yard.
Borne other youngsters passed.
And called out:
"Hey, Joey, you Germans are going to
(et licked.
How do you like being a German, Joevt"

Joe's cheeks flamed
And hie little nets clenched.
"I ain't a German, seel" he cried
And there were tears In his voice.
And his soul?
Were tears there, too?
We and ours
Muat be very careful these days
About the souls
Of youth.

FOR

The Pious
Devil

tavtor.

SENIOR AND ADULT
Jylng for our sins.

TOPIC-Ch- rlst

The grand climax of the year's lessons thus fas Is reached In this one.
If the significance of the crucifixion Is
not apprehended, all the lessons thus
far are meaningless. It Is not a matter of learning lessons taught by a
great teacher, or Imitating the example
of a great and good man, but of apprehending the vicarious atonement
made by the world's Redeemer. Christ
saves, not by bis ethics, but by his
shed blood. His death was purposeful
and absolutely voluntary.
I. Jesus Arraigned Before Pilate (vv.
MB).
In the early morning, after the mock
trial before the high priest, they bound
Jesus and delivered him to Pilate.
They act freely In this according to
the evil desires of their own hearts,
yet he was delivered up by the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of
God.
The Jews would gladly have
killed him, but they had not the authority to do so. They delivered him
to the Gentile governor, thus involving the Jews and the Gentiles in the
crowning act of the world's sin. Pilate
questioned him without delay, for they
accused him of pretending to be a king
a rebel. "Thou snyest," was his only
reply. To the slanderous accusations
of the chief priests and elders he made
no reply, to the utter astonishment of
Pilate. Pilate sought to release him
because he was convinced of his Innocence. After several unsuccessful efforts to escape responslbllty the expedient of letting the people choose
between Barabbas and Jesus was resorted to. He no doubt thought that
they would choose Jesus rather than
the notorious Barabbas. Many today
are seeking to escape responsibility
like Pilate, and others are making the
awful choice of Burabbas lnsteud of
Christ.
II. Jesus Crowned With Thorns (vv.
-

).

Knowing that Jesus had been condemned for claiming to be Israel's
king, they In mockery crown him with
a wreath of thorns, and salute him
"King of the Jews." Not only this, but
they smote him on the hend and spit
upon him and went through a process
of mock worship. The crown of thorns
typifies the curse which he bore for
man's sin.
III. Jesus Crucified (vv.
1. Led away to the place of crucifixion (vv.
At first they compelled him to bear
his own cross, but when physical weakness made this Impossible, they compelled Simon the Cyrenlan to bear It
for him. It Is beautiful to note that
the son of this Cyrenlan who bore the
cross of Jesus came to believe on him
Because of the
(Romans 16:13).
scourging and cruel Indignities heaped
upon him, they actually were obliged
to bear him to Golgotha. His face was
marked by the thorns and cruel blows,
so that there was "no form or comeliness" (Isa. 53:2). All this he endured
for us. He drank this bitter cup to Its
very dregs and refused to drink the
"wine mingled with myrrh," which
would have deadened his pain. He
went all the way In hte sufferings.
2. Gambling for the clothing of the
Lord (vv. 24, 25).
Having nailed him to the cross they
gambled for the seamless robe under
the very cross where he was dying, and
In their heartless cruelty they sat
down to watch him die (Matt. 27 :30).
8. The superscription (v. 26).
It was customary to place over the
victim on the Cross the name and
crime of the offender. Though Pilate
did this In mockery to vex the Jews,
the title was absolutely true. He was
Indeed their King.
They had long
looked for him, and now when he came
they crucified him. Though he wore a
crown of thorns In derision, he will
come again wearing a crown of glory,
and before him all shall bow.
4. Between two thieves (vv. 27, 28).
Tills added to his shame. His Identification with two robbers was the fulfillment of the Scripture "Numbered
with the transgressors."
5. The dying Savior reviled (vv.
).

).

This reviling was engaged in by
the chief priests and
Jie passers-by- ,
the thieves who were crucified with
In this nameless agony and
him.
shame they taunted him by bidding
him come down from the cross, and de
risively saying, "Ha saved others, him'
elf he cannot save." They uncon
great truth. He
sciously uttered
could not save himself and others, so
be chose to die to save others. ,
6. Darkness upon the land (v. S3).
This was at noonday. So shocking
was this crime that nature threw
round the Son of God a shroud to hide
him from the gase of a Godless company.
7. The cry from the Cross (vr.
).

What awful anguish when God laid
the world' sins upon bis beloved Son I
When the price was fully paid. Jesus
dismissed his spirit. No one took his
life; he gave It up. Hit death was unlike that of any other.
8. The rent veil (v. 88).
This symbolised the giving up of bis
life (Heb. 1030). ..,
9. The centurion's confession (v. 39).
10. The lingering group of women
:
fw. 40, 41).
They who had lovingly ministered
to him In life were waiting to see
where' they could bury his precious
hody.

And so, in spite of vanity and arrogance, and treachery and cruelty; and
that cosy, eomrndy way he has with
his God not our God we say with full
hearts! though be has succeeded in
bringing chaos upon the world, be has
gained nothing. Instead be has lost

If necessary
the whole world will rise to put blm
down. Something In the soul of man
could not tolerate subjection to anything so visibly monstrous.
What will Germany be when the war
Is overt Industrially and commercially a cripple and a mendicant.
And how many centuries must pass
before the German people by right living and fair thinking can wipe away
the stain this pious devil hus put upon
their name

By KATB JORDAN
Of Th Vigilant!

OLD AND

NEW

By CYRUS TOWN8END BRADY

of the Vigilantes.
The pnpers chronicle duy by day the
steady advance of the British soldiers
northward through Palestine.
Their
lines extend from the Jordan to the
sea and they are slowly but surely
driving the Turks before them In this
latest, greatest and most decisive
crusade.
If the followers of Mulioinet can
make any stand against the followers
of Christ It will surely be In the plain
of Esdraelon, one of the natural battlefields of the world. It Is singular
how some places lend themselves Inl,
evitably to conflict. The plain of
to give It another name, is one
of these. It has been fought over continually since Thothines there defeated
the Hlttites In the duwn of recorded
history. Jew and Gentile; Canantiite,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Scythlun, Persian, Greek and Roman contested for
Its mastery in the East; English,
French, Italian, German, Arabian, and
Turk from Godfrey and
and
Sttlndln to Napoleon drenched Its fertile soil with blood In more modern
times. May the forthcoming be the
last of Its muny battles, nnd Allenby
the last of the long line of crusaders.
One of the most decisive of the conflicts upon that plain occurred In 1296
B. C when Barak, the Lightning, Inspired by Deborah led ten thousand
men down the slopes of Mount Tabor
In a successful night onfall nnd surprise of the army of the oppressor,
Jabln of Hnzor, under the command
of Slsera. The Hnzorltes were disastrously defeuted, driven in panic terror down the narrow pass cut by the
Klshon, then In full flood, and killed
or drowned In large numbers.
Deborah made a great song about
the triumph. One stanza runs this
way:
"Curse ye Meroz, said the Angel of
the Lord, curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof; because they came not
to the help of the Lord, to the help
of the Lord against the mighty."
No one knows where Meroz lay. No
ruined vestiges remain to Identify it.
There Is no other mention of It In the
pages of history. There Is no ground
even for simulation nbout It. Yet for
over thirty-twcenturies it has been
pilloried In Its Infamy In that Immortal
song. Whatever Its prosperity and Its
works, whatever Its hopes and achievements, the loves and hates, the successes or failures, of Its people they
are all forgotten In the blistering, with
ering condemnation of the singer. It
stands as a place accursed forever.
Perhaps Its utter oblivion Is the re
sult of the merited condemnation.
Shall there be written against our
city, against our land, the curse of
Meroz?
Shall we apply to these and
to ourselves this slnckers' text? Or
shall we come to the help of the Lord
today, tomorrow and forever, In the
great conflict now, and nt all times,
being waged In Europe and everywhere
against sin nnd the devil?
Curse ye Meroz? Non nobis, Dnmlne
Not unto us, Oh Lord !

Since that June day in 1914 when the
assassination at Sarajevo gave the
German kaiser, and the cormorants
who gutturaled with him over the
council tables, the opportunity for the
crime agulnst mankind for which they
had been preparing for fifty years, we
have had him described, quoted, pho
tographed by the highest men of ninny
countries men of honor, whose word
cunnot be questioned.
His vanity Is colossal something to
gibe at. Raymond Hitchcock described
It when, as a reason for his having
made the war, he explained that "the
kaiser was all dressed up with nowhere to go." He is always "dressed
up," either as an hussar, an admiral,
as this, or that, and lately, even as a
Turk. Yes, William Hohenzollern Is
"crazy about himself." He likes the
way he "carries the duds."
With vanity 'there Is always arrogance; and he Is arrogant. His mus
tache ends alone are damning evidence of that. The points point up at
him. It Is evident, too, In his addic
tion to posing on a horse he can look
down, and ride over anything on foot.
With vanity nnd arrogance, treachery makes a good third. In his own
mind, the first two traits set him apart.
a glorified unit, a law unto himself,
What is, therefore, Just common decency to other men has no meaning for
one who Is law. Because of this he
can break his word, tie, cheat, steal,
murder at every turn of the game as
he has done from the first moment.
These three traits could not exist
without breeding cruelty. The German
Insensibility to suffering in others
In
looms large In the
sheer savagery he has outdone the
most barbarous Turk that ever lived.
He has directed the slaughter of millions of men. And not only of his ene
mies make no mistuke of that I He
has directed the slaughter of his own
peasant and artisan armies with as
It might be
untrembllng a finger.
well for the Germans In this country
who secretly yearn over the fatherland to think of this: The German
kaiser does not spare his people. He
murders his own as a cat eats Its own
when the Idea seems good for aristocratic and Hohenzollern reasons.
Vanity, arrogance, treachery and
cruelty I Surely these are enough of
hell to exist In one mun. But there is
another, and It reeks from the brew
this Is hypocrisy.
Tes, this man of lies and torn
treaties, whose armies were directed
to treat the betrayed Belgians as hyenas treat the graves they pull to
pieces for bones; this killer of babes;
this murderer of the wounded Is
If one were to believe him,
pious
each of his horrors has hud God's auCONQUEST
diting.
During this last year he has grown
very old and white of hair. Some late
By HENR' CHAPELLE.
of the Vigilantes.
photographs of him thut have reached
this country show do arrogance at all.
The brood, beloved life of a peaceNo, he is now markedly sanctimonious ful,
nation, Is a prodand very, very sad. No wonder. He uct, not nn ordinance to be proclaimand God have not had the easy ed. Why, then, do we tulk of negotiat
time that he expected. '
ing pence, when it has been destroyed
You see he had the restaurant pickviolence? The forces that make
by
ed out and the date set for his tri- peace must first be reestablished.
umphal dinner in Paris around ChristOne might ns well talk of peace to
mas, 1914. There was reason for his a man struggling In the hands of a
One might
feeling so sure. When he started murderous highwayman.
across Belgium, killing and burning as well talk of a peace settlement with
all in his path, he was most hideously the thief, to a man who has been rob
prepared for the fight he knew he bed.
would meet in France.
Wherever moral Issues are Involved,
Perhaps it is not generally known the Instinct of mankind demands a
onewas
he
a
in
clean-cu- t
Just how prepared
conquest of evil.
sided infamy. From sure authority
Wherever there Is a definite attempt
I have recently read of the tons of to Injure another person, the one asbarbed wire, 15 years In the making, sailed knows he must win a decided
that went with those first troops ; conquest to be safe.
that every German soldier as he took
Wherever there Is a man who lives
his first step over the Belgian frontier Justly, he Is entitled to conquest over
with Paris as his goal, had In his kit those who attacked him.
tubes of liquid gas and a perfectly
Right, safety, and Justice all de
constructed gas mask, also years and mand conquest over wrong, danger
Let conquest be the
years in the making. When the kaiser and brutality.
ruminated on the liquid gas that was word we use In speaking of the disto come as a surprise upon his de- position of this war.
fenseless enemies while bis own men
were supermen, Immune, Is It any
Fur Full of Electricity.
wonder that the points of his mustache
A cat has been In the habit of sleepwaggled In a sweet, slow smlleT Any ing on a rubber mat under a dynamo in
wonder that he saw himself In Paris Cleveland's power house. Somebody
by Christmas, eating sauerkraut pre removed the mat and the cat slept on
an Iron plate. It didn't seem to hurt
pared by a French chef 1
Well, In spite of all that he has the cat, but her fur became so charged
brought to make solid his loathsome with electricity that ever since it has
ambition, he is not In Paris. He is in stood stiff on end like the bristles of
Berlin, or near It and glad to stay hairbrush.
there.
He hadn't counted on England and
Habit of Horned Toads.
England's navy bottled np bis ports;
Horned toads are harmless, never
over
channel
the
her millions poured
trying to bite, even when taken Into
after him.
the hand. But they have a habit, perHe was sure .Italy would hold to
haps as a means of defense, of spurt
feeble sort of promise to back him np log a little Jet of blood from the eye
If he were good. Italy thought him when disturbed. One will thus eject
rotten bad ; and so she went after him. first from one eye and then from the
He wasn't afraid of America. Amer- other a drop of blood to a distance of
ica was too busy making money, too 12 to. 16 Inches, repeating this several
happy in selfishness, and luxury, and times.
Indolence. America would never fight
She was like an overfed cat asleep In
Opportunity Lost.
the sun. But from the time he sank
"Fine city yon have 'here."' "We
the Lusltanla America has really been think so." "I can remember tie time
at war with him In spirit, as she Is when the town consisted of only a few
now In reality. When she did wake np shacks, bnt the recollection makes me
she put her head under the pomp and sad." "Why so?" "I passed on. Inthe cold water made her vision so stead of pausing long enough to buy
clear she. could see nothing but the your most prominent business corner
kaiser tad gun.
for 825." Birmingham
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Taffeta Coats, and Other
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much.
And he will lose more.
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IMMOVM BOTTOM IHTEHUTIOIMI

Work, torgettlns all responsibility of
time, appreciation or censure: enjoy
it or make believe you do and In time
you really will. Somebody has said
the thing which Is needed most In every -- day life Is Imagination: the little
child has a happy time In "making believe." Never set too old to "make
believe."

FAVORITE DISHES.
Sour cream makes a most delicious
white sauce to serve with codfish or
fl s h.
with
any
Cure should be taken not to overcook

it.

Spiced Tongue
Toke a fresh calf s
tongue, put it Into boiling water
and let it simmer
for two hours or
long enough to loosen the skin easily.
Put four tuhlespoonfuls of butter Into a saucepan and when hot add a
cupful of small onions, one red pepper, one and a half teaspoonfuls of
suit and a tablesponnful of vinegar,
two small carrots chopped,
f
pound each of dates and raisins, well
chopped, then add a pint of the liquor in which the tongue was cooked
and simmer one hour. Remove the
tongue, thiekeu the sauce and pour
around the tongue when serving.
Scrambled eggs served with half a
cupful of grated cheese which Is Just
allowed to melt Is a most appetizing
supper dish.
Stuffed Onions. Parboil
onions and stuff the centers, chopping the portion removed ; add egg, a
little flour, a clove of garlic chopped,
a
of grated cheese, butter,
salt nnd pepper. Mix well and fill
with the
mixture. Bake
until thoroughly cooked.
Salmon Sandwich Filling. Take a
can of salmon, removing the hones ami
skin, and put It through a sieve; add
to It two tnblespoonfuls of melted butter or substitute, a sultspoon of mace
nnd n dash or two of cayenne. Mix
the paste very thoroughly and press
It Into small glasses, pour over n layer of melted fat and keep In a cool
place. Nice for Sunday night lunch.
A chopped pickle may be added when
using the paste to give zest to It as
well ns variety.
Peanut and Rice Leaf. Take cupful each of ground peanuts, fresh and
crisp; tomato, strained bread crumbs,
and cooked rice with snlt, pepper nnd
Mix all together
paprika to taste.
and Ktenin one hour. Sprinkle with
buttered crumbs nnd brown in the
oven. This Is a fine meat substitute.
Mold
cereal, such ns oatmeal. In small cups. Unmold and
scoop out the centers and III! with any
fresh fruit ndxed with sugar; heap
over the top sweetened whipped
cream, or n thin custard may be
served as a sauce.
one-tiul-
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After a dny of cloud and wind and

rain,
Bometime
the setting sun breaks
out again,
And touching all the darksome woods
with light,
Smiles on the fields until they laugh
and Hlng,
Then like a ruby from the horizon's
ring
Drops down Into Die night.
IXlMRfflloW.

LET US PLAN.

The women of our country are divided Into two classes today not the
loyal and disloyal,
for the great majority of our Amerare
ican women
No
keenly loyal.
woman who reuds
and thinks can lie
otherwise; but the
two classes are the
small number of
women who need not worry because of
expense, and the great number who
must count every penny to make ends
meet.
The woman who must watch her
purse closely, that her family Is well
and economically fed, Is she who must
study food values, attend every lecture
on foods where she may gain new
We are con
Ideas or Inspiration.
fused very often In our Judgments of
food values by taking this or that food
and learning Its nutritive value, but
forgetting that different foods act upon
each other In the digestive process,
thus producing a more highly nutritive
food than either taken separately.
There will always be something lacking in substituting one food for another. Rice and potatoes cannot take
the place of wheat, yet by adding a variety of foods to our diet the health
of the body as well ns its growth may
be kept up with no wheat at all.
The housewife who must consider
cost, with food substitutes. Is the
housewife who needs to study, and
over 80 per cent of our American women are In that class.
When a butter substitute Is used
on the table see that the family has
plenty of egg yolk and green vegetables to supply the growth determinant found In butter. It Is better, where
possible, to serve butter to the growing child and economize in some other
way.
We are apt to feel that eggs used
In foods can be saved, thus cutting
down expense ; but every egg added to
corn bread, griddle cakes, cake or pudding adds Just that much more food
value to the dish.
Home for Mr. Woodpecker.
A hollow log with a small hole made
about half way up from the bottom,
with top made of a piece of bark and
a small platform nailed Just below the
hole, will serve very welt for. the home
of Mr.
Woodpecker or
,
Flicker.
d
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She dresses aye so clean and neat;
Balth decent and genteel;
And then there's something In her gait
Makes ony dress look weel.
Burns.

INEXPENSIVE DISHES.
Take a slice of round steak, cover
with a layer of sliced potatoes, a layer
of onions nnd on
fop of these two
sliced green peppers. Season well
with salt and pepper, add a pint of
boiling water, cover
and let simmer
two hours. Rice
that hns been cooked in milk may be used for a most
nppetlzlng loaf. Take n tablespoon-fil- l
of peanut butter for eneh cup of
cooked rice, add seasoning and moisten with either tomato or soup stock.
Bake until hot, cover with buttered
crumbs, and when they are brown
serve In the dish In which It Is baked.
Noodles and Ham. Butter a baking dish or quart mold and sprinkle
thickly with fine bread crumbs, then
line with cooked cold noodles. Put
In a layer of chopped ham, highly seasoned, then n layer of noodles until the
dish Is full. Cover and bake one hour.
Turn out on n platter and serve with
spinach or sauerkraut.
Spiced Carrots. Cook young carrots until tender, sprinkle with flour,
powdered cloves, butter nnd lemon
Juice, reheat nnd serve with minced
parsley ns a garnish.
Rice Griddle Cakes. Mix two cun-- f
tils of boiled rice with the same
amount of milk, nnd let it stand over
In the morning add two or
night.
three rupfuls of corn flour sifted with
two or three teaspoonfuls of linking
powder, a dash of sugar, nnd salt to
taste. Beat until well mixed, add two
beaten eggs and fry on n hot griddle.
Beets With Spinach. Pick over,
wash, and put to cook a half peck of
spinach. Conk In tltisalted water to
which a pinch of soda has been added;
Near the end of the
do not cover.
cooking add n teuspoonful of sugar.
When tender, drain nnd chop.
Add
butter. Hour, three tnblespoonfuls of
fat nnd one of flour, with n half cupful of cream. Reheat and pack In a
border mold nnd let stand In hot water to keep warm.
When ready to serve turn out on a
platter with buttered beets In the center. Curnlsh the plntler with
eggs cut In eighths. Tills dish
Is not only a plenslng color combination but tastes equally well.

j'
No matter what else In the way of
wraps Is offered for midsummer, we
are always sure of the taffeta coat.
It is so practical and so pretty that
It cannot be banished entirely It
comes along as Inevitably as the
Fourth of July or the bathing suit.
Here It Is as Interpreted for this summer In taffetu, with bondings of velvet. It Is as graceful and eusy as the
popular cape nnd .at leust as little
trouble to manage.
In colors these silk coats are best
In dark shades deep blue, brown and
green proving full of style. There is
always bluck, of course, depending
upon smartness of the design to rescue
It from being commonplace. The luster of taffeta makes it a wonderful medium for colors.
Very much less familiar nre new
summer conts of wool velours nnd silk
Jersey and of silk Jersey with big snt- -

Lovely

II

(Hi

In collars. In the combinations of silk
and wool the body of the coat that
portion about the shoulder and sleeve
Is of the silk, often extended below
the waist, forming a long waist effect.
Collars which are ample are of the
velours and cuffs to match them. Those
who are looking for something new
might consider the silk Jersey or wool
and Jersey combinations.
Pongee, like tnffeta, we have always
with us in aristocratic coats. They
are among those present this year.
Very handsome models are entirely of
pongee and others of pongee and black
satin, the satin used in collars and
cuffs nnd in wide borders at the hot
torn of the garment. Very handsome
long enpes of black sntin lined with
colored satin hnve scored a success,
ond some very dressy enpes ore In
light colors finished with deep silk
fringes.

Extravagances of Wedding Pageants

hard-cooke-

Cultlvnte a serene, truthful mental
state nnd you nee.1 never trouble about

tilings: they will all come
right without your worrying.

exti-rnn- l
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FEW MEATLESS SOUPS.

When soup Is served In the nienl ns
a food rather than n preparation of
the stomach for hearty
foods Is should he pre
pared with that end In
view.
Cream soups are
both nourishing and
and may be used
freely as a main dish.
In
Asparagus Soup.
these days of everybody
with n garden we should
have our own nspnrngus
bed ; once started it will
he n source of profit for years. Take
n bundle of asparagus, cut off the
bends and put them nslde for a more
delicate dish. Cover the shoots, after
cutting In small pieces, with n quart of
water and cook until the asparagus Is
tender. Rub through a colander nnd
add this pulp with the liquor used In
cooking to a pint of milk. Cook together two talilespoonfuls of corn or
barley flour and two tnblespoonfuls of
sweet fat; stir Into the soup and bring
to boiling point. Servewlth popcorn.
Celery Soup. Put two tnblespoonfuls of sweet fat In a snucepnn, ond
when bubbling hot add n slice ol
onion; cook until brown, then add a
pint of cabbage water (water saved
when cooking cabbage), four carrots
ground fine, all stewed gently for nn
hour In a tight kettle; then add two
tnblespoonfuls of butter.
Turnip Soup. Put a tablesponnful
of butter, one slice of onion nnd three
slices of enrrot Into a saucepan and
stir over the heat until the onion is
turyellow; then add four
nips which have been ground through
the ment chopper. Cover nnd let simmer without wnter over slow heat.
There should be a pint of pulp; after
20 minutes ndd a quart of. milk, two
tnblespoonfuls of butter blended with
the same amount of flour, using barley or corn flour; a half tenspoonful
of kitchen bouquet ; snlt and pepper to
taste. Serve with croutons.
Clear Tomato Soup. Add a pint of
water to a quart of tomntoes, a slice
of onion, a hnlf a hay leaf, a dash of
celery snlt and a few celery tops, a
tenspoonful of salt and a chopped
green pepper. Cook all together IS
minutes, then bind with two
of cornstarch and butter
cooked together.
A dessert rich In eggs should be
s
served at a meatless meal, and an
dessert may likewise follow a dinner when meat Is served.
e
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One'a Life Food for Thought.
There Is a sentence In Plato to this
effect: "The unexamined life Is
for a real man." Every true
man must think his life out Every
true organization ought to examine Its
achievement and Its purpose.

June weddings make a bright parenthesis In the grave story of war times.
Just as many lovely brides grace Just
as many beautiful bridal processions
this June us In Junes gone by nnd
the Joy they radiate Is more thnn ever
welcome. No one expects the bride to
curtail ony of her privileges on her
great dny. It comes but once in a lifetime and she Is entitled to make the
most of It. The pomp nnd circumstnnce
of war is not to be compared to It.
Society countenances the pretty extravagances of the wedding pageant
ond styles piny Into the hnnds of those
who plnn them. Malines nnd georgette
crepe make the more than ever picturesque hots for bridesmaids. Some
of these have veils of malines extended Into scarfs that swathe the throat
and partly cover the face. Special
thought has been bestowed on the matron of honor the most dignified millinery featuring her position. In a
procession where there were two
flower girls, small soft hats of narrow,
val lace, trimmed with little rose buds
were allowed them. In this company
the matron of honor wore a wtde--b
malines
rimmed hat of
and pale-gollace, with a full short
mantle of mnllnes to match with collar
of gold lace. The bridesmaids rejoiced
In wide hats of pink georgette crepe
with big, soft poppies made of the
same material, set about the crown.
For brides who decide against the
conventional white satin and long veil,
pretty bats of white malines and small
white flowers have been provided with

long ends of mnllnes fulling from the
back to be wrapped about the neck
nnd shoulders. For these simpler weddings organdie dresses nnd organdie
hnts give the bridesmaids every chance
for lovely color and quaint design In
their frocks and millinery. Organdie
and net, or orgnndle and lace combined
mnke fascinating wedding gowns.
There are many ways of draping the
veil. One very good way Is to gather
the tulle Into a band of silver lace to
form n
enp; another Is arranged In a larger cap with double
frill nbout the face os shown In the
picture, nnd a third presents the veil
falling from n coronet of fine lace,
wired to bold It In position.

Jacket a Novelty.
Rare Is the Jacket that buttons
straight down the front. Sometimes
an Eton Jacket is made in this way,

waistcoats to give variety to a single

sand-colore- d
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Shades Are Interesting.

It is Interesting to note the different

effects materials have in the various
shades. Brilliant, clear colors are good
looking for dull materials. By a dull
material Is meant one which does not
show up In the high lights. Reds and
bright blues look well, for instance, in
crepe or homespun, nnd have a totally different effect when matched exactly In the same shade of sntln or
velvet. Quite the reverse Is the case
with browns or blacks, for satin or
velvet is almost a necessity to keep
these colors from looking dull and
somber.

suit; one waistcoat, for example, of
pale tan cloth, another of white plqie,
still another of satin embroidered In
buttoning from, collar to waistline colored silks. Of this type is a dewithout revers to break the simple lightful little model of dark blue tricot

small boy suggestion of the Eton, but
most of the short Jackets are slashed
Compliment for Father.
way at either side of the center front
The son of a traveling man recently
Point of View.
the
We save our money because we are wrote his father that be liked all the (to save valuable fabric) and coneconomical Other folks save theirs nice things that his father sent to him, apace Is filled In by waistcoat of
These waistcoats
becao.se they are stingy. Cincinnati bnt said, "Best of all, I would like you trasting material.
make the short, open Jackets very
Tlmee-Sta- r.
to send yourself borne."
mart, and one may have several

serge.
To Wash Cretonne and Chintz.
Use lukewarm water in which a little bran has been steeped; no soatk
Rinse in cold water and dry In a room
where there Is neither fire nor sua
shine. Iron on the wrong "M

GERMANY DOES MISTREAT
AMERICAN PRISONERS

William A. Fortner interested in
extensive real estate and cattle ranreturned to Santa
ge land project
Fe this week after conferring with
York and ChicaNew
in
capitalists

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
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NEW MEXICO

With the American Army in
France, (Friday) May 31 (By the
A Russian prisAssociated Press)
oner who recently returned from
has
made
a statement at
Germany,
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go.

Elmer E. Veeder of Las Vegas was
in the city this week. Mr. Veeder is
is
C. M
Richards of Carlsbad
Sheriff Celso Lopez, has returned
being mentioned by some of the
from a week at Albuquerque.
among the weeks business visitors in Democrats as a possibility for guthe
bernatorial nominee in the fall eleccapiat
RED CROSS ROOMS
tion.
K. K. Scott of Silver City is in
Naw Maatraa BalMla
A. E James, director of the New
town this week on legal matters
Sewing room open every after- Mexico taxpayers, association, is in
Harold D. Brook, formerly of
noon, 2 to St
Santa Fe, accompanied
by Mrs.
Filadelfo Baca, of las Vegas, is Albuquerque.
Gauze room open every morn- Brook and their twin daughters are
a business visitor in Santa Fc this
in a (except Saturday), 10 to
Jesus Romero, prominent Berna- in the city for a visit. Mr. Brook
week.
12- !
lillo county attorney, is expected in is now agricultural agent for Dona
Sun- Every afternoon (except evenAna county.
Mark Thompson. Las Cruces at- the capital this week.
day), 2 to Si Thursday
torney attended federal court here
ings, 7 JO to 9.30.
Arthur Setigman, chairman of the
Assistant State Superintendent of
this week.
Democratic state central committee,
John Conway is on a trip
Wednesday to several of the teachers institutes
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amounting
is now actively end.ite, four years seven month. The
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work at WashHenry Krick Jr., of this city died
State Record is $1.50 per year, but! gaged inD research
C The committee will de- at the sanitorium in this city Satthis sacrifice is being made to in-- j ington,
Des Moines Breach
duce its readers to hdp a "bit" more termine the best ways and. means urday morning following an illness
Makes the following financial reof about a month.
Only a short
fr win the war by buying more for the restoration to useful occupations of the crippled and wounded jtime ago Mr. Krick appeared to bt port; Cash donations, $516.85; pledstamps.
$436.68; total
oldiers, to whom the government in the best of health and being a ges. $223; Sale receipts,
Cash turned to
Col IX K. B. Sellers of Allmqm - will undertake to teach trades while voting man, his death was a surprise receipts, $1,176.53.
$516.85
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his way to Taos and southern
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Beginning on the 15th of this
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Through the enterprise of month a municipal market will be state council of defense and holder port.
several jocular police officials and conducted in Santa Fe on the west of several other important state
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newspaper men, they were followed side of the plaza. Mrs. A. J. Fischer, chairmanships without compensation,
Ninety-tw- o
loyal women of Roswell
by a string of telegrams and war- is chairman of this branch of the returned from Cimarron Monday, were
at the Red Cross work
rants for arrest on the charge of woman's county council of defense where for the first time in several rooms present
one
day last week and comThe municipal was sug- months he inspected an irrigation
having no tail light on the car. New activities
thousand
three
gauze sponges.
Mexico's prime motor enthusiast gested and put into operation last project in which he is the principal pleted
allotment calls for
should get a lively reception from year by Mrs. Ashly Pond. Besides stockholder,
which is being con- Their
the Colorado road authorities, if garden produce, poultry and rabbits structed at a cost of a million and
The Roswell chapter shipped a
they have been reading of his jour- will be offered for sale, the children a half dollars.
large consignment of surgical dressespecially acting as the merchants.
ney ;n the state press.
and knitted
A. D. Crile. president of the state ings, hospital garments
articles to the division headquarters
college of agriculture is in the city last Saturday.
in the interests of his institution.
The college has been designated by Las Cruces
Chapter
the government as a training school
The
room is busy filling an
for army officers, who after a three order gauze
for paperbacked absorbent
receive
as
men
enlisted
course
year
the commission of second lieutenant pads.
Three very complete and beautifulon
graduation. About 200 will be ly made layettes were shipped to
VV. 7c
;
W.
200
added to the enrollment of the
headquarters last week.
:
on this account this fait
W.
300 K. W. 6c
The various branches of the Junior
Red Cross are making a splendid rec;
K. W.
W. 5c
400
P
CIGANTIC
ord. The quality of the work turned
IS FURTHER EVIDENCE
in by these young workers compares
"KULTUR"
OF GERMAN
favorably with that of their seniors.

Moscow, which is now available
here, to the effect that he saw
American prisoners of war in a camp
at Tirchel, west Prussia and that
they asked him to let it be known
that they were being treated brutally. The prisoners said they' were
hungry and penniless.
Stripped of Clothing;
When the Americans arrived at
the camp according to this account
the Germans removed all their clothes. They were particularly anxious to have the American's shoes.
They told the prisoners they should
not wear expensive clothing and
shoes while working and that their
unproperty would be taken care ofRustil their return to America. The
sian said however , that everyone
knows what that means.
Bread in Morning Only
A counsul, the Russian was not
sure whether he was a Swiss or a
ComSpaniard, visited the camp.
plaint was made to him hy the Americans and their clothes were returned, but as the counsul seldom visited
the camp the Germans had opportunity to practice many injustices,
Thje Russian said that eight Americans who were captured several
months ago reached the camp at
midday and being very hungry asked for bread. They were told bread
was distributed only in the morning. They were placed in a hut with
Russians after being forced in a
square where Germans were given
an opportunity to insult them. The
huts in which the Americans are living the Russian said, are damp, cold,
and unfit for habitation.
Treatment Result in Illness
Some Americans became ill. Two
of them were in a hospital and had
an opportunity to talk with the Russian and it was through them that
he had obtained the information on
which his statement was based.
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AMERICAN WOMAN SOLDIER
RELATES HUN ATROCITIES

'i.-ir-

run-r'ue-

(New York Tribune)
German atrocities were described
yesterday to the Advertising Club of
New York at its luncheon, at 47
East Twenty-fiftstreet, by Sergeant
Ruth Farnuin, an American woman.
Sergeant Parnum has been called
"the first American woman soldier,"
being in the actual service of the
Serbian army by virtue of the rank
of sergeant conferred upon her by
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POWER RATE

K.
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co'-Ic-

MAN-TRA-

exem of the abort at 4c per K. W.
Special Rates for Cooking.
All in

SANTA

FE WATER

&

LIGHT CO.
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT

Thel fellow who frequenly finds
himself in a very perptexing situation.
The woman who can't resist gossiping even in church.
That being popular consists largely in remembering) what to forget.
The party who is tied to more
than one woman's apron strings.
The man who looks as though he
had been dead and buried and re-

cently resurrected.

The gay married woman who is
most always minus her wedding ring.
That it is one thing to put a man
in his place, but quite another matter to make him fit.
The woman who delights telling
who her gentlemen callers are.
That you may get all that is coming to you in this world, but lookout for the next.
Ouidere.

Paris, June 2. The latest German The Socorro Chapter
Has never allowed a single man to
barbarity consists of a man trap similar to a bear trap, discovered in No leave the county to go to the army
Man's Land by Corporal Leonardo or training camps without a remindManser and Sergeant Victor L. Vau-pe- l. er that he is remembered by his
United States engineers.
friends and especially by the memCorporal Manser, after bringing bers of the organization. Up to date
how
told
to
the trenches,
the trophy
the chapter has contributed 225 comhe came to discover it. He said.
fort boxes.
"We were in the trenches on the
Recently it was decided to permit
Vau-pwhen
of
24,
town to contribute boxes for
each
May
Sergeant
night
and myself decided to go on a the boys, Magdalena already being
scouting party.w We crept carefully credited with 70, San Marcial 50, and
EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
over the top, making out way through Kelly 5.
the barbed wire entanglements and
LONG EXPERIENCE
into one shell hole after another.
Women between the ages of 21
IN THE OLD COUNTRY
EVEN
half
across
we
"After
way
gpt
and 35 who have had a high school
No Man's Land, my cane was jerked education or its
CORRECT FITTINO OT
will be
equivalent,
from my hand. Advancing a few eligible for admission to the Army
EYE GLASSES
steps, I stumbled on the trap, which School of Nursing. It is intended
had been released by the pressure of to start several schools in selected
BUILDING .
LAUCHLIN
the cane. On examination I found military hospitals. The applications
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
the trap set to catch scouts, and should be sent to the Army School
chained to stakes in the ground. I of Nursing, Surgeon General of the
loosened the chain and brought the Army, Washington, D. C
trap to our trenches.
M'FIE EDWARDS & M'FIE
"The contrivance is three feet long
American infantryman carries
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAand has jaws eighteen inches wide 220The
of ammunition the weight
with teeth two inches long. It is de- of rounds
12
which
OFFICRi
is
With
the
pounds.
signed to give the victim great pain
Springfield rifle 23 aimed shots can Cmsmt Pake A WeeMagte
Ave
and make him call for help. This be
fired each minute. Firing from the
attracts his comrades, who become
New
Muhe,
Stats Fe,
hip 40 shots can be fired a minute.
targets for a German machine gun's The
new United States model 1917
fusillade which results in the annieven
better.
(modified Enfild) does
hilation of the entire party."
I IUj16 .On r
The trap is in the Paris V. M. C
a
The Germans shot a priest-anA and will be shipped to America as
nun in Belgium on the same day
a trophy.
Dublin
in
were
week
that priests
this
THE LOGICAL TREATMENT
The excesses of youth are drau- procuring signer to a pledge against
DIRECT QUICK EFFECTIVE
Gerinthe
to
with
fight
being conscripted
ght upon old age, payable
terest about thirty year after date mans. Dallas New.

Elks Farewell Party
A large party of Raton Elks, their
wives and sweethearts gave a reception one evening last week in honor
of five of their members who left
the following day for military service.

Red Cross Dance Tuesday
Successful in every way was the
benefit Red Cross dance given at the
Library hall Tuesday night. The
committee In charge were; Guthrie
Smith, Price Cross, Orrin Staplin,
John McConvery and Alfonso Herre-r- a.
AL Morrison' orchestra played
!'or the delightful event.

Loretto Cenmmencenent
The commencement program given
at the Loretto auditorium Wednesday night was a brilliant event. The
eight attractive young graduates
captivated the unusually large
and each one taking part
Rev.
herself creditably
Monsignor Fourchegue awarded the
diplomas and gold medals.
audl-anc-

Mayor Webster Entertains
About fifty of the townspeople of
Cimarron and a number of quests
from Raton attended the dancing
party given by George H. Webster
at his home in Cimarron, as an open-houentertainment for the residents of the town who recently
elected him mayor by a unanimous
The party was a delightful
vote.
success. Raton Range.
se

Woodmen Circle Initiation
At the Clovis Elks home recently,
which was beautifully decorated in
the Circle colors,
lavender
and
green, impressive ceremonies were
conducted at the initiation of 19 candidates into the Woodman Circle.
Mrs. Kate Ferguson, of Albuquerque,
state manager was present. About
100 guests and members
enjoyed a
pleasant evening. Light refreshments
were served.
Miss Gladys A. Ashe and Harold
McGuire, of St. fohn's N. B Canada
"ere married Monday morning at
the Cathedral of St. Francis by Rer.
Monsignor Forchegue, rector of the
parrish Following the ceremony a
wedding breakfast was served at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Jose D.
Sena, on College street. Mr. and
Mrs. McGuire have returned to their
Canadian home to reside.

Eastern Star Initiation
The following members of the
Eastern Star at Lake Arthur went
to Hagerman last week to assist in
the initiation of four candidates. In
the party were; Mesdamcs Seely,

Donahue, Hams, Vermillion, Beasley,
Messrs
McCollough and Lincoln.
Seely, ams, Donahue and William
Hart and Miss Myrtle Knox. An
enjoyable evening was spent by the
members.

The Card Party
Given by the Catholic Woman's
auxiliary of Socorro for the benefit
of the Sisters of Loretto recently,
was a dcligihtfut event socially and
The receipts amounted
financially.
to over $12.50... Mrs. T. B. Everhart
held high score among the ladies and
was given her choice between a fancy
bag and an embroidered bath towel
as a prize, considering the present
high price of even a towel, very
sensibly chose the latter. Dr. A. X.
Llinski carried off the genflemens
prize a beautiful deck of playing
cards.
"Sammies' Joy City"
Somewhere in the south of France
is a town which is popularly known
among the allied armies as the "Sammies' Joy City." When an American soldier gets his leave he is paid
off and, if he has no relations or no
definite scheme for amusing himself
during his vacation, he is sent to
the Joy City, where ample means
of recreation, are to be found.
Here he can find his "home town"
as he would call it, brought right
up to him and all the old pleasures
of town life in which he was formerly wont to indulge, where the
wholesome atmosphere of the Y. M.
C. A. pervades all Among the
great
variety of amusements Joy City ha
a large library stocked with all the
latest books.
He who can afford to buy but one
Liberty Bond and buys it is more of
a patriot than he who can afford
100

and buys 99.

Habit.

"Habit' 's hard to

overcome. If
you take off the first letter, it doe
not change "a bit." If you take off
another, you have a "bit" left. If you
take (till another, the whole of "it"
remains.
If you take still another,
it is not Mt" totally used up. All of
which goes to show that if you wish
to be rid of a "habit," you must
throw it off altogether. Ex.

YARD

CAPITAL COAL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits
Bananas
Grapes

Oranges
Apples

Vegetables-Cel- ery

Sweet Potatoes

WE HAVE THEM
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DO YOU KNOW
That you should never judge a
woman and cigars by their wrappers.
The girl with the wide smile and
the ever ready greeting.
The man who tried to make! a
certain girl popular, but failed.
The woman with a sweet voice
and dreemy eyes who is so popular.
That perhaps the best way to
kill a falsehood is to let it lie.
The man who beat it when he entered and saw four feminine satellites in the same place recently.
The young married matron who is
a trump and has an answer for every
one.
The man who declares he is not
a woman chaser.
The brunette who costantly sighs
for other sunny climes.
That it is impossible for a woman
to preserve a secret so it will keep.
That it is as risky to praise a
woman's husband to her fatce as it
is to critize him.
The blond with the kitten smile
who thinks she is immensely attra-tiv-

Grand Matron Visits Chapter
Mrs. Ida M. Llewellyn, of Las
Cruces, grand matron of the Order
of the Eastern Star for New Mexico,
officially visited Santa Fe Chapter
'o. 19, O. E. S., last Friday night
at a special session held in the A.
F and A. M. hall. Other grand officers present were; Mrs. Lcynctte
a grateful government. The three D. Maxwell, of Artesia, grand con
decorations she wears are in recog- ductress, Mrs. Lucius Dills, of Rosnition of distinguished service in re- well, grand associate conductress.
lief work amony the Serbians, One, After the session a social hour folthe badge of St. Sova, the highest lowed and light refreshments were
honor conferred by Serbia, was pin- served.
ned upon her by Prince Alexander.
The Commencement Exercise
"Condition's there are worse
Of St. Michael's College last eventhan ever before," she said. How
terrible that must be is indicated ing at the New Museum building
an interesting event.
The
by some of the things she saw be- was
answered the call fine program was presented by the
tween the time
for relief after the German invasion grammar students and by the high
school division. Rev. I. B. Guerovich
and the time she left a year ago.
delivered the inspiring address to the
Deaden
to
Pain
Nothing
"I have held men in my arms graduates who were. J. A. Armijo,
while the surgeons operated on them Carlos Bours, Manuel Baca, I. V.
without anaesthetics or anything to Etchart, L. Luian, J. Roybal and E.
deaden the pain," she said. "I have Trujillo. The French Brothers who
seen boys hold up their mutilated conduct the College are deservingi a
reat deal of credit and are to be
legs to be sawed off with nothing
more than a cigarette to lessen their congratulated on a most successful
school year.
suffering.
"I have seen men with tongues
Lay Corner Stone
torn off, and eyes gouged out and Masons
An interesting and unusual cereears and noses cut off by the invadI have seen dozens mony will be conducted by the Most
ing Germans.
of Serbian children crucified on their Worshipful Grand Lodge A. F. and
A. M. of New Mexico on Sunday
parents' doors.
June 16, at 3 p. m.,
"The Germans in entering Serbian afternoon,
towns shot down children playing in in connection with the laying of the
the streets. And the Serbians, lest corner stone of the new Christian
the world would not believe reports church in this city. All Masons in
city are invited to participate
of such atrocities, let them lie in the
the streets until photographs had A most interesting program is being
been taken of the dead. This evi- arranged and the principle address
dence is available to disprove Ger- will be' delivered by Dr. F. H. H.
Roberts. The Grand Lodge will conman denials.
under the authority and direc"Moreover, since the war began, vene
tion
of George H. Kinkcl, district
Serbian
thousand
thirty
girls, rangand he will be
ing in ages up from ten years, have deputy grand master,
members of
been sold in slavery to the Turks assisted by prominent
Christian Germans. the fraternity in the city. Las Vegas
by the
Optic.
Foe Left Disease in Wake
"And when the Germans retreat- 33 Girl
Scouts Hike
ed they left behind them the soldiers
Thirty-thre- e
members of the Girl
suffering from typhus and other Scouts, in two divisions, went on a
diseases, knowing that their disease, "hike" to the river south of the
city
would spread and wipe out whole
recently, the first division leaving
villages.
the armory at 7;45 o'clock. The sec"But, although the Serbians finally ond division left half an hour later.
have been overwhelmed and their
The members of the first division
country
devastated, the Serbians marked their trail as they went, the
made their country a solid body of second division depending
flesh to delay the German invaders upon the markings to followentirely
them.
until the British could get around to Once on the other side of the Rio
the East.
Thus they unwittingly Grande, the first division gathered
a genuine service for shrubbery for a fire and
performed
prepared
America, because they helped the breakfast for themselves and the
Allied cause and thwarted the Ger- second division. Rabbi Moise Bergman plans of attack."
man, who accompanied the second
to the scouts
group, made a
British opponents of Lloyd George after breakfast. speech
Miss Ruth Infield
argued that a French Generalissimo acted as scoutmistress.
The party
might sacrifice British troops. The returned to the city shortly before
last stand of the French regiment noon.
sent to hold Mt. Kemmel is the anThe scouts have agreed to give
some sort of a demonstration at the
swerSpringfield Republican.
G. A. R encampment
to be held
here soon. Albuquerque Journal.
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Catarrh of Stomach
Did Not Know It
Mrs. Selena Tanner, Athens, Ohio,

writes: "I cannot find words to SZ- press my thanks for your kind ad- vice. I never once thought I had cav
tarrh of the stomach. I commenced
taking Peruna, as you directed. My
stomach continued to hart me for
about two weeks after I began the-medicine, and then It stopped. I aow

..sr
have a good appetite, white before
I was nearly starred."
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